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Abstract 

Fakes, or counterfeits, usually refer to problematic consumer goods. However, in China, 

there is a group of people who intentionally buy fakes and then sue against the supplier for profit: 

they are called “fake-hunters.” One may wonder how this can happen, yet ironically this unique 

phenomenon resulted from the consumer protection strategy of China. After China started economic 

reforms and opened up in the late 1970s, the domestic market was overwhelmed by all kinds of fake 

and shoddy products. In response to the severe social problem of consumer damages, punitive 

damages were introduced with the enactment of the Law of the People’s Republic China on 

Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests in 1993. Afterwards, fake-hunters appeared and raised 

the debate of whether they may be awarded punitive damages in fake-hunting lawsuits.  

Continuing conflicts caused by fake-hunting lawsuits revealed a gap between China’s 

consumer legislation and its enforcement. Specifically, the punitive damage system was introduced 

for the purpose of enhancing consumer protection, through motivating each consumer to become the 

enforcer of the law. Meanwhile, along with the increase of for-profit fake-hunting lawsuits, 

resistance appeared among administrative and judicial enforcement agencies, especially the court 

system. Reviewing the current divergent opinions around application of punitive damages in 

fake-hunting cases, this study found that the missing piece which has caused the gap is the focus on 

the private rights of consumers. 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the necessity for China to change the emphasis 

of its consumer protection strategy from regulating the market order to supporting consumers to 

enforce their private rights. Above all, the purpose and function of the punitive damage system in 

consumer protection require reconsideration by not only observers but also policy makers. Moreover, 

legal improvements need to be made concerning how the court should interpret the legal rules on 

punitive damages and how policy makers should improve consumer protection strategy accordingly.  

To achieve these targets, this study consists of two parts, and applies case studies, a 

historical review and a comparative analysis. The analysis in Part I will illustrate the whole picture 

of fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma and reveals the profound reasons behind the problems. Part II 

investigates three correlated issues on how legal systems need to be developed to enhance consumer 

protection. This study concludes that focus on private rights of consumers is of great significance, 

and therefore China needs to improve legal systems in order to protect consumer rights and interests 

in transaction and redress. In the end, China should enhance consumer protection with the emphasis 

on supporting consumers to enforce their lawful rights.
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Chapter I: Introduction 

This dissertation is on how to enhance the enforcement of consumer rights in China. In this 

chapter, first the objectives of this study will be introduced (1.1). Then the following sections will 

introduce the research background with regards to consumer protection and consumer law (1.2), 

legal development of consumer protection in China (1.3), and the problems with enforcement of 

consumer law in China (1.4). Furthermore, the structure of this dissertation and research methods of 

this study will be introduced in 1.5. 

 

1.1 Objectives of this study 

This study attempts to prove that a change of focus from market regulation to rights 

enforcement is needed to enhance consumer protection in China. This change of focus requires legal 

improvement at different aspects of enforcement. The conventional perspective viewing enforcement 

of consumer rights is insufficient. This study aims to shed light on how to improve enforcement 

strategy of consumer protection in China. This study has objectives at three levels.  

First, this study attempts to demonstrate insufficiencies with current enforcement strategy 

of consumer protection in China. This study is going to investigate the profound reasons behind the 

fake-hunter problem. With materials of fake-hunter problem, this study will further demonstrate 

what have been impeding the development of consumer protection in China.  

Second, this study aims to illustrate the necessity to focus on the private rights of 

consumers in China in order to enhance consumer protection. There has been a long-time debate 

around the characterization of consumer protection law, which led private law approach in the 

enforcement of consumer rights to be insufficient. Legal mechanisms on consumer protection in 
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China reflect the essence of market regulation; however, legal improvement should be made with the 

focus on rights protection.  

In addition, this study conducts a case study of China, which is a jurisdiction deeply 

affected by the socialist law of the former Soviet Union. The problems China is confronting now are 

largely associated with the influence of the former Soviet Union law and the unique 

path-dependency of China. This piece of analysis may provide experience and prospects in terms of 

legal transplantation and institution development for other jurisdictions with similar factors.  

 

1.2 Background of research 

The first section introduces the basic research background of consumer protection and 

consumer law. The “consumer” is one key concept in economic theories. Adam Smith, who is the 

first classical economist, identified consumers’ needs as the terminal goal of economic activities by 

arguing “Consumption is the sole end and purpose of all production; and the interest of the producer 

ought to be attended to only so far as it may be necessary for promoting that of the consumer.”
1
 In 

China, the current definition of the consumer is provided by Article 2 of the Law of People’s 

Republic of China on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interest: “the rights and interests of 

consumers in purchasing and using commodities or receiving services for daily consumption shall be 

under the protection of the present Law or under the protection of other relevant laws and regulations 

in absence of stipulations in this Law.” Therefore, “consumer” means people “in purchasing and 

using commodities or receiving services for daily consumption.”
2
 

                                                
1
 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Natures and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (with an introduction by 

Mark G. Spencer) (Wordsworth Editions Limited, 2012; Introduction, Mark. G. Spencer, 2012), 658. 
2
 Article 2 of the Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests of People’s Republic of China 

(2013). The Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests of People’s Republic of China was first 

promulgated in 1993, and amended in 2009 and 2013. Unless acknowledged otherwise, quotations of all 

the statues are from the latest version. 
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However, in EU consumer protection directives, “consumer” means any natural person 

who (in contracts) is acting for purposes which are outside his trade, business, craft, or profession.
3
 

In this definition, the focus is non-enterprise characteristics of the consumer. Specifically, 

“consumer” under EU directives should meet the conditions including (1) being party of transaction; 

(2) not for the purpose of trade, business, craft or profession; and (3) being natural persons.
4
 At the 

first glance, it seems that everyone can become a consumer in a daily transaction. However, the 

definition of the “consumer” can differ in different jurisdictions. In this section, the main 

characteristics of the development of consumer protection legislation will be illustrated. 

 

1.2.1 Protecting the consumer: a historical review 

Modern consumer protection legislation developed significantly in the 1960s and 1970s.
5
 

US President John F. Kennedy first outlined a vision of consumer rights in a special message to 

Congress on March 15, 1962 (which day became the World Consumer Rights Day), and that 

subsequently led to wide-spread recognition and then consumer law legislation.
6
 The four categories 

of consumer rights include the right to safety, the right to be informed, the right to choose; and the 

right to be heard.
7
 This declaration of consumer rights led profound influence to the consumer 

protection policy making and legislation in history.
8
 Over time, along with consumer movements 

and efforts from various consumer organizations, the United Nations contributed to developing a 

                                                
3
 For instance, Article 2 of Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 

October 2011 on consumer rights, amending Council Directive 93/13/EEC and Directive 1999/44/EC of 

the European Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council Directive 85/577/EEC and Directive 

97/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council Text with EEA relevance. EUR-Lex, 2011. 

Accessed July 19, 2018. http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2011/83/oj.  
4
 The Institute of Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests of China(中国消费者权益保护法

学研究会) ed., 消费者权益保护法学 [Studies on the Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and 

Interests] (Zhongguo shehui chubanshe, 2017), 3. 
5
 Gene A. Marsh, Consumer Protection Law in a Nutshell (3rd edition) (West Group, 1999), 6-11. See 

also Iain Ramsay (ed.), Consumer Law (Dartmouth, 1992), xi. 
6
 Consumer International, “Developing International Guideline on Consumer Protection,” accessed on 

July 19, 2018. http://www.consumersinternational.org/who-we-are/consumer-rights.  
7
 Ibid. 

8
 Ibid. 

http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2011/83/oj
http://www.consumersinternational.org/who-we-are/consumer-rights
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global framework to promote consumer protection legislation and its enforcement; this document 

was The United Nations Guidelines for Consumer Protection (UNGCP).
9
 The guidelines were first 

adopted by the General Assembly in 1985, later expanded in 1999, and recently revised by the 

General Assembly in 2015.
10

 Since their adoption, the UNGCP has had a significant influence on 

consumer policy actions by both governments and consumer organizations in many countries.
11

 

Up to the present, the need to protect citizens as consumers at both the domestic and 

international level has gained increased attention among countries around the world. Meanwhile, 

theories vary considering the necessity and legitimacy of providing consumer protection for citizens 

through law. In China, legislation on consumer rights is mainly after the economic reforms of the 

late 1970s.
12

 Moreover, China shows her own path-dependency of consumer protection legislation. 

 

1.2.2 Legislation on consumer protection 

To define the scope of consumer law can be difficult. Consumer law can be “the sum total 

of the ways in which a state constitutes, defines and intervenes in markets for the purpose of 

protecting the ultimate consumer of goods and services.”
13

 In most legal orders, consumer law can 

be seen as a distinct body of law now; however, to define the scope of consumer law may raise 

questions.
14

 As to how the scope of consumer law should be defined, there are no universal criteria. 

Nevertheless, “the answer should probably depend upon why one is protecting the consumer—lack 

                                                
9
 The United Nations, “United Nations Guidelines on Consumer Protection,” accessed on July 19, 2018. 

http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DITC/CompetitionLaw/UN-Guidelines-on-Consumer-Protection.aspx.  
10

 Ibid. 
11 

David Harland, “The United Nations Guidelines for Consumer Protection: Their Impact in the First 

Decade” in Iain Ramsay (ed.) Consumer Law in the Global Economy: National and International 

Dimensions (Ashgate and Dartmouth, 1997), 1-12. 
12

 For instance, see Huixing Liang (梁慧星), 社会主义市场经济管理法律制度研究 [Research on 

Legal Systems of Socialist Market Economy Regulation] (Zhongguo zhengfa daxue chubanshe, 1993), 

246-248. 
13 

Thierry Bourgoignie and David M. Turbek, Consumer Law, Common Markets and Federalism in 

Europe and the United States (Walter de Gruyter & Co., Berlin, 1986), 6. 
14 

Geraint Howells, Iain Ramsay and Thomas Wilhemsson, “Consumer law in its International Dimension” 

in Geraint Howells, Iain Ramsay and Thomas Wilhemsson with David Kraft (eds.), Handbook of 

Research on International Consumer Law (Edward Elgar, 2010), 3. 

http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DITC/CompetitionLaw/UN-Guidelines-on-Consumer-Protection.aspx
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of knowledge, lack of bargaining power—but legislators often agonise over these distinctions, which 

are not infrequently the subject of litigation in the courts.”
15

 

The justifications on legislation of consumer protection can be diverse. The attempt to 

rectify the inequities of bargaining power between individual consumer and the supplier of goods or 

services has been one principle justification for much modern consumer law.
16

 The reason for a 

consumer not being in an equal bargaining power is primarily due to information problems; 

moreover, it cost too much too seek for remedy.
17

 Moreover, justifications of consumer protection 

legislation can be consumer sovereignty, substantive justice, human rights, and sustainable 

development.
18

 There was fierce debate between free market economists and those in support of 

state intervention during the 1970s and the 1980s.
19

 Yet the development of consumer protection 

legislation has proved that consumer law can be a means of socializing the market at global level.
20

 

 

1.2.3 Enforcement of consumer law 

Whilst legislation is an important means to confirm consumer rights, enforcement is 

necessary to realize consumer rights provided by law. The enforcement body of consumer law can 

be diverse: the administrative authorities, judicial courts, attorneys, companies, private organizations, 

and citizens. This study adopts a broad definition of enforcement in order to cover different types of 

enforcement agencies, and not only administrative organs and judicial courts, but also private 

                                                
15

 Ibid. 
16

 David Oughton and John Lowry, Textbook on Consumer Law (2nd edition) (London: Blackstone, 

2000), 16-19. 
17

 Ibid. 
18

 Geraint Howells, Iain Ramsay and Thomas Wilhemsson, “Consumer law in its International 

Dimension” in Geraint Howells, Iain Ramsay and Thomas Wilhemsson with David Kraft (eds.), 

Handbook of Research on International Consumer Law (Edward Elgar, 2010), 10-13. Iris Benöhr, “The 

Evolution of Consumer Protection and Human Rights” in Iris Benöhr, EU Consumer Law and Human 

Rights (Oxford University Press, 2013), 45-76. 
19

 See Ross Parish, “Consumer Protection and the Ideology of Consumer Protectionists” and Ross 

Cranston, “Consumer Protection and Economic Theory” in A.J. Duggan and L.W. Darvall (eds.), 

Consumer Protection Law and Theory (The Law Book Company Limited, 1980), 229-242 and 243-255. 
20 

Supra note 14, p10. 
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enforcers including individual citizens and private organizations, most particularly consumer 

associations. 

In a remedial perspective, despite the law may have confirmed bunch of rights for 

consumers, it is hardly meaningful for consumers without effective enforcement. Meanwhile, 

consumer protection is also “the keystone of effective market regulation,” as it “regulates entry and 

exit of market products and services.”
21

 In this sense, enforcement of consumer law is also of key 

significance for market regulation.
22

 Enforcement of consumer protection may not only provide 

compensation to consumers and deterrence to the business operators, and therefore enhance 

compliance of business operators to market regulations.
23

 Therefore, studies on enforcement of 

consumer law can have either a remedial and regulatory focus, or both. 

The paper “Private Enforcement of Law” by William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner 

has had a profound influence on the legal-economical study of public-private enforcement of law.
24

 

Studies on enforcement of consumer law widely applied the public-private enforcement model, yet 

economic analysis is not always a principal focus. Many studies focus on the collective function of 

enforcement agencies in an institutional perspective, and frequently applying a comparative 

approach.
25

 In addition, class action is also a frequently discussed issue of private enforcement in 

consumer law studies.
26

  

                                                
21

 Fabrizio Gafaggi and Hans-W. Micklitz, “Introduction” in Fabrizio Gafaggi and Hans-W. Micklitz 

(eds.), New Frontiers of Consumer Protection: the Interplay between Private and Public Enforcement 

(Intersentia, 2009), 1-11. 
22

 Ibid. 
23

 Ibid. 
24

 William M. Landes, Richard A. Posner, “The Private Enforcement of Law,” Journal of Legal Studies, 

January 1975. 
25

 Fabrizio Gafaggi and Hans-W. Micklitz, “Introduction” in Fabrizio Gafaggi and Hans-W. Micklitz 

(eds.), New Frontiers of Consumer Protection: the Interplay between Private and Public Enforcement 

(Intersentia, 2009), 1. See also Fabrizio Cafaggi, Hans-W. Micklitz, “Collective Enforcement of 

Consumer Law: A Framework for Comparative Assessment,” European Review of Private Law 16 

(2008): 391-425. 
26

 Sinai Deutch, “Consumer Class Actions: Are They a Solution for Enforcing Consumer Rights? The 

Israeli Model,” Journal of Consumer Policy 27 (2004): 179-212. 
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However, the enforcement of consumer law has not been a main focus in Chinese 

consumer protection rhetoric. Most studies on consumer law are interpretation-focused, or 

legislation-oriented. In China, there is a lack of attention on the cooperation or interplay between 

administrative and judicial enforcement of consumer law, and the compatibility between legislation 

and its enforcement. Since enforcement strategies are critical to consumer protection, this study 

focuses on the institutional dimension of consumer protection to analyze the problems with 

enforcement of consumer rights in China. 

 

1.3 Legal development on consumer protection in China 

Before entering into the analysis of enforcement problems, this section will first illustrate a 

rough picture of the legal framework with regards to consumer protection in China. In the late 1970s, 

China turned from a planned economy into a socialist market economy.
27

 With high-speed 

economic growth, malpractices repeatedly caused damage to consumers all around the country.
28

 In 

order to protect consumers from suffering from the market failures, China made great efforts in 

consumer protection. Currently, laws protecting consumers have been enacted at multiple levels, 

consumer rights have been extensively confirmed in current legislation, and mechanisms have been 

established for consumer rights enforcement and dispute resolution. 

 

1.3.1 Legal framework established on consumer protection 

China has established an extensively covered and multi-level legal framework on 

consumer protection since the 1990s. The whole framework principally can be divided into three 

categories: (i) fundamental law on consumer rights and interests; (ii) special laws on crucial legal 

                                                
27

 Huixign Liang (梁慧星), 民法学说判例与立法研究 [Studies on Theories, Cases and Legislation of 

Civil Law] (Falv chubanshe, 2003), 62-65. 
28

 Mingfang Lv (吕明方), 中国: 呼唤质量 [China: An Appeal for Quality], Society 社会 4 (1992): 

2-6.  
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issues, and (iii) consumer-favored legal provisions incorporated in other statutes. In addition, the 

Supreme People’s Court juridical directives regarding consumer lawsuits play an important role in 

the function of the framework. 

First, the fundamental act on Chinese consumer protection is the Law of the People’s 

Republic of China on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests (the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law in the following context). It provides a framework consisting of: (1) general principles; (2) 

consumer rights; (3) obligations of business operators; (4) consumer protection by the state; (5) 

consumer organizations; (6) dispute resolution; (7) legal liabilities; and (8) supplementary provisions. 

The Consumer Protection Law is “for the protection of the legitimate rights and interests of 

consumers, maintenance of the socio-economic order, and promotion of the healthy development of 

a socialist market economy.”
29

 This law covers the rights and interests of consumers in purchasing 

and using commodities or receiving services for daily consumption.
30

 Consumers shall be under the 

protection of the Consumer Protection Law or under the protection of other relevant laws and 

regulations in absence of stipulations in this law.
31

  

Second, there are special laws on particular legal issues concerning consumer protection. 

The Anti-Unfair Competition Law of the People’s Republic of China (the PRC Unfair Competition 

Law in the following context) was enacted for the purposes of promoting the sound development of 

the socialist market economy, encouraging and protecting fair competition, preventing unfair 

competition practices, and safeguarding the lawful rights and interests of businesses and 

                                                
29

 Article 1 of Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests. 

Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests, the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law in the following text, was first promulgated on October 31, 1993 and 

implemented on January 1, 1994. The PRC Consumer Protection Law was amended in 2009 and 2013. 

Unless acknowledged otherwise, quotations of all the statues are from the latest version. 
30

 Article 2 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
31

 Ibid. 
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consumers.
32

 The Product Quality Law of the People’s Republic of China (the PRC Product Quality 

Law in the following context) is aimed to strengthen the supervision and control over product quality, 

to define the liabilities for product quality, to protect the legitimate rights and interests of users and 

consumers and to safeguard the socio-economic order.
33

 In addition, there are legal acts on 

consumer issues including consumer safety and hygiene (for instance, the PRC Food Safety Law and 

the PRC Food Hygiene Law), quality and measurement of consumer goods, advertising, standards 

and price.
34

 

The third category includes legal rules incorporated in various legal acts, including civil 

and criminal laws, administrative regulations. The Consumer Protection Law constructs a 

fundamental system for consumer protection. Meanwhile, legal acts including the PRC Contract Law, 

the Tort Liability Law the People’s Republic of China and the Civil Procedure Law of the People’s 

Republic of China
35

, were not enacted particularly in respect to consumer protection, but contain 

articles in respect to consumer rights and interests as well. For instance, the articles regarding 

standardized terms in Contract Law (Article 39 to 41) and articles on tort liability of defective 

products in PRC Tort Liability Law (Article 42) both provide a necessary substantive legal basis for 

consumers to apply for dispute resolution. Furthermore, the PRC Civil Procedural Law not only 

provides the common rules for civil litigation, but also empowers consumers through special 

procedural rules, represented by the recently endorsed public interests litigation (Article 55 of 2013 

amendment).  

                                                
32

 Article 1 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law of the People’s Republic of China was first promulgated 

on September 2, 1993 and amended in 2017. Unless acknowledged otherwise, quotations of all the statues 

are from the latest version. 
33

 Article 1 of the Product Quality Law of the People’s Republic of China was first promulgated on 

February 22, 1993, and amended in 2007 and 2009. Unless acknowledged otherwise, quotations of all the 

statues are from the latest version. 
34

 Mingyue Xu (许明月), and Changqi Li (李昌麒), 消费者保护法(第四版) [Consumer Protection 

Law (4
th

 edition)] (Falv chubanshe, 2014), 34-39. 
35

 The Civil Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China was first promulgated on April 9, 1991, 

and amended in 2007, 2012 and 2017. Unless acknowledged otherwise, quotations of all the statues are 

from the latest version. 
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Legal provisions on consumer protection exist not only in civil law field, but also in 

criminal law and various administrative regulations. In criminal law and administrative regulations, 

consumer protection is approached through penalties or sanctions based on the liabilities the 

business operator ought to burden. Crimes impeding consumer rights and interests covered by the 

Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China are defined primarily in Section One of Chapter III, 

including crimes of producing and selling shoddy products, producing and selling counterfeit or 

inferior drugs, producing and selling unhygienic, poisonous or harmful foods, producing and selling 

inferior medical equipment, producing and selling products that do not meet safety standards, and 

crimes of false advertising. 

Administrative regulations perform functions of consumer protection at various aspects. 

Some regulations are for the purpose of putting constraints onto business operators in order to 

strengthen their compliance with laws on market practices and consumer protection. For instance, 

Measures of Penalties against Infringement upon Consumers’ Rights and Interests, issued by the 

former State Administration of Commerce and Industry
36

 in 2015, belongs to this category. 

Moreover, some regulations are to direct government authorities to respond to specific problems and 

supporting consumers, such as Regulations on the Implementation of the Consumer Protection Law 

(State Administration of Industry and Commerce, 2015), Measures of Investigation and Handing of 

Internet Food Safety Violations (State Food and Drug Administration, 2016), and Guiding Opinions 

on Protection of the Rights and Interests of Financial Consumer (General Office of the State 

Council, 2015). In addition, while frequently ignored in most consumer law rhetoric, Supreme 

People’s Court judicial directives play an indispensable role in the Chinese judiciary, including on 

consumer protection. China has a vast territory, uneven economic status among different parts of the 

                                                
36

 The institutional reform in 2018 changed the administrative system, and the State Administration of 

Industry and Commerce now has been reconstructed as State Administration for Market Regulation, 

accessed July 19, 2018. http://samr.saic.gov.cn/. 

http://samr.saic.gov.cn/
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country, and a complexity of disputes which results in the frequent occurrence of “different 

judgements over same (similar) cases.”
37

 The Supreme People’s Court has been trying hard to 

improve the quality of judgement and credibility of the court system, and consolidated a series of 

approaches in order to uniform judicial standardization.
38

 

In conclusion, China has structured a multi-level and integrated consumer protection legal 

framework with a large diversity of legal resources. Consumer law in China can refer to the 

fundamental law for consumer protection, i.e. the PRC Consumer Protection Law in particular, or all 

kind of statutes and other forms of legal provisions which perform the function of consumer 

protection. Although defining a clear scope of consumer law remains controversial in academic 

debate, consumer protection law shows distinct characteristics compared to other legislations.
39

 The 

foremost feature of consumer law is that they provide legal protection to consumers.
40

 

 

1.3.2 Consumer rights confirmed in current legislation 

In China, there are different definitions on consumer rights in theory.
41

 According to the 

commonly accepted theory, consumer rights refer to the legally protected benefits or interests that 

consumers enjoy in accordance with law when they purchase and use products, or receive services.
42

 

Meanwhile, some hold the opinion that consumer rights are fundamental human rights.
43

 At the 

                                                
37

 “Tong an bu tong pan” 同案不同判 in Chinese. 
38

 Those approaches are: (i) judicial interpretation; (ii) trial supervision; (iii) case guidance; (iv) judicial 

policy; (v) directive speech; and (vi) meeting minutes. Judicial interpretations released by the Supreme 

People’s Court have long been one informal legal resource but with high applicable authority in Chinese 

judiciary. Case guidance of the Supreme People’s Court has profound influence in the field of consumer 

protection as well. See Zhenmin Wang (王振民), and Ge Wu (吴革) eds.,
 消费者权益保护及产品责任

指导案例与审判依据 [Directive Cases and Judgement Basis on the Protection of Consumer Rights and 

Interests and Product Liability] (Falv chubanshe, 2011), 1 in 编写说明 [Instructions]. 
39

 Mingyue Xu (许明月), and Changqi Li (李昌麒), see supra note 34, p41-45. 
40

 Ibid. 
41 

See detailed discussion in Chapter IV and V. 
42

 Mingyue Xu (许明月), and Changqi Li (李昌麒), see supra note 34, p70. 
43

 Huixing Liang (梁慧星), 社会主义市场经济管理法律制度研究 [Research on Legal Systems of 

Socialist Market Economy Regulation], (Zhongguo zhengfa daxue chubanshe, 1993), 246-248. 
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legislative level, consumer rights are confirmed mainly through the Consumer Protection Law in 

China. The latest amendment to the Consumer Protection Law in 2013 provided nine types of 

consumer rights in Chapter II: the right to (1) maintain personal and property safety; (2) obtain true 

information; (3) have free choice; (4) fair trade; (5) redress damages; (6) form consumer 

organizations; (7) acquire consumer education; (8) maintaining human dignity and one’s personal 

information; and (9) social monitoring.
44

 These nine categories of consumer rights were developed 

based on the international criteria on consumer rights, with adjustment to the Chinese situation.
45

 

In addition, since there are various legal acts and regulations that contain rules in the rights 

and interests of consumers, consumer rights are not limited to the provisions in the Consumer 

Protection Law. Overall, since the enactment of the Consumer Protection Law in 1993, the scope 

and protection level of consumer rights have kept improving and has caught up with the international 

level.
46

 

 

1.3.3 Mechanisms built to enforce consumer rights 

China has built mechanisms to enforce consumer rights under the Consumer Protection 

Law. Enforcement mechanisms of consumer rights include some principal peculiarities. First, there 

are various enforcement bodies. Furthermore, government organs have extensive involvement in 

consumer protection, and consumer associations perform an important role. In addition, public 

interest litigation is introduced to empower consumers. Consumers may chose appropriate approach 

to solve the disputes with business operators and enforce their rights. 

Above all, the government takes the primary role in consumer protection enforcement. The 

PRC Consumer Protection Law provides the responsibility of the state to protect consumers’ rights 

                                                
44 

Article 7-15 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
45

 Mingyue Xu (许明月), and Changqi Li (李昌麒), see supra note 34, p70-73 
46

 Ibid. 
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and interests at the legislative, administrative and judicial levels.
47

 In legislative processes on 

consumer rights and interests, the policy make should fully hear the voice from consumers and 

consumer associations.
48

 Administrative authorities, central or local, are responsible for consumer 

protection, and the state should not permit any harm to consumer rights and interests.
49

 In particular, 

the people’s court should provide convenience to consumers so that consumer disputes can be settled 

promptly and fairly.
50

 

In addition to public authorities, consumer associations in China play a significant role in 

enforcement of consumer rights.
51

 Specifically, the consumer associations provide useful 

information and consulting service, participate in the legislative process and market monitoring, 

support consumers at various aspects, including supporting consumers in mediation and arbitration 

with business operators, supporting consumers in litigation, and exposing business malpractice to the 

public.
52

 

Regarding consumer dispute resolution, the basic structure is also established by the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law. Consumers have the right: (1) to consult and conciliate with business 

operators; (2) to request to consumer associations for mediation; (3) to appeal to relevant 

administrative departments; (4) to apply to arbitral organs for arbitration according to the arbitral 

agreements with business operators; and (5) to file a lawsuit before the people’s court.
53

 Consumers 

can choose among different approaches for dispute resolution and seek a remedy. 

Moreover, collective redress mechanisms have also been introduced for the interest of 

consumers. The amendment to the Civil Procedural Law of 2013 introduced public interest 

                                                
47 

Chapter IV on Consumer Protection by the State in the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
48 

Article 30 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
49

 Article 31 to 34 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
50

 Article 35 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
51

 Shishi Li (李适时) ed., 中华人民共和国消费者权益保护法释义(最新修正版) [Explanations of the 

Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests the People’s Republic of China (Latest revised 

edition)] (Beijing: Falv chubanshe, 2013), 168-173. 
52

 Article 37 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
53

 Article 39 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 
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proceedings for collective redress of consumer damages.
54

 Qualified consumer associations, 

including the China Consumer Association and other consumer associations at provincial level, are 

granted the standing to sue on behalf of mass consumers when the lawful rights and interests of a 

large number of consumers are harmed.
55

 The Consumer Protection Law of 2013 also confirmed the 

right of consumer associations to bring a collective lawsuit in the public interest before the court as 

well, which added to the function of consumer associations in the enforcement of consumer rights.
56

 

 

1.4 Enforcement of consumer rights in China remains insufficient 

Despite establishment of a legal framework and enforcement mechanisms, malpractices of 

business operators are still serious. According to the analysis from the China Consumer Association, 

the amount of consumer complaints has hardly decreased; meanwhile, the increasing complexity of 

transactions has added to the difficulties for successful resolution, see Figure 1.4 (a), Figure 1.4 (b) 

and Figure 1.4 (c).
57

  

 

 

                                                
54 

Article 55 of PRC Civil Procedural Law. 
55

 Ibid.
 

56
 Article 47 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 

57 
The figures used the data from annual reports on consumer claims statistics of China Consumer 

Association, accessed on July 19, 2018.http://www.cca.org.cn/zxsd/detail/2074.html. 

http://www.cca.org.cn/zxsd/detail/2074.html
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Figure 1.4(a). Complaints received and solved by consumer associations nationwide in China 

(2008-2016)                                Source: China Consumer Association Statistics 

 

 

Figure 1.4 (b). Damage redressed by consumer associations nationwide in China (2008 - 2016) 

                                Source: China Consumer Association Statistics 
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Figure 1.4(c). Complaints received by consumer associations nationwide in China in 

classification (2012 - 2016)                   Source: China Consumer Association Statistics
58

 

 

The rapid development of a market economy has been generating rocketing diversity of 

businesses and a rapid growth of distance transactions over the internet.
59

 At the same time, the 

increase of unfair and deceptive business operations (including contract breaches, poor customer 

services, price fraud, false advertising, and counterfeit goods) may have contributed to the declining 

of resolution rates and redress of consumer damages. 

 

1.4.1 Gap left by the insufficiency of public enforcement 

In China, administrative authorities have showed ineffectiveness on market regulation for 

years. While China established legal systems to protection consumers from the malpractices of 

                                                
58

 This figure combined the number of “quality” and “safety” together, and combined “customer services” 

and “contracts” together for the purpose of analysis. Moreover, there is a change in 2012 on the 

classification of different types of disputes. Therefore this study uses the data after 2012 for clarity. See 

China Consumer Association, accessed on July 19, 2018. http://www.cca.org.cn/zxsd/detail/2074.html. 
59

 Fei Ni (倪斐), 我国网络交易中消费者权益立法保护的不足与完善 [On the Protection of 

Consumer’s Rights in Network Transactions and its Legislative Improvements], Heibei Law Science 河

北法学 4 (2011): 127-131. 
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business operators, the result prove unsatisfactory. The statistics from the China Consumer 

Association shows that there is a significant gap left by the insufficiency of administrative 

enforcement. The tension between administrative ineffectiveness and widespread consumer damage 

became even serious when the Sanlu diary incident happened in 2008.
60

 Observers bitterly criticized 

the incompetence of the government authorities in monitoring the market, and sharply pointed out 

the profound institutional problems such as local protectionism as well.
61

  

 

1.4.2 Encouraging private enforcement to fill the gap 

The first statute on consumer protection was enacted in 1993 (effective from January 1, 

1994), the PRC Consumer Protection Law. In order to empower consumers to redress their damages, 

and also deter business operators, a punitive damage system was introduced into this law.
62

 In this 

sense the punitive damage system can be private enforcement of consumer law; in other words, it 

was a system that encouraged each consumer to become the enforcer of the law through financial 

motivation.
63

 However, in the following years after the law came into force, the consumer problems 

still remained serious. With the purpose to enhance consumer protection through deterring business 

operators, the PRC Consumer Protection Law and the PRC Food Safety Law introduced punitive 

                                                
60

 Lisa Schlein (26 September 2008), “China’s Melamine Milk Crisis Creates Crisis of Confidence,” 

Voice of America, accessed July 19, 2018. 

https://www.voanews.com/a/a-13-2008-09-26-voa45/403825.html. 
61

 Robert W. Kerns Jr., “The counterfeit food crisis in China: a systemic problem and possible solutions,” 

North Carolina Journal of International Law 41 (2016): 573-591. See also Quanzeng Shi (史全增), 论我

国地方政府在食品安全监管中的责任 [On the Food Safety Regulatory Responsibility of Chinese Local 

Government], Law and Economy 财经法学 5 (2017): 74-86. 
62

 Shishi Li (李适时) ed., 中华人民共和国消费者权益保护法释义（最新修正版）[Explanations of the 

Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests the People’s Republic of China (Latest revised 

edition)] (Beijing: Falv chubanshe, 2013), 260-261. 
63

 Yide Ma (马一德), 消费者权益保护专论 [Monograph on Protection of Consumers’ Rights and 

Interests] (Beijing: Falv chubanshe, 2016), 211-212. 

https://www.voanews.com/a/a-13-2008-09-26-voa45/403825.html
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damage, and the amendment of the PRC Consumer Protection Law increased the maximum of 

punitive damage in 2013.
64

 

 

1.4.3 Conflicts caused by fake-hunting lawsuits 

Whilst the malpractices of businesses had not been put under control, new problems 

occurred. Taking advantage of the punitive damage provision, some people started to look for 

counterfeit products and sue for profit, and they were called fake-hunters (da-jia-ren).
65

 Since the 

name of first person who won a fake-hunting case was Hai Wang, the resulting widespread increase 

of fake-hunters was named the “Wanghai phenomenon.”
66

 

On one hand, advocates argue that punitive damage is a powerful tool to regulate fakes and 

counterfeits.
67

 In order to stop the malpractice of the counterfeits suppliers, consumers should be 

encouraged to fight against them through civil lawsuits; therefore, punitive damage is not only a 

punishment to the counterfeit suppliers, but also a reward to consumers.
68

 In this sense, despite the 

fact that plaintiffs may have already known that the products being supplied are counterfeits, they 

should not be denied the right to claim for punitive damages.
69

  

On the other hand, opponents against awarding punitive damage to fake-hunters focus on 

fairness and justice in fake-hunter cases. To put it concretely, although the PRC Law on Protection 

                                                
64

 Lixin Yang (杨立新), 我国消费者保护惩罚性赔偿的新发展 [The New Development of Punitive 

Damages for Consumer Protection in China], The Jurist 法学家 2 (2014): 78-90. 
65

 Feng Xu (徐风), and Shumin Zhu (朱树民), 职业打假人：钢丝上的舞者 [Professional Da-Jia-Ren 

(fake-hunter): the Dancer on the String], Democracy and Legal System 民主与法制 14 (2007): 12-14. 
66

 Lixin Yang (杨立新), “王海现象”的民法思考--论消费者权益保护中的惩罚性赔偿金 [Civil 

Ponderation over Wang-hai Phenomenon], Hebei Law Science 河北法学 5 (1997): 1-9. 
67

 Shan He (河山), 论“缺一赔十”的惩罚性赔偿思想 [On the Punitive Damage Sprit of “Ten for 

One Loss”], Journal of Law Application 法律适用 8 (1993): 12-13.
 

68
 Ibid. See also Junhai Liu (刘俊海), 论消费者权益保护理念的升华与制度创新——以我国《消费者

权益保护法》修改为中心 [Upgrading of the Philosophy of Consumer Protection and the Systematic 

Innovation ——Focusing on the Amendment of Consumer Protection Law], Law Science Magazine 法学

杂志 5 (2013): 27-38. 
69

 Lixin Yang (杨立新), “王海现象”的民法思考--论消费者权益保护中的惩罚性赔偿金 [Civil 

Ponderation over Wang-hai Phenomenon], Hebei Law Science 河北法学 5 (1997): 1-9. 
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of Consumer Rights and Interests provided punitive damage for consumers, this law was not to 

encourage them to bring lawsuits to the court for profits.
70

 Considering consumers have weaker 

status in bargaining against the business operators, the consumer protection law introduced punitive 

damages to empower consumers in redressing their damages.
71

 If punitive damage becomes a 

mechanism largely benefiting fake-hunters, and even nurturing a fake-hunting industry, then it fails 

to realize the original institutional purpose.
72

  

The problem with regards to the conflicts around fake-hunters is not only limited to how 

the law should be interpreted, but also concerning which direction consumer protection should be 

further enhanced. Specifically, whether punitive damage system can be considered effective in 

regulating the business operators and helpful for consumers to enforce their lawful rights require 

more consideration. 

 

1.5 Structure of this dissertation 

Despite development in legislation on consumer protection in China, problems remain in 

the enforcement of consumer rights. To shed light on how to improve enforcement strategy of 

consumer protection in China, this study is going to investigate the profound reasons behind the 

phenomenon of fake-hunting. This dissertation consists of four main parts: introduction (Chapter I), 

analysis on the enforcement of consumer protection in China (Part I), proposals for China to enhance 

consumer protection (Part II) and the conclusion (Chapter VIII).  

                                                
70

 Heng Deng (邓恒), 探求惩罚性赔偿的实质意义 审视职业打假人的法律地位 [On Punitive 

Damage and Professional Fake-Hunters], People’s Court Daily 人民法院报, published on 12 April 2017, 

accessed July 19, 2018. http://gb.oversea.cnki.net. 
71

 Mingrui Guo (郭明瑞), “知假买假”受消费者权益保护法保护吗?——兼论消费者权益保护法的

适用范围 [Should Intentional Counterfeit Purchase Be Protected by Consumer Law?], Contemporary 

Law Review 当代法学 6 (2015): 68-73. 
72

 Renyu Li (李仁玉), and Chao Chen (陈超), 知假买假惩罚性赔偿法律适用探析 [Analysis on 

Whether Punitive Damage is Applicable to Buying Known Fake Products], Law Science Magazine 法学

杂志 1 (2015): 48-58. 
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Part I includes Chapter II, Chapter III and Chapter IV, covering general analysis of 

consumer enforcement problems in China centered on fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. In other 

words, while the legislative purpose of punitive damages in consumer law was to punish the business 

operators and prevent similar incidents from occurring again, both the administrative and judicial 

enforcement agencies started to challenge the properness of supporting the claims of fake-hunters in 

the face of fake-hunting lawsuits. Part II includes Chapter V, Chapter VI and Chapter VII. Chapters 

in Part II will make proposals at three principal aspects concerning enforcement problem in China.  

Chapter II addresses the problem of fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. The fake-hunting 

lawsuits dilemma represents the gap between legislation and its enforcement on consumer protection. 

To put it more concretely, the legislative purpose of punitive damage in consumer law has been 

facing challenges from both administrative and judicial enforcement agencies, with regards to the 

increasing fake-hunting lawsuits. What stays behind this gap is the divergence in viewing consumer 

protection and consumer rights. Chapter II points out that the problems arose from fake-hunting 

lawsuits dilemma are at two levels: (1) whether the fake-hunters, who buy fakes intentionally for 

profit, should be awarded punitive damage; and (2) whether punitive damage is an eligible 

instrument to enforce consumer protection.  

       Chapter III demonstrates that behind the divergent understanding of the nature of punitive 

damages and consumer rights is the tension between economic law and civil law. Moreover, the split 

understanding of consumer rights as collective rights or private rights also has resulted in problems 

with regards to enforcement of consumer protection in China. The legislative purpose of punitive 

damage under consumer law was mainly from the perspective of protecting the collective rights of 

consumers, taking punitive damage as a legal instrument for a regulatory purpose. Meanwhile, the 

focus on private rights in consumer protection is not addressed enough. 
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Chapter IV investigates how to rectify the problem resulting from the insufficient focus on 

the private rights of consumers. Chapter IV aims to find China a model to perceive its own problem 

through a comparative study with Japan. Japan confronted the similar problem of insufficiency in 

consumer redress, yet Japan took a different approach to enhance the enforcement of private rights 

of consumers. The comparative analysis shows that for China, it is necessary to rethink the purpose 

and function of punitive damage in consumer protection, in particular with regards to fake-hunting 

lawsuits. 

Part II consists of three Chapters. Chapter V conducts a review of purpose and function of 

punitive damage in China. China introduced punitive damage in 1993 with the purpose of consumer 

protection through market regulation. However, problems appeared around applying punitive 

damage as a regulatory instrument. With a focus on private rights of consumers, it is more eligible to 

consider punitive damage as remedial enforcement of consumer protection in China. Based on the 

review of punitive damage system in China in Chapter V, Chapter VI and Chapter VII are 

concerning how to improve the current system at interpretation and institution levels to enhance the 

enforcement of private rights of consumers. 

Chapter VI first deals with the inconsistency in the application of punitive damage based 

on fraudulent acts under the Consumer Protection Law. For long time, it has been under debate 

whether the court should order punitive damages in fake-hunting lawsuits based on fraudulent acts 

under the Consumer Protection Law. After analyzing the previous discussions, this chapter 

demonstrates the nature of punitive damage liability. Moreover, from the perspective of redressing 

the private rights of consumers, punitive damages should not be ordered to fake-hunters. In addition, 

in order to protect consumers from fraudulent advertising and mislabeling, to encourage consumer 

organizations to bring injunctive lawsuits can be an alternative to punitive damage through 

fake-hunters. 
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Whilst Chapter VI principally aims at solving the enforcement inconsistency at 

interpretation level, Chapter VII is going to address the private rights of consumers at institution 

level. In China, enforcement of consumer rights showed a titling emphasis on public interests of 

consumers. However, the private interests of consumers are not addressed enough. This chapter 

takes the latest cases that approved punitive damage in consumer public interests litigation, and 

demonstrates the problems with current collective redress mechanisms. To solve the problems and 

enhance the enforcement of consumer rights, China should develop compensatory group litigation 

led by consumer organizations. 

Chapter VIII is the concluding chapter. Based on an overview of the inconsistency and 

imbalance in China’s enforcement strategy of consumer protection, it concludes that both the notion 

and legal system addressing the private rights of consumers should be established. Furthermore, 

China needs to revise the previous approach from emphasizing collective rights of consumers 

through market regulation. Rather, legal improvements need to be made to enhance consumer 

protection with focus on enforcement of private rights of consumers. 
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Part I. Analysis on the Enforcement of Consumer Protection in China 

The purpose of this part is to address that to enhance consumer protection in China, it is 

necessary to change the emphasis of enforcement strategy from market regulation to supporting 

consumers to enforce their rights. In particular, it is to be pointed out that the private rights of 

consumers require more attention. 

Rethinking the conventional wisdom, Chapter II starts with reviewing the evolvement of 

fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma in China. With case studies, it illustrates that there is a gap between 

the legislative purpose of punitive damages in consumer law and the enforcement in practice. The 

reason for this gap is lacking the focus on private rights of consumers in previous discussion.”  

Chapter III aims at illustrates what has resulted in the gap between legislation and 

enforcement with regards to fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. From a context-based analysis, it 

demonstrates the tension between economic law and civil law as two “departments” of law in 

characterizing consumer law and punitive damage system. Furthermore, the divergence in 

understanding consumer rights as “collective rights” or “private rights” is the principle reason for the 

lacking the focus on private rights of consumers. 

Chapter IV is targeted at finding a way for China to rectify the problems resulted from 

neglecting the private rights of consumers in developing legal system to enforce consumer protection. 

In order to find China a model to perceive her own problem and approach the solution, it chooses 

Japan to conduct a comparative study. The Japanese example shows that China should reconsider the 

purpose and function of punitive damage system in Chinese consumer law and conduct legal 

improvement to support consumers with focus on private rights. 
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Chapter II: Fake-Hunting Lawsuits Dilemma Showed Enforcement Problems with Punitive 

Damages 

This chapter aims to demonstrate the origin, evolution, and problems the fake-hunting 

lawsuits dilemma has caused to the enforcement of consumer law in China. At first evolvement of 

fake-hunting lawsuits dilemmas in China will be introduced (2.1). The following section uses cases 

to illustrate the situation in judicial practice (2.2). The following section demonstrates the divergence 

among judicial decisions, attitude changes of the Supreme People’s Court on fake-hunting lawsuits, 

and also challenges from administrative organs against fake-hunters (2.3). The last section 

demonstrates the gap between the legislative purpose of punitive damage system in consumer law 

and its enforcement (2.4). 

 

2.1 Evolvement of fake-hunting lawsuits in China 

First of all, one may wonder what fake-hunting is and why it happens in China. The issue 

of fake-hunting generated from the problem of fakes, which is a commonly used term in China to 

refer to various types of counterfeit consumer goods.
73

 This section starts with setting the 

background, and providing a review on the governance of counterfeits at global level. Then, the 

chapter goes further to introduce the origin and evolvement of fake-hunting lawsuits in China. 

 

2.1.1 Counterfeits as a primary threat to consumers 

                                                
73

 The State Council of the People’s Republic of China 国务院, 国务院关于严厉打击生产和经销假冒

伪劣商品违法行为的通知 [The State Council of the People’s Republic of China Notice on Strictly 
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There is no universal definition of counterfeits, yet counterfeiting is a global problem of 

both huge significance and great complexity. At the global level, counterfeiting can be “a federal and 

state crime, involving the manufacturing or distribution of goods under someone else’s name, and 

without their permission.”
74

 Counterfeiting can generate various problems, including copyright 

infringement, public heath, tax fraud, environmental pollution, and can even support child labor and 

organized crime.
75

 International conventions to combat counterfeiting as a crime include Council of 

Europe Convention on the Counterfeiting of Medical Products and Similar Crimes Involving Threats 

to Public Health” (entry into force 2016)
76

, and An International Convention for the Suppression of 

Counterfeiting Currency (entry into force 1931).
77

 In the case of counterfeiting a brand name 

product, trademark law is the most closely related. As counterfeiting usually constitutes unfair 

competition, anti-unfair competition laws and regulations are applicable methods. 

From the perspective of consumer protection, product counterfeiting is a form of consumer 

fraud, which means that a product is sold but purporting to be something that it is not.
78

 Currently, 

consumers have been facing increasing risks with rapidly growing prevalence of counterfeit products 

worldwide, according to the statistics conducted by OECD.
79

 Hazardous counterfeited products can 
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generate serious consumer health and safety risks, since such products are not under the monitor and 

management of legitimate companies, not to mention any guarantee of compelling standards.
80

 

Furthermore, the development and popularization of online shopping through e-commerce platforms 

has raised the possibility for consumers to encounter counterfeits as well.
81

  

In China, counterfeit products are termed as “Jia-mao-wei-lie” products, which literally 

mean all kinds of fakes including imitations, knock-offs, inferior quality products, adulterated 

products, mislabeled or unsafe foods and drugs in general.
82

 In terms of “fake-hunting” in China, 

fakes can be considered as products or services that are supplied by a business operator who 

committed fraud to the consumer,
83

 and foods that do not meet national safety standards
84

 in 

accordance with current legislation.
 
 

Counterfeit consumer products, or fakes, have long been a threat to Chinese consumers. 

Before the 1970s, China was in the period of a planned economy, where the market was 

government-controlled and consumer products were in scarcity.
85

 Along with economic reforms and 

the market opening since the late 1970s, a large quantity of commodities rushed into the market, 

while the government’s supervision and regulation were far from sufficient.
86

 As a result, products 

of inferior quality caused various incidents: adulterated wine and spirits caused deaths; 

non-conforming cosmetics resulted in disfigurement, and injuries from inferior electronic hot-water 

heater leakages or rice cooker explosions have occurred among a host of incidents.
87
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2.1.2 Early legislation on protecting consumers from fakes  

Since the 1980s, Chinese legislators have made great efforts to improve the situation and 

enacted a series of new legislations.
88

 Product liability was for the first time introduced into The 

General Principles of Civil Law of PRC (1986).
89

 Article 122 of this law did not use the word 

“defect”—which is more commonly used in defining product liability—but rather used 

“non-conforming,” which led to conflicts among scholars on whether the manufacture or seller 

should bear strict liability for their products.
90

 Subsequently, the Product Liability Law of the PRC 

was enacted in 1993, and the strict liability of defective products was clearly provided in this law.
91

  

In 1993, the PRC Law on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests was 

promulgated, and became the fundamental law for consumer protection. In particular, punitive 

damage was introduced into China via this law. Article 49 of the Law on the Protection of Consumer 

Rights and Interests (1993) provided that “A business operator that conducts fraudulent acts in 

providing a commodity or a service shall increase the compensation for losses of the consumer, at 

the request of the consumer. The amount of the increased compensation shall be equal to the price of 

the commodity purchased or the fee for the service.” Therefore, when consumers incur damage from 

fakes or shoddy products, they can demand not only compensation corresponding to the product 

                                                
88
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liability of the manufacture or seller, but also punitive damages according to the Law on the 

Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests of the People’s Republic of China.
92

 

 

2.1.3 Punitive damage became an important system to enforce consumer protection 

Notwithstanding the legislative developments, consumer problems due to the malpractices 

of the business operators remain serious. Product accidents and food incidents kept occurring 

repeatedly, with domestic consumers being hurt again and again.
93

 One notorious case is the Tainted 

Baby Milk Incident: thousands of babies had been suffering physical damage from poisonous 

chemicals, before Sanlu Group’s counterfeited dairy products with melamine were first unveiled in 

September 2008.
94

 Until December, newspapers reported that Sanlu’s contaminated milk had caused 

six babies’ deaths from kidney stones and other kidney damage, with an estimated 300,000 victims 

in total.
95

 The World Health Organization called this melamine milk incident in China “one of the 

largest food safety events the UN health agency has had to deal with in recent years.”
96

 While the 

company went bankrupt and the chief executives were sentenced, this serious food incident caused 
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immeasurable harm to thousands of families, and also a serious confidence crisis among consumers 

towards domestic dairy products, which may still take a long time to overcome.
97

 

Subsequently, a new wave of legislation was promoted in response to the bitter criticism 

on dysfunction of laws and government regulation failure, including the Food Safety Law of the 

People’s Republic of China (2009) and the Tort Liability Law of the People’s Republic of China 

(2009).
98

 The Food Safety Law (2009) imposed stricter responsibility on both the business operators 

and the local regulating authorities, with Article 96 introducing a ten-time multiple punitive damage 

against counterfeiting foods.
99

 The PRC Tort Liability Law (2009) also emphasized the 

responsibility of counterfeit suppliers, by imposing punitive damages corresponding to harm caused 

by counterfeits in Article 47.
100

 

In 2013, the amount of punitive damage was increased to three-time compensation in 

Article 55 of the Consumer Protection Law in terms of “fraudulent act” of business operators. 

Correspondingly, the PRC Food Safety Law (2015 amendment) became even stricter, and 

commentators suggested it was “the strictest ever food safety law in the history of China.”
101

 In 
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addition, the PRC Supreme People’s Court published Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on 

Several Issues concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Cases Involving Food and Drug 

Disputes on December 23, 2013.
102

 Article 3 provided that, “In a dispute on quality problems of 

food or drugs, if the buyer claims a right against the manufacturer or seller, the manufacture or seller 

cannot make a protest or defend against the plaintiff, for that plaintiff knew the food or drugs had 

problems in advance but still made the transaction.”
103

 Hitherto, China had established its legal 

system combing mechanisms at different levels to protect consumers from fakes. Manufacturing, 

selling, or transferring counterfeits could now breach a series of laws, including acts and state or 

local level administrative regulations. Among all kind of laws with regards to consumer protection, 

the Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests of the People’s Republic of China is at the 

center.
104

 One important feature of the legal system on consumer protection in China is the 

availability of punitive damages. Through the application of multiple punitive damages, consumers 

can bring civil lawsuits against counterfeit suppliers. While there were debates around the 

properness of allowing additional compensation in civil lawsuits, the necessity of entitling 

consumers to sue for punitive damages against business operators in accordance with the law has 

been widely accepted.
105
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2.1.4 The Wanghai phenomena and the unexpected spread of fake-hunters  

While legal mechanisms became available for consumers to fight against counterfeit 

products and fraudulent business practices, it proved problematic that most fake-hunting consumer 

lawsuits have been raised by fake-hunters (Da-jia-ren).
106

 Fake-hunters refer to those who 

frequently buy counterfeit products and then claim or file a lawsuit against the seller aiming at 

multiple-time compensation corresponding to punitive damage.
107

 The first person who tried to 

claim punitive damage for buying counterfeits and won compensation was Hai Wang (Wanghai).
108

 

Wanghai first got inspired by Article 49 of the Consumer Protection Law (1993) and tried to 

examine its applicability.  

In the spring of 1995, Wanghai bought one pair of Sony’s earphones that he considered to 

be fakes, and he confirmed with Sony’s branch that the earphones were fakes. Then he bought 

another ten pairs of the same earphones and claimed two-time compensation against the shopping 

mall, according to Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. The shopping mall agreed to 

repay the money for the first pair of earphones and make an extra compensation of 200 yuan, but 

refused to pay anything for the later ten pairs.
109

 Later, Wanghai continued his fake-hunting practice. 
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Although he was not always successful when claiming for punitive damages, many sellers paid 

him.
110

  

Wanghai’s success attracted increasing imitators and followers, and civil lawsuits became 

frequent.
111

 As a result, the spread of such lawsuits afterwards was also named after him as the 

“Wanghai Phenomenon.”
112

 Punitive damage lawsuits brought by fake-hunters increased rapidly, 

after Food Safety Law (2009) introducing a ten-time punitive damage and the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law (2013 amendment) raised the punitive damages from double to triple 

compensation.
113

  

 

2.2 Court decisions on fake-hunters  

The spread of the Wanghai Phenomena raised the question of whether punitive damages 

can be awarded to fake-hunters in civil lawsuits. On one hand, fake-hunters’ claims for punitive 

damages have been approved by the court to a large extent.
114

 On the other hand, fake-hunters’ 

claims also were rejected for their intentional purchase of counterfeits.
115

 In judicial practice, the 

court decisions show divergence in reasoning with regards to the ordering of punitive damages in 

consumer cases, in particular in fake-hunting cases.
116

 Judges of the people’s court do not create 
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law.
117

 In civil disputes, judges primarily mediate between the parties, and decide the case in 

accordance with the current law if civil mediation is unsuccessful.
118

 However, the criteria for 

application have not been unified in the past decades. To illustrate the divergent attitudes towards 

fake-hunting lawsuits, this section selected three cases: Case 1 and Case 2 represent two situations 

with regards to fake-hunters. Case 3 is one directive case released by Supreme People’s Court in 

2014.
119

 

 

2.2.1 Shuwei Chen vs. Huarun-Wanjia Life Supermarket (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd. (2006)
120
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http://www.pkulaw.cn/case/payz_1970324837084258.html?match=Exact.  

http://www.pkulaw.cn/case/payz_1970324837084258.html?match=Exact
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This case is concerning the applicable conditions of punitive damages under Article 49 of 

the PRC Consumer Protection Law (1993). According to the judgement in this case, if the plaintiff 

knows already that the products are with flaws (fakes in general sense) but still purchases, the 

business operator does not constitutes fraud under the Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law (1993) and therefore the plaintiff should not receive punitive damages.
121

 In this case, the 

plaintiff was Shuwei Chen (X), and the defendants included Huarun-Wanjia Life Supermarket 

(Guangzhou) Co., Ltd. (Y1) and Hubei Shendan Healthy Food Co., Ltd. (Y2). 

The facts of this case were not complicated. In 2002, Y2 received five food certification 

licenses of “Certified China Green Food Product” for five particular duck egg products (a1, a2, a3, 

a4 and a5). In 2005, X bought five sets of duck egg products (b1, b2, b3, b4 and b5) produced by Y2 

at the supermarket of Y1. X found b1 and b2 used the certifications for a1 and a3. Also, b3, b4 and 

b5 shared the same certification for a2. X then brought a lawsuit against Y1 and Y2 for punitive 

damage in accordance with the Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law (1993), as the 

defendants supplied products which were counterfeits with green food trademarks. Meanwhile, 

during the proceeding of the first trial, Y2 presented evidence that X was a regular fake-hunter, with 

materials showing that X had been filing anther lawsuit before another district court with the same 

reason against Y2. 

There were mainly two issues in this case. The first issue was whether X was deceived by 

Y or not. The second issue was whether Y1 and Y2 should pay punitive compensation to X. The 

district court rejected the claims of the plaintiff. The court considered that X was a regular 

fake-hunter, and he chose the products that abused green food trademarks to buy and sue the 

                                                                                                                                          
see also（2015）渝五中法民终字第 05228 号[No.05288 Final Civil Decision of the Fifth Intermediate 

People's Court of Chongqing City (2015)]. 
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Zhenmin Wang (王振民), and Ge Wu (吴革) eds.,
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据 [Directive Cases and Judgement Basis on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests and 

Product Liability], (Falv chubanshe, 2011), 85-88.
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suppliers Y1 and Y2. Therefore, X was not deceived when he made the purchase, and therefore 

cannot be recognized as a victim under the tort by Y1 and Y2. Since X was not harmed by fraud, he 

was not able to receive multiple-compensation according to Measures on the Implementation of 

Consumer Protection Law of Guangdong Province. Therefore his claim for compensation was 

rejected. Meanwhile, as Y1 and Y2 supplied products which abused the green food trademarks, 

which was illegal, the court sent judicial advice to the responsible administrative organs, and X 

could also make a report to the government. 

Subsequently, after X appealed to the higher people’s court, the appellate court maintained 

the decision of the first trial and rejected the claims of the plaintiff. The appellate court confirmed 

the facts proceeded in the first trial and further evidence to confirm that X was a regular fake-hunter. 

According to Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law (1993), “A business operator that 

conducts fraudulent acts in providing a commodity or a service shall increase the compensation for 

losses of the consumer, at the request of the consumer. The amount of the increased compensation 

shall be equal to the price of the commodity purchased or the fee for the service.” Regarding the 

definition of fraud, according to Article 68 of the Judicial Opinion on the Implementation of the 

General Principles of Civil Law (1988) released by Supreme People’s Court, “If a party intentionally 

informs the other party of a false situation or deliberately conceals the true situation and induces the 

other party to make a wrong intention, it may be deemed fraudulent.” 

Therefore, there are two conditions for a consumer to claim compensation against the 

business operator in accordance with Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law (1993): (1) 

the business operator intentionally informed the other party of a false situation or deliberately 

concealed the true situation; or (2) the consumer purchased the product or received services from the 

business operator. In this case, Y2 illegally abused the certification of green food on other products; 

however, X had participated in lawsuits against Y2 several times and can be deemed a regular 
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fake-hunter. X knew already or was supposed to know the green food trademark abuse of Y2. Since 

X bought the products knowing already the problems with the products, and was not induced to buy, 

his claim did not meet the conditions of Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. In 

conclusion, the decision made in the first trial was maintained, and the claims of the plaintiff were 

rejected. 

In this case, the key issue was “fraudulent act.” The court did not directly deny plaintiff of 

being a consumer for X was a fake-hunter. However, the court rejected his claim for knowing 

already and therefore not induced by fraud.
122

 

 

2.2.2 Jinlong Zheng vs. Chengdu Ailian Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2011)
123

 

This case concerns the applicable conditions of punitive conditions under the PRC Food 

Safety Law (2009). According to the judgement in this case: (1) actual damage is not required for the 

consumer to claim ten-time punitive damage in accordance with Article 96 of the PRC Food Safety 

Law (2009); (2) the burden of proof regarding the intention of the business operators should rest on 

the business side; (3) the definition of consumer should not be limited to consumption purposes but 

should be interpreted broadly; (4) expired foods should be deemed as not meeting food safety 

                                                
122

 Sometimes the court directly denied the consumer identity of fake-hunters. See（2013）迎民初字第

00086 号 [No.00086 Civil Decision of the Yingze District People’s Court of Taiyuan City, Shanxi 

Province]. Case resource, China Judgement Online, accessed June 19, 2018. http://wenshu.court.gov.cn.
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Changjun Wang (王长军), and Guo Wang (王果), 消费者主张十倍赔偿的构成要件 [Legal 
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(2012): 76-80. For a similar position, see（2014）穗中法民二终字第 1788 号 [No. 1788 Final Civil 

Judicial Decision of the Intermediate People’s Court of Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province (2014)], 
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standards in order to fully protect the interests of consumers and safeguard the food market.
124

 In 

this case, the plaintiff was Jinlong Zheng (X), and the defendant was Chengdu Ailian Supermarket 

Co., Ltd. (Y). 

On 19 July 2010, X bought some food products for 384.9 yuan (CHY), out of which 349 

yuan was for expired food products (mainly walnuts and sunflower seeds) at Y’ supermarket. X 

claimed that he bought food products at the supermarket of Y for an estimated 400 yuan, but found 

them expired when he ate them that evening. Subsequently, X made a complaint to the 

administrative organ (local department of State Administration of Industry and Commerce) and 

claimed compensation against Y. Y admitted to selling expired food products but refused to 

compensate. Therefore, X sued before the court and claimed 510 yuan for accommodation fees and 

transportation, and 3,490 yuan for 10-time compensation of the price. 

The defendant Y argued that X did not eat the food products or suffer any physical damage 

or property loss, thus he did not meet the requirements for ten-time compensation according to the 

PRC Food Safety Law (2009). Moreover, Y had negligence in management and failed to clear out 

the expired products but without an intention to sell expired products deliberately; therefore, Y 

should not incur punitive damages. Furthermore, X bought five packages of dried walnuts for 310 

yuan. An ordinary consumer would not buy such an amount without checking the due date, nor 

would he or she buy if the product had expired. Instead, X asked for ten-time compensation 

immediately after he passed the casher. X made the purchase targeting ten-time punitive damages, 

and thus X should not be deemed a consumer. 

There were three issues in this case. The first issue was whether selling expired food 

products violates the PRC Food Safety Law (2009). The second issue was whether Y was 

                                                
124

 Ibid. 
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intentionally selling expired food products. The third issue was how to define consumer. The fourth 

issue was whether an actual damage is a necessary prerequisite for 10-time punitive damage.
125

  

In the first trial, the district court ordered that Y should pay X for 3490 yuan within 10 

days from the date when the verdict was legally effective, with other claims of X rejected. First, the 

Article 28 of the PRC Food Safety Law (2009) provided the categories of foods which ought to be 

prohibited to produce and supply, and foods that exceed the shelf life belonged to these categories. 

Thus, Y’s selling expired food constituted a violation of the PRC Food Safety Law (2009).  

Moreover, according to Article 96 of the Food Safety Law (2009), consumers may claim 

for ten-time punitive damages if the business operator produces or supplies foods that do not meet 

food safety standards. Y was a professional business operator, thus Y was supposed to identify the 

potential damage in case Y would not clear out the expired foods timely. However, Y showed an 

indirect intention by allowing the occurrence of damage, and therefore should be deemed knowing 

already. Regardless of the purpose being consumption or claiming for compensation, as long as X 

bought foods at the supermarket of Y, X should be deemed a consumer. The intention of X would 

not make a difference to Y’s behavior of selling expired foods illegally. Therefore, X’s claim for 

ten-time punitive damage should be supported. Nevertheless, X’s claim for compensation to other 

expenses cannot be approved for lack of proof.  

The appellate court dismissed the appeal upheld by Y. In this case, the district court took 

an objective standard for the certification of the consumer, without judging the subjective purpose of 

the purchase, nor considering the issue of fake-hunting.
126

 Rather, both the district court and the 
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Ibid. 
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 Contrarily, in some situation the court rejected the claim for punitive damages for no actual damages. 

See（2014）珠中法民二终字第 504 号 [No.504 Final Civil Decision of the Intermediate People’s Court 

of Zhuhai City, Guangdong Province (2014)]. Case resource, China Judgement Online, accessed July 19, 
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appellate court supported the consumer with the position of “fully protecting the interests of 

consumers and safeguard the safety of food market.” 

 

2.2.3 Yinshan Sun vs. Nanjing Oushang Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2012)
127

 

This case is the No. 23 Directive Case released by the Supreme People’s Court in 2014. 

Consumers who purchase foods that do not meet food safety standards can require sellers or 

producers to pay ten times the price for compensation under the PRC Food Safety Law (2009) or to 

pay compensation in accordance with other compensation standards stipulated by law, regardless 

whether the consumer knows at the time of purchase the food does not meet the safety standards. In 

this case, the plaintiff was Yinshan Sun (X), and the defendant was Nanjing Oushang Supermarket 

Co., Ltd. (Y). 

On 1 May 2012, plaintiff X purchased 15 packages of “Yutu Brand” sausages at the Y’ 

supermarket, and 14 packages of them worth 558.6 yuan were expired. After X finished payment at 

the cashier, he went directly to the information desk to claim compensation, but the negotiation went 

unsuccessful. Afterwards, he brought a lawsuit to the court and claimed 10-time compensation for 

the price of the purchased 14 packages of sausages for 5,586 yuan. 

The issues in this case includes: whether X is a consumer; whether Y was selling foods 

that were known to be inconsistent with food safety standards; and whether Y should pay ten times 

punitive compensation. 

The district court ordered that he defendant Y should reimburse the plaintiff X 5,586 yuan 

within 10 days from the date when the verdict was legally effective. (After the verdict was handed 

down, both parties did not appeal and the verdict had taken legal effect.) 

                                                
127

 See（2012）江宁开民初字第 646 号民事判决书 [No.646 Civil Judicial Decision of Jiangning District 

People’s Court of Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province (2012)], this case is the No.23 Directive case released 

by the Supreme People’s Court on January 26, 2014. Accessed July 19, 2018. 
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First, Article 2 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law (2009) stipulates that consumers 

need to purchase, use, or receive services for their daily consumption. Consumers’ rights and 

interests are protected by this law or other relevant laws and regulations. The consumer is a concept 

which is opposite to the concept of business operator. As long as the purchase, use of goods, or 

services in market transactions is for the needs of individuals and families, rather than for production, 

business, or professional activities, the buyers should be identified as consumers. 

In this case, both the plaintiff and the defendant agreed with the fact that X purchased 

sausages from Y’s supermarket. X did not use the purchased sausages for re-selling operations. Y 

also did not provide evidence that its purchase of goods was for production and operation. When X 

claimed for punitive damages for what he purchased had exceeded the shelf-life, he was exercising 

his lawful rights. Therefore, Y argued that X’s “buying fakes for claims” was not an effective 

defense to deny X of being a consumer. 

Second, Article 3 of the PRC Food Safety Law (2009) stipulates: “Business operators of 

food production and management shall engage in production and business activities in accordance 

with laws, regulations and food safety standards, be responsible to society and the public, ensure 

food safety, accept social supervision, and assume social responsibilities.” Moreover, Item 8, Article 

28 of this law stipulates that foods exceeding shelf life are prohibited from being produced or 

supplied. Food sellers have the statutory obligation to ensure food safety and should dispose of foods 

that do not meet the safety standards. As a food seller, Y should store foods in accordance with the 

requirements of ensuring food safety, conduct timely checks of the foods for sale, and clean up the 

foods that exceed their shelf lives. However, Y still put expired “Yutu Brand” sausages on the 

shelves and sold them. As a result, Y failed to fulfill their obligations by selling foods which did not 

meet food safety standards. 
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Third, the first paragraph of Article 96 of the Food Safety Law (2009) provided the 

ten-time punitive damages. When the business operator sells food that is known to be inconsistent 

with safety standards, consumers can claim compensation for damages and receive ten times the 

price of commodity they purchased or service they received for compensation, or they can claim 

only ten times the price for compensation. In this case, X only asked Y to pay ten times the price of 

compensation. As for the defendant, Y argued that the plaintiff knew that the food was expired and 

purchased for the purpose of seeking benefits; he should not be compensated ten times. However, 

the aforementioned law stipulated that the consumer was entitled to ten times the payment price as 

compensation. To claim for punitive compensation is based on lawful rights and the law does not 

impose restrictive provisions on the consumer’s subjective shopping motives, so the court cannot 

support Y’s argument. In this case, the Supreme People’s Court showed a supportive position 

towards the intentional purchase of fakes and claim for punitive damages. 

 

2.3 The fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma 

This section is aimed at demonstrating how fake-hunters have caused a dilemma for 

different enforcement agencies, in particular judicial courts. In other words, while the legislative 

purpose of punitive damages in consumer law was to punish the business operators and prevent 

similar incidents from occurring again, both the administrative and judicial enforcement agencies 

started to challenge the properness of supporting the claims of fake-hunters in the face of 

fake-hunting lawsuits.  

Viewed from the case analysis, divergences appeared among judicial decisions regarding 

how to decide punitive damage cases brought by fake-hunters. Sometimes the court approved the 

claims of the fake-hunters, while other times rejected them. First part will analyze the difficulties for 

the court in deciding fake-hunting lawsuits (2.3.1). In response to the unevenness of enforcement in 
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local courts, the Supreme People’s Court released directive cases and judicial interpretations in order 

to unify the fragmentations. Notwithstanding, the rocketing increase of fake-hunting lawsuits caused 

a growing resistance inside the court system (2.3.2). In addition, challenges also arose from the 

administrative organs against fake-hunters (2.3.3). 

 

2.3.1 Difficulties for the court in deciding fake-hunting lawsuits 

The selected cases in the previous section illustrated a rough picture of the situation for 

courts to decide consumer lawsuits brought by fake-hunters. At the same time, the cases also raised 

questions concerning the applicable conditions of punitive damages under particular laws. 

Specifically, (1) how the “consumer” should be defined and (2) whether punitive damages can be 

awarded in the case of the intentional purchase of fakes. Moreover, the divergence between 

supportive and opposite attitudes towards fake-hunters can also be observed from judicial decisions 

made by different courts. 

Above all, conditions for ordering punitive damage under current legal provisions are 

complex. Before the PRC Food Safety Law introduced ten-time punitive damages in 2009,
128

 the 

PRC Consumer Protection Law only provided equivalent punitive damages.
129

 In this situation, the 

primary issues included (1) whether the plaintiff, being a fake-hunter, can be deemed a consumer, 

and (2) whether punitive damage can be ordered in case of fake-hunting, as shown in Case 1 earlier. 
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 Article 96 of the PRC Food Safety Law (2009) stipulates that, “Whoever violates the provisions of 

this Law and causes personal, property or other damages shall be liable for compensation in accordance 

with the law. Against those producing foods that do not meet food safety standards or selling foods that 
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 See Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law (1993 and 2009). See also supra discussion in 

Section 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. 
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The first problem for the court is whether fake-hunters are consumers.
130

 This question 

has its roots in how the PRC Consumer Protection Law defines the consumer. According to Article 2 

of the PRC Consumer Protection Law, “Consumers need to purchase, use, or receive services for 

their daily consumption. Their rights and interests are protected by this Law; if not provided for in 

this Law, they are subject to other relevant laws and regulations.” China takes a positive 

determination by using “daily consumption” as the judging criterion. As a result, opinions separate 

on what is daily consumption.
131

  

Some consider the court should apply experience to solve the difficulties with fake-hunting 

lawsuits,
132

 yet this is highly demanding for local judges to judge by subjective intentions of the 

buyer. On one hand, evidence can prove a fake-hunter is absolutely not buying for personal 

consumption but merely for claim. For instance, a fake hunter may regularly file lawsuits against the 

same company or many companies; otherwise he or she may directly go to claim for compensation 

after payment, as illustrated in the cases above. On the other hand, to lineate between fake-hunters 

and ordinary consumers can be extremely controversial. For example, sometimes a fake-hunter may 

work on his or her own, and sometimes the fake-hunter may ask other people to do the same thing.
133

 

Therefore, for judges to directly reject the claims brought by fake-hunters through denying their 

consumer identity can be difficult. 
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Currently, despite strong demand from both judicial practitioners and academic observers 

to clarify the definition of the consumer, especially in the scope of daily consumption, the legislative 

workgroup set aside this issue when Consumer Protection Law was last amended in 2013.
134

 The 

explanation from the legislative work group
135

 decided that fake-hunter issues needed further 

observation in practice, and left it to the judicial and administrative enforcement agencies to 

decide.
136

 

The second problem is concerning the applicable conditions of punitive damages under the 

PRC Food Safety Law
137

 and the PRC Consumer Protection Law. The Jinlong Zheng vs. Chengdu 

Ailian Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2011) case showed the application of punitive damages in food safety 

cases. First, the court decided that as long as the buyer does not purchase for resale, the buyer’s 

consumer identity is assured. Moreover, as long as the business operator side can be proved at fault, 

the business side should burden the liability for punitive damages. In addition, the court posited that 

actual damage is not required to claim for punitive damages. Meanwhile, sometimes the court 

rejected punitive claims in similar situations.
138

 For instance, some courts hold opposite positions 

from those displayed in the Jinlong Zheng vs. Chengdu Ailian Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2011) case 
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above, considering (1) the business operators’ intention in providing foods that do not meet safety 

standards and (2) actual damages to the consumer are necessary for claiming punitive damages.
139

 

The third problem is concerning the relations between the PRC Food Safety Law and the 

PRC Consumer Protection Law with regards to punitive damages, and the relations between the PRC 

Food Safety Law and the PRC Consumer Protection Law can be optional.
140

 In different words, the 

plaintiff may choose between the PRC Food Safety Law and the PRC Consumer Protection Law, in 

the situation of food safety cases.  

Moreover, some considers that the PRC Food Safety Law does not require the plaintiff to 

be deceived.
141

 In this sense, it is unclear whether fake-hunters can be awarded punitive damages 

based on fraudulent acts under the PRC Consumer Protection Law, in particular after the Supreme 

People’s Court released the No.23 Directive Case (Yinshan Sun vs. Nanjing Oushang Supermarket 

Co., Ltd. in 2012) and the judicial interpretation titled the Provisions on the Legal Applications 

Regarding Cases of Food and Drug Safety in 2013.
142

 The No.23 directive case demonstrated that 

regardless whether the consumer knows at the time of purchase the food does not meet the safety 

standards or not, the people’s court will support the consumer’s claims for punitive damages.
143
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Article 3 of the above-mentioned judicial interpretation stipulates that in the situation of a dispute 

over the quality of food or drugs where the purchaser claims rights against the producer or seller, if 

the producer or seller makes a counter argument by claiming the purchaser knows the quality of the 

food or the drug already before buying, the people’s court does not support it.
144

  

With regards to this Article 3, some consider its applicability should apply only to food 

and drugs cases.
145

 On the contrary, some argued that this rule can be applicable to all cases of 

consumer disputes, including fake-hunting cases.
146

 Some also consider the application should be 

case by case, distinguishing between common purchaser and “professional” fake-hunters. In the case 

of professional fake-hunters, the court should apply the relative provisions under the PRC Contract 

Law and the PRC Product Liability Law.
147

 In the Shuwei Chen vs. Huarun-Wanjia Life 

Supermarket (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd. (2006) case, the court rejected the claims of the plaintiff for the 

fake-hunter was not induced by fraud of the business operator and therefore did not meet the 

conditions of punitive damages. Meanwhile, some consider that the people’s court should interpret 

the applicable conditions in a broad way for the purpose of consumer protection in other case.
148

 For 

instance, some courts “believe that in order to fully protect the rights of consumers and purify the 

market environment, a broad understanding of daily consumption should be made. Under normal 

circumstances, shoppers should be identified as consumers and can claim punitive damages. Their 
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knowing that there is a problem with the product and still making a purchase does not affect the right 

to claim (for punitive damages).”
149

 

To summarize, court decisions showed inconsistency in ordering punitive damages under 

consumer law. On one hand, this inconsistency is due to the lack of unified understanding to the 

applicable conditions of punitive damages, especially in terms of fake-hunting.
150

 On the other hand, 

sometimes the court relied on the policy preference of consumer protection to fill the gap of 

interpretation, which added to the uncertainty in the enforcement. As a result, conflicted judgements 

appeared concerning the application of punitive damages under either the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law or the PRC Food Safety Law. Despite the Supreme People’s Court released judicial 

interpretations and the directive case No.23, the ambivalence remains on the applicable conditions of 

punitive damages, especially in fake-hunting lawsuits. 

 

2.3.2 Changing attitude inside the court system 

In response to the confusion of local judges, some higher courts released some directives 

for unifications. However, those regional juridical directives caused tension with the Supreme 

People’s Court, and therefore raised another round of debate. The Supreme People’s court released 

the Provisions on the Legal Applications Regarding Cases of Food and Drug Safety in 2013.
151

 The 

provisions provided the ten-time punitive damage in Article 15 and the buyer’s awareness of the 

problematic food or drug does not affect his or her right to claim for punitive damages against the 

vender (Article 3). Moreover, in the No.23 Directive Case (released on 29 January, 2014) on 
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Yinshan Sun vs. Nanjing Oushang Supermarket, the Supreme People’s Court also showed a 

supportive attitude towards intentional purchases of counterfeits or fake-hunting.
152

 As presented in 

the judgment, consumers who purchase foods that do not meet the food safety standards require 

sellers or producers to pay ten times the price for compensation in accordance with the provisions of 

the PRC Food Safety Law, or to pay compensation in accordance with other compensation standards 

stipulated by law, regardless of whether the buyers knew that the food was not safe at the time of 

purchase.
153

 With the Provisions and Directive Case, there has been a rapid increase of fake-hunting 

cases. Against this background, the lower courts started to reconsider how to control the punitive 

damage cases filled by fake-hunters.  

On 25 March 2016, the Higher People’s Court of Chongqing also released the Reply to 

Questions of Several Issues Concerning the Trial of Consumer Rights Dispute Cases.
154

 According 

to Chongqing Higher People’s Court, “People who know that there are quality problems in goods or 

services and still purchase them are consumers. However, if the person knows that the goods or 

services have quality problems, and he or she still pursues punitive damages, the people’s court will 

not support that case because it violates the principle of good faith (with exceptions otherwise 

provided in laws, administrative regulations and judicial interpretations).”
155

 Later, on 6 December 

2016, The 27th Trial Committee was convened by the Higher People’s Court of Jiangsu Province to 

conduct a special discussion on a number of issues in the trial of consumer rights dispute cases. In 

the “Summary of the Discussion of Several Issues Concerning the Trial of Consumer Rights 
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Protection Disputes” the Higher People’s Court of Jiangsu Province also showed a negative opinion 

toward fake-hunters, and put strict constraints on awarding punitive damages.
156

  

From 2014 to 2016, increasing consumer lawsuits raised the attention of local courts, as a 

large percent of the cases were brought by fake-hunters clearly aiming for punitive damage awards. 

The attempts of local courts to limit the abusive lawsuits were strongly criticized by consumer 

protectionists and other advocates of punitive damage lawsuits.
157

 Yet, in 2017, there was a 

fundamental change in the position of Supreme People’s Court, represented by the explanations in a 

reply letter to the suggestions made by National People’s Congress deputies.
158

 In this official letter, 

the Supreme People’s Court made corrective statements to its previous judicial interpretation on 

punitive damage of food and drug safety cases in 2013.  

The Supreme People’s Court at first emphasized that the judicial interpretation of 2013 

was released against the social background of frequently occurring serious food and drug safety 

incidents which were dangerously impeding the public health, and was a special policy in that 

particular context. At that time, the Supreme People’s Court mentioned the negative impacts of 
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fake-hunters’ abuse of judicial proceedings, and clarified that the application of the Supreme 

People’s Court’s judicial interpretation of 2013 should be restricted and not extended to 

consumption areas other than food and drugs. Most crucially, the Supreme People’s Court declared 

that they do not support this kind of model that “uses evil to punish evil and quenches thirst with 

poison.”
159

 Such strong wording showed that the Supreme People’s Court had changed their 

standpoint profoundly. 

 

2.3.3 Challenge from administrative organs 

Administrative organs started to resist the fake-hunters as well. In particular, widespread 

debate regarding the Regulation on the Implementation of Consumer Protection Law drafted by the 

former State Administration for Industry and Commerce of the People’s Republic of China (SAIC) 

represents the tension between the law and administrative enforcement agencies. On 5 August, 2016, 

the State Council released the Regulation on the Implementation of Consumer Protection Law (First 

Draft, or Draft for Public Comment) drafted by the SAIC and called for public comment.
160

 The 

second article of this draft provided that: “The rights and interests of consumers when purchasing or 

using commodities or receiving services as consumer needs for daily use shall be protected by this 

regulation. However, natural persons, legal persons or other organizations that purchase counterfeits 

intentionally for profit shall not be protected according to this regulation.”
161

 This provision was 

considered to deprive fake-hunters of the right to claim for punitive damage, and raised hot debate 

immediately.
162
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On one hand, the regulation was considered as an appropriate response to the excessive 

claims of fake-hunters.
163

 After the amendment of punitive damage came into force, there was an 

unexpected increase of consumer lawsuits for multiple-compensation. However, a large percent of 

those cases were filed by fake-hunters as previously stated. Fake-hunters not only brought an 

increasingly heavy burden to the supervisory authorities, but also put great pressure on business 

operators.
164

 Some commentators criticized malicious fake-hunting as “pengci,” which literally 

means “touch porcelain,” but basically means faking an accident to claim for compensation.
165

 The 

SAIC regulation of 2016 therefore reflected the resistance against fake-hunters from administrative 

organs. 

Meanwhile, opposition against the Regulation of SAIC was prevailing. As most 

fake-hunters made claims against business operators who actually sell counterfeits or products with 

problems in labels or advertisement, fake-hunters are not breaking the law in most occasions.
166

 

Some argued that even though fake-hunting lawsuits may generate moral risks, the fake-hunters still 

should be supported because they have positive effects of purifying the market.
167

 Some argue that 

the illegal practice of fake-hunters is exceptional, and such illegal fake-hunting should be regulated 
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in enforcement rather than be banned at legislative level.
168

 In addition, in the case of malicious 

fake-hunting or blackmailing, the business operators can make a counter claim or lawsuit for 

compensation of tort.
169

  

Despite the hot debate, there is a crucial problem that the SAIC regulation of 2016 

obviously conflicts with the provisions in the PRC Consumer Protection Law, and therefore violates 

the PRC Legislative Law.
170

 According to the PRC Consumer Protection Law, the rights and 

interests of consumers when purchasing or using commodities or receiving services as consumers 

need for daily use shall be protected by this law or other relevant laws and regulations (Article 2). As 

a statue law enacted by the National People’s Congress Standing Committee, the Law is prior to the 

administrative regulation drafted by SAIC in legal effect. The second article of the Regulation 

clearly changed the scope of consumer protection defined by the Law, which led to the invalidity of 

this provision. 

Later the SAIC submitted a revised draft (the Second Draft, or Draft for Deliberation), 

which changed the wording of Article 2 from “for profit” into “for the purpose of profit.”
171

 There 

seems to be a subtle distinction between the two terms. “For profit” literally means for the purpose 

of making a profit in terms of business, while “for the purpose of profit” refers to a subjective 
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intention with a derogatory sense in Chinese.
172

 After all, the change of terms hardly added to 

validity of this provision, and consequently, the draft seems to have been put onto the shelf.
173

 

 

2.4 The enforcement gap of punitive damages 

The previous section demonstrated the dilemma caused to enforcement agencies due to 

fake-hunters. As a result, there is a gap between legislation and its enforcement with regards to 

consumer protection through punitive damages. The gap between legislation and enforcement 

requires a further analysis of the fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. To solve the enforcement gap, the 

key question is what has caused the gap between legislation and its enforcement. This section 

contrasts the opinions of advocates (2.4.1) and the dissenting opinions from the Supreme People’s 

Court (2.4.2). In the end, what lies behind this gap is a divergence in views of consumer protection 

and consumer rights (2.4.3). The key piece is the notion of “consumer in contract,” which means that 

the focus on the private rights of consumers is insufficient on the side of advocates of fake-hunters. 

 

2.4.1 Advocates of market regulation through fake-hunting 

There are two points standing for a broad application of punitive damages in fake-hunting 

lawsuits. Above all, proponents say fake-hunters are consumers, too. Moreover, they argue that 

people should consider the positive effects of the fake-hunting phenomenon in a structural 

perspective. First, many advocates consider that the definition of “consumer” does not exclude 

fake-hunters. As mentioned above in Section 2.3.1, the scope of “daily consumption” in Article 2 of 

the PRC Consumer Protection Law remains unclarified.
174

 Some already pointed out that 
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fake-hunters are not consumers because they are not buying fakes for the purpose of “daily 

consumption.”
175

 Meanwhile, advocates consider that from a perspective of consumer protection, as 

long as the transaction is not made for commercial purposes, the buyer should be deemed a 

consumer.
176

 

Second, advocates consider fake-hunters provide positive effects in market regulation. The 

most intense field of confrontation might be whether fake-hunters should be allowed to take 

advantage of the punitive damage system to make profits.
177

 Some argued that fake-hunters can 

easily make a fortune with the punitive damage rule because the malpractice of businesses so 

commonly exists.
178

 Therefore, instead of being regulated, the consumers should be encouraged to 

benefit from fake-hunting.
179

 Moreover, some considers that although to allow fake-hunters to 

benefit from punitive damages may generate moral risks, the value of market regulation in 

promoting fake-hunting weighs more.
180

 

In a word, the advocates of awarding punitive damages to fake-hunters mainly have two 

main arguments. First, to award punitive damages to fake-hunters is possible in accordance with the 
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legal provisions.
181

 Second, to award punitive damages to fake-hunters can generate positive policy 

effects. The fake-hunters will not breach the law as long as they do not deceive or blackmail the 

business operator.
182

 After all, the business operator should be punished if they breach the law and 

harm consumers.
183

 

 

2.4.2 Gradually increased resistance from the court system 

In previous scholarly debate, the judicial practice of local courts has largely been neglected. 

Most of the focus has been on the “fake-hunter” itself as a phenomenon, while what judicial courts 

have been troubled with is not noticed enough. Above all, the attitude change of the court system 

needs more attention. Since punitive damage was introduced in 1993 with the enactment of the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law, fake-hunting lawsuits started to cause a divergence among the courts. 

However, under the prevailing influence of the advocates of punitive damages, this divergence has 

not been noticed enough. 24 years after the punitive damage statute was introduced, the Supreme 

People’s Court finally commented that to expect fake-hunters to help regulate the market is just like 

to drink poison to quench thirst.
184

 The “medicine” to the legislator turned out to be the “poison” to 

the court.
185

 Furthermore, how could fake-hunting lawsuits be a “poison” in the court’s view? The 

Supreme People’s Court gave three reasons. 
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First, according to Article 55 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law, in the area of ordinary 

consumer products, the precondition for consumers to obtain punitive damages is the operator’s 

fraud.
186

 Fraud in civil law, in accordance with Article 68 of Supreme People’s Court Judicial 

Opinion on the Implementation of the General Principles of Civil Law, should be intended to inform 

the consumer of a false situation or deliberate concealment of the actual situation. For fake-hunters, 

they are obviously not deceived by fraud of the business operator. 

Second, fake-hunters proved hardly effective in cracking down the fakes.
187

 The targets of 

profit-making fake-hunting are mainly large-scale supermarkets and enterprises, mainly focusing on 

product identification and description. However, those for-profit fake-hunters have no obvious effect 

on counterfeit products that are truly harmful to the market, in particular non-standard small-scale 

business entities. 

Third, judicial practice showed a trend toward commercialization of fake-hunting and 

more and more professional fake-hunters and fake-hunting companies emerged.
188

 Their motivation 

is not to purify the market, but to claim for punitive damages for their own profit, or even blackmail 

the business. The malicious practice of fake-hunters seriously violates the principle of good faith, 

ignoring the authority of the judiciary and wasting judicial resources, and the court do not support 

this kind of governance model that uses evil to punish evils and quench thirst with poison.” 

The above opinion of the Supreme People’s Court basically encompassed the main 

justifications that stand against fake-hunting lawsuits.
189

 Among these three, the second one is 
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questioning the function of fake-hunting lawsuits by the court system. The first and third ones 

conveyed the real “pain” of the judges. On one hand, the law encourages individuals to punish the 

sellers for lying; on the other hand, the Law allows the buyers to “lie” (if fake-hunting is supported). 

Consequently, the punitive damage rule in the Consumer Protection Laws created a gap between 

legislation and enforcement.  

 

2.4.3 The missing piece is the focus on the private rights of consumers  

There are two features with regards to the enforcement of consumer protection through 

civil litigation in China.  First is the availability of punitive damage; that is, the consumer may 

claim additional compensation more than his or her actual loss under particular conditions. Second, 

to award punitive damages to those who buy fakes that they already know can be in high frequency 

up to the present. Regarding the first issue, discussion in previous sections already proved the 

necessity and positive effects of punitive damages.
190

 The controversy is whether fake-hunters can 

be awarded punitive damages, 

The main confrontations are at three aspects perceiving from the divergence between the 

advocates and revised position of the Supreme Court with regards to fake-hunters. First is the 

definition of consumer. Second is the interpretation on the requirements in relative articles with 

regards to punitive damages, such as the construction of “fraudulent act”. Third is the policy 

reference on market regulation and consumer protection.
191

Nevertheless, the dilemma of 

fake-hunters in China is beyond the issue of interpretation or policy reference. Modern consumer 

law has been developed to rectify the disadvantageous position of the consumer.
192

 Meanwhile, the 

consumer can be in a disadvantageous situation not only due to disorder of the market but also 
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compared with the powerful counterparty in a contract.
193

 Many advocates of fake-hunting lawsuits 

have ignored that the consumer is not only a participant of economic life, but also one party of a 

consumer contract.
194

 Therefore, the core of the current dilemma for fake-hunting lawsuits in China 

is not limited to the interpretation of “consumer” or “fraud.” Rather, the crucial issue is what the 

legal basis is for fake-hunters to claim and receive punitive damages.  

In this sense, what is missing is the focus on the private rights of consumers. Specifically, 

while punitive damage was introduced to function as a “punishment” for fraudulent practices of 

business operators,
195

 the precondition to perform this punishment to the wrongdoers in the market 

is the purchase, transaction, or a consumer. However, the private rights of the fake-hunter are not 

violated by the business operator, since the fake-hunter knows already that the product is 

problematic. Thereto, to justify the basis for the fake-hunter to be awarded a financial reward is 

insufficient. There is a missing notion of “consumer in contract” in the arguments of advocates who 

support fake-hunting punitive damage lawsuits. The concept of “consumer in contract” here is used 

to address that the fake-hunters do not meet the conditions to receive punitive damage as a civil 

remedy, and therefore they are not “consumers” in essence. 
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Up to the present, the previous discussion has not put enough focus on the private rights of 

consumers with regards to punitive damages. In some cases, some argue that although fake-hunters 

are not consumers, their claims for punitive damage should be supported for the good sake of market 

order.
196

 Therefore, to reconsider what profoundly led to the current divergence in viewing 

consumer protection and consumer rights becomes necessary. Moreover, how to solve the dilemma 

with fake-hunters is a significant issue at stake as well. 

To summarize, fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma raised questions at two levels: first, whether 

the fake-hunters should be awarded punitive damages; and second, whether punitive damage is an 

eligible instrument to enforce consumer protection. Policy makers and advocates have been 

expecting that punitive damage can improve the enforcement of consumer protection by encouraging 

each consumer to become the enforcer of the law.
197

 However, concerning the inconsistency in 

judicial practice and divergence in scholarly opinions, whether this legal system is enforced in a 

desirable manner turned to be highly questionable. 

 

2.5 Summary 

Since the PRC Consumer Protection Law came into force in 1993, fake-hunters appeared 

across the country using the punitive damage rule in the law for multiple-compensation. The 

legislative purpose was to impose punishment onto the wrongdoing business operators. Since the 

system encourages each consumer to become the enforcer of consumer law, some argue that 
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fake-hunters are fighters against counterfeits and other fraudulent business practices.
198

 However, 

the spread of fake-hunting lawsuits started to raise increasing doubts, and caught the administrative 

and judicial enforcement agencies in a dilemma of whether the court should continue to award 

punitive damages in fake-hunting lawsuits. The fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma demonstrated a gap 

between consumer law and its enforcement, with regards to enforcing consumer protection through 

the system of punitive damages.  

The lacking of the focus on private rights of consumers stays behind this gap in the 

previous debate. Policy maker and advocates has been considering punitive damage as legal 

instrument for a regulatory purpose. Meanwhile, the focus on private rights is insufficient. To put it 

differently, since private rights are the basis for consumers to claim and receive punitive damage as a 

remedy in a civil lawsuit, the fake-hunters are not “consumers in contract” from a perspective of 

private rights, since their rights are not violated by the business operator. In the end, to eliminate the 

current inconsistencies, to reconsider the purpose and function of punitive damages in enforcing 

consumer protection with the focus on the private rights of the consumers is necessary. Subsequently, 

Chapter III is going to investigate why the focus on private rights of consumers is lagged-behind. 

Chapter IV will explore how to rectify the current situation through a comparative analysis. 
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Chapter III: Private Rights Require More Emphasis in the Enforcement of Consumer 

Protection 

The previous chapter showed the gap between legislation and enforcement with regards to 

enforcing consumer protection with punitive damages. This chapter first investigates how the debate 

between economic law and civil law departments has contributed to a divergence in the 

understanding of consumer protection through punitive damages (3.1) and the nature of consumer 

rights in China (3.2). Then it introduces the historical roots for this tension inside the consumer law 

system between economic law and civil law (3.3). The last section demonstrates problems in the 

enforcement of consumer protection due to the insufficient focus on the private rights of consumers, 

as influenced by the tension between economic law and civil law (3.4). 

 

3.1 Different perspectives on the nature of consumer law 

First of all, in China, the characterization of consumer law had been under debate for 

decades, and the characterization of consumer law remains unclear. In particular, the conflicts 

between civil law department and economic law departments constitute the main confrontation.
199

 

This section is going to demonstrate how the tension has contributed the divergence in characterizing 

consumer law and the nature of punitive damage system with regards to consumer protection. 

 

3.1.1 Consumer law as economic law 

In China, the law on consumer protection has long been categorized under the economic 

law discipline. This section introduces the common theories regarding consumer law within the 
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perspective of economic law. In general, economic law scholars widely consider consumer law as 

the law for market regulation under the framework of economic law.
200

 According to Zixuan Yang’s 

book, economic law regulates particular economic relations, and consumer law is a general term for 

the legal regulation of economic relations that occurs during the process of protecting consumer 

rights and interests.
201

 Consumer law is an important department of market regulation law.
202

 In 

addition, consumer law is closely associated with anti-monopoly law and anti-unfair competition law; 

however, consumer law emphasizes the direct protection of consumers as a special market entity.
203

  

Moreover, economic law theories are deeply influenced by Marxist political economy 

theory in China.
204

 According to the classical Marxist political economy theory, economic law is the 

law under which the state intervenes in the domestic economy.
205

 Some argued the Marxist theory 

constructs the legal basis of economic law upon the mutual responsive relationships between 

economic foundations and the superstructure including legal and political systems.
206

  

Therefore, the theory that defines consumer protection law as economic law is focusing on 

state intervention.
207

 From the perspective of economic law, consumer law reflects state protection 

for the consumer and the state intervention on to the social and economic life of the citizens.
208

 

Furthermore, with social economic relations work being the foundations of the legal systems, laws 
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on consumer protection are regulating social economic relationships and highly responsive to the 

social economic life.
209

 Finally, consumer protection law pursues substantive social justice through 

protecting consumers from being harmed due to their vulnerabilities.
210

 

To summarize, from an economic law perspective, consumer law belongs to economic law 

and shares the same foundations with market regulation law.
211

 Consumer law starts from consumer 

interests and provides special protection for consumers considering their vulnerability, which reflects 

state intervention in economic life.
212

 The principal purpose of consumer law is to maintain the 

integral economic order of the society.
213

 

 

3.1.2 Consumer law as civil law 

As demonstrated above, from an economic law perspective, consumer law is for market 

regulation and represents state intervention. On the contrary, some scholars argue that consumer law 

should be considered as civil law, represented by Yanfang Zhang and Lixin Yang. On one hand, 

both of them classify consumer law as a special section of civil law. On the other hand, they have 

different opinions with regards to how to develop the system of consumer law. 

First, as to the characterization of consumer law, both Zhang and Yang argue that 

consumer law belongs to civil law.
214

 Specifically, both Zhang and Yang emphasize the nature of 

consumer law to be private law and the civil relations are between equal parties.
215

 Zhang perceives 
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the business-consumer relations as civil relations between equal parties, and considers that consumer 

law is a special form of civil law and develops to obtain substantive equality.
216

 In this sense, Zhang 

objects to the economic law perspective of consumer law. Furthermore, Zhang also disagrees that the 

relations between consumers and business are “unequal.”
217

 For Zhang, the purpose of consumer 

law is to retrieve the supposed-to-be equality between the business operator and the consumer, and 

therefore the essence of consumer law is still between equal parties.
218

 

Yang also takes consumer protection law as civil law. Yang considers the nature of the 

legal relationship between the business operator and the consumer is a transactional relationship, 

which is a horizontal legal relationship between equal civil subjects.
219

 Moreover, the PRC General 

Provisions of Civil Law went into effect on 1 October 2017.
220

 Article 128 stipulates that “…the law 

provides special provisions for the protection of the civil rights of minors, the elderly, disabled 

persons, women, consumers, in accordance with its provision.” This Article is a joint provision on 
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the special protection of civil rights of vulnerable groups.
221

 According to this article, Yang argues 

that the attribution of consumer law should be civil law.
222

 

According to Yang, although there are some administrative rules inside, the most basic 

content of the PRC Consumer Protection Law is to provide the rights of consumers and the 

obligations of business operators, and stipulate specific rules for the protection of consumer rights 

during the transaction process.
223

 The rules of leaning protection over consumers do not change the 

horizontal relations into vertical relations, and therefore the PRC Consumer Protection Law still 

belongs under civil rules in nature.
224

 In addition, Yang thinks not only the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law but also the PRC Law on Food Safety and the PRC Law on Advertisement belong to 

private law as well. Yang believes that the application problems in consumer disputes are because 

laws on consumer protection are not recognized as special laws of civil law. Based on the PRC 

General Provisions of Civil Law, those laws on consumer protection could be consistent with civil 

law, and could have better performance.
225

 

Second, their opinions are divergent at legislation level. According to Zhang, the consumer 

protection legal system is insufficient, and a reframe is necessary.
226

 To be specific, rules of 

consumer law should be divided into three categories: “consumer policy law,” “consumer contract 

law” and “consumer security (safety) law.”
227

 Zhang believes the law concerning these three 

categories should be characterized as civil law, and the PRC Consumer Protection Law is a special 

law of civil law. Zhang also argues that the consumer policy law is different from economic law or 
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administrative law and in essence should be considered as intervention of public power into private 

relations. Therefore, consumer law should be included into civil law system.
228

 Moreover, consumer 

contract is a special form of civil contract, and consumer contract law is a special law of contract law, 

and the consumer safety law is a special law of tort law.
229

 Over all, Zhang considers consumer law 

as private law in essence and should apply the principle of party autonomy. To the contrary, Yang 

thinks highly of the PRC General Principle of Civil Law, and considers it a great improvement to 

incorporate the concept of “the consumer” into civil law.
230

 In this sense, civil law principles can be 

undoubtedly applicable to consumer disputes.
231

 Therefore, Yang does not mention an integral 

system of consumer law to be necessary. 

In the end, in a civil law perspective, consumer law is a special part of civil law. At the 

same time, both scholars went a little bit far in their argument regarding the characterization of 

consumer law. In other words, if civil law is sufficient for consumer protection, might the necessity 

of consumer law become dimished? Nevertheless, the essence of their ideas is the counter argument 

against those who insist consumer law is economic law.
232

  

 

3.1.3 Divergence in characterizing punitive damage in consumer law 

The debate between the economic law school and civil law school on the nature of 

consumer law is one principal reason for the divergence in characterizing punitive damages in 

consumer law. On one hand, some consider punitive damage as liability of economic law; on the 
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other hand, some argue that punitive damage is a liability of civil law. From an economic law 

perspective, punitive damage is a legal liability under economic law on the side of business 

operators.
233

 Concerning the purpose and function of punitive damage in consumer law, economic 

law scholar consider that punitive damage is not compatible with either public law or civil law, and 

therefore only suits the theory of economic law in terms of market regulation.
234

 Moreover, some 

argues that punitive damage is in nature a financial reward system rather than a system of 

punishment.
235

 

Notwithstanding, civil law scholars commonly perceive punitive damage as a civil liability 

by.
236

 From a civil law perspective, punitive damage does not independently exist; rather, it is an 

additional liability based on the civil relations between the consumer and the business operator.
237

 In 

this sense, the awarding of punitive damages should be in accordance with civil law principles 
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instead of economic law.
238

 Up to the present, there has been no straightforward proof to define 

which law the liability of punitive damage belongs to. With the PRC General Provisions of Civil 

Law promulgated in 2017, “punitive damage” was incorporated in Article 179 on civil liabilities. 

Article 179 only lists out eleven categories of possible forms to perform civil liability, leaving 

“punitive damage” in the second clause by stipulating: “where the law provides for punitive damages, 

it shall be in accordance with its provisions.”
239

 

Accordingly, the liability of punitive damages is one special form of loss compensation, 

and should be applied in accordance to relative legal provisions, for instance, under the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law, PRC Food Safety Law or the PRC Tort Liability Law.
240

 In articles of 

these legal acts, the estimated function of punitive damage is mainly a punishment to business 

operators for illegal misconducts.
241

 In the end, with the tension between economic law and civil 

law, ambivalence remains with regards to the nature of punitive damage. On one hand, articles on 

punitive damages in the PRC Consumer Protection Law and PRC Food Safety Law have been 

frequently applied along with relative civil rules, as presented in Chapter II. On the other hand, 

divergence in the understanding of punitive damage in consumer protection remains in scholarly 

debate. 

 

3.2 Split understandings on the nature of consumer rights 

The previous section illustrates the divergence in the characterization of punitive damage 

due to the tension between economic law and civil law. However, the divergence is more profoundly 
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reflected in the way of perceiving the nature of consumer rights. As introduced in Chapter I, the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law has provided nine categories of consumer rights.
242

 Most studies agree on 

that consumer rights refer to a bunch of rights that are granted to consumers considering the 

disadvantaged position of the consumer.
243

 Meanwhile, there is a split understanding of consumer 

rights as either “collective rights” or “private rights” in the previous discussion. 

 

3.2.1 Consumer rights as collective rights 

The theories on economic law vary among schools in China. Those who agree on the 

economic law nature of consumer protection law commonly identify consumer rights as collective 

rights.
244

 Moreover, they characterized consumer rights as being different from scattered individual 

rights protected by civil law.
245

 Civil law regulates the legal relationship between the parties of 

equal status; on the contrary, consumer rights are established on the theory of inequality and 

vulnerability.
246

 Therefore, consumer rights are different from civil rights in essence.
247

 

 

3.2.2 Consumer rights as private rights 
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Contrary to economic law scholars, some perceive consumer rights as private rights. For 

instance, Yanfang Zhang argues that consumer rights are civil rights, which belong to private 

rights.
248

 Zhang objects to the opinion that consumer rights are based on economic law; rather, 

consumer rights are based on civil law.
249

 Zhang’s focus is on the equal relations between the 

consumers and the business operator. Since both the consumer and the business operator are equal 

subjects of civil law, the rights of consumers are based on the civil relations, and therefore constitute 

private rights.
250

 

 

3.2.3 Consumer rights as “collective rights” or “private rights” 

Are consumer rights collective rights or private rights? There is a clear divergence in 

defining consumer rights. This divergence has its embeddedness in the separation of economic law 

and civil law in China. On one hand, consumer law in China has conventionally been established 

under the framework of economic law, with defining consumer rights centered on economic 

relations as collective rights, or public rights.
251

 Meanwhile, from a civil law perspective, consumers 

are individuals in equal civil relations with the business operator, and consumer rights are private 

rights in nature.
252

 

Moreover, the split understanding is not limited to the separation between economic law 

and civil law. Rather, whilst all commentators’ arguments are to some extent associated with 

“consumer rights,” most of them do not realize a gap among their discourses.
253

 Specifically, those 
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who strongly support the extensive application of punitive damages against consumer fraud and 

fakes for the purpose of consumer rights, actually refer to the collective rights or interests of 

consumers as a whole.
254

 Meanwhile, those who consider the fake-hunters winning of punitive 

damages as “unfair” or “illegal enrichment,” are focusing on the rights associated with consumer 

identity individually based on each transaction.
255

 

Due to this implicit split understanding of consumer rights, although there seems to be 

conflicting attitudes, they failed to persuade each other in terms of how to protect “consumer rights.” 

For instance, some who try to justify the legitimacy of fake-hunters to be awarded punitive damages 

argued that as long as the gain belongs to the consumer, it would be a triumph for the consumer; 

therefore it is absolutely not illegal enrichment.
256

 On the contrary, opponents may argue that 

fake-hunting lawsuits violate the principle of good faith and should not be promoted,
257

 which in 

fact denies fake-hunters of being consumers since their rights as a consumer were not harmed by 

fraud in the particular transaction. 

In conclusion, the conventional wisdom that supporting fake-hunters in the name of 

consumer rights primarily considers consumer rights as collective rights. Meanwhile, opponents 

showed strong doubts regarding the justice and good faith in terms of individual rights, from a 

perspective of contractual fairness which rooted in the citizen law sprit of modern civil law.  Under 
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such split perspectives, the policy preference of punitive damage instruments to protect consumer 

rights ran into resistance from the enforcement agencies that had been troubled by the fake-hunter 

disputes. 

 

3.3 Historical roots of the economic-civil law debate 

After reviewing the tension between economic law and civil law in China with regards to 

consumer law and consumer rights, one might ask: why does this tension exist in China? This 

section is going to investigate the historical roots of the economic-civil law debate in China. As a 

matter of fact, the above-mentioned divergence is rooted back as early as the policy preparation 

stage of the economic reforms of the late 1970s.
258

 Along with the discussion around the direction 

of economic transformation, extensive debate arose regarding what law, i.e. economic law or civil 

law, should be used to support the reform policy.
259

 In this section, first the development of civil 

law will be introduced to set the background (3.3.1); then the evolvement of the tension between 

economic law and civil law will be demonstrated (3.3.2). In the end, the epochal peculiarities of the 

PRC Consumer Protection Law of 1993 are summarized in 3.3.3. 

 

3.3.1 Development of civil law in China  

The development of civil law in Chinese modern history has never been smooth. The 

process of civil law drafting in China can be characterized by several milestones from a historical 

perspective. In general, Chinese civil law has been deeply affected by continent European civil law 

theories, especially German ones, and China transplanted the principal concepts, legislative system, 

and fundamental mechanisms from German civil law.
260

 Before the establishment of the People’ 
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Republic of China, efforts had been engaged to introduce civil law since as early as the late Qing 

dynasty in 1907.
261

 The drafting up of the civil law code took two years, and the Draft Civil Law of 

the Qing is considered as the starting point in the history of the Chinese civil law.
262

 Although this 

draft went to abortion with the demise of the Qing rulers, it was through this draft that the civil law 

theories of continent Europe, especially Germany, were introduced to China.
263

  

The first civil law code in Chinese history was the Civil Law of China enacted by the 

government of the Republic of China in 1931, but it was abolished after the establishment of the 

People’s Republic of China in 1949. From 1949 to 1979, there have been several rounds of civil law 

code drafting, yet none of the drafts entered into force due to political activities.
264

 After the Third 

Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee, the left-leaning policy-making was adjusted and 

China started to implement policies on opening up and economic reform.
265

 Against such 

background, to establish a proper legal system to support the economic transformation became an 

urgent issue on the agenda. 

At the crossroads of China’s economic reform, legal scholars showed divergent 

anticipation to the future direction of China’s economy.
266

 In 1979, a profound debate on 

“Economic – Civil law” started and lasted until seven years later.
267

 The key conflicting issue of the 

Economic-Civil law debate was fundamentally related to the political economy of the socialist 

market system.
268

 The economic law group believed that China should continue onto the planned 

economy system, and therefore an administratively centralized regulating system would suit such an 
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economic policy.
269

 On the contrary, the civil law scholars correctly seized the trend of China’s 

economic development and proposed theories that support an economic system with a focus on 

commodity transactions, as in 1992 China finally confirmed the direction of economic reform as 

towards a socialist market economy.
270

 At last, civil law prevailed over economic law and became 

the fundamental law for the economic reforms and opening market of China. While civil law rules 

established during late 1970s to 1980s remained imperfect in many aspects, they were designed to 

support the economic reform from a planned economy to a socialist market economy.
271

 

 

3.3.2 The tension between economic and civil law departments 

Along with economic reform in China, the tension between these two departments remains 

intense. This tension is mainly due to the influence of department theory of law. The department 

theory of law was developed from the system theory of law in the Soviet Union and was popular in 

socialist countries.
272

 The basic argument is that a legal system is the unity of laws within one 

country; legal norms are classified into departments, and all departments of law constitute a system 

of the domestic laws.
273

 Under this theory, each department has its particular “objectives of 

adjustment” and “methods of adjustment.”
274

  

The most serious problem is that the department theory of law classified legal norms into 

“departments” with highly ambiguous criteria, which blurred the distinction between public law and 
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private law.
275

 For instance, administrative law and administrative procedural law are classified into 

the same department. What exactly constitutes a “department” remains unclear. Furthermore, there is 

hardly convincing explanation of why both civil liabilities and administrative liabilities are 

applicable in terms of departments such as labour law, environment law, and consumer law.
276

 

These “departments” are in fact crossing fields of both administrative and private law; however, the 

classification under the department theory of law fragmented the internal consistencies and led to 

controversies in not only judicial practice but also academic studies. 

According to the department theory of law, economic law and civil law are two distinct 

departments. Most economic law studies consider the “objective of adjustment” of economic law to 

be economic relations, contrary to civil law which focuses on legal relations between equal parties of 

fictional persons.
277

 This classification created a tension between economic law studies and civil 

law studies and led to fruitless conflicts between departments.
278

 Under the influence of the 

department theory of law, the characterization of consumer law has long been unsettled, and the split 

understanding on the scope of consumer rights has been ignored by commentators.
279

 

 

3.3.3 The PRC Consumer Protection Law was a product of the time 
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In 1993, the PRC Consumer Protection Law was enacted and became the foundation of the 

Chinese consumer protection law system. The PRC Consumer protection Law consists of all the 

fundamental blocks of consumer protection legal structures, including the consumer rights 

declaration, state responsibility, obligations of the business operators, consumer organizations, 

dispute resolution and legal liabilities.
280

 This Law (1) provided a comprehensive framework on 

consumer protection; (2) emphasized state responsibility; (3) pursued compliance through obligatory 

provisions and sanctions; and (4) introduced punitive damages. This law had great influence on 

following consumer legislation. Meanwhile, due to the tension between economic law and civil law, 

whether consumer law in China belongs to civil law or economic law remains unsettled, and this 

debate led to controversies at different aspects. 

The PRC Consumer Protection Law was enacted against a special economic and political 

background. Since the late 1970s and 1980s, the economic reforms and opening-up policy largely 

freed businesses from the centralized economic plans and activated market prosperity. Specifically, 

businesses were no longer affiliations of the state organs, but started to have their own independent 

legal and economic status.
281

 At the same time, businesses were chasing profits despite the socialist 

aspect of the domestic economy.
282

 Moreover, since China was just at the starting point of economic 

development, consumers hardly had any awareness of their rights or competence to protect 

themselves when they were harmed by problematic products or services.
283

 Against this background, 

consumer law constituted a crossing area of economic law and civil law.
284

 Since consumer 
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protection law was developed during the early transformation period of the opening up and 

economic reform, China’s consumer protection law inevitably contains characteristics of both 

economic law and civil law. Nevertheless, some already argued that consumer law should not be 

restricted to one particular department.
285

  

Furthermore, the coexistence of two different approaches inside the system of consumer 

protection law contributed to the enforcement gap between the legislative purpose of consumer 

protection through punitive damage lawsuits and its enforcement. Specifically, due to the imbalance 

caused by the tension between economic law and civil law, the ambivalence between collective 

rights and private rights in consumer protection remains unsolved. As a result, the discussion 

concerning fake-hunting issues has been complicated up to the present day. 

 

3.4 Necessity of allocating more focus on private rights of consumers 

Through a historical review, there is not only a divergence in characterizing punitive 

damage in consumer law but also a split understanding of consumer rights. Along with the tension 

between economic law and civil law, the focus on the private rights of consumers proved insufficient. 

On one hand, policy makers and advocates view punitive damage as one important enforcement 

instrument of consumer protection in China, in addition to the improvements in substantive law.
286

 

Meanwhile, most attention has been put on the regulatory aspects of punitive damage while the other 

aspects of private remedy have not been addressed enough. Moreover, lacking focus on the private 

rights of consumers has already generated problems in practice. First, the overlooking of private 

rights caused inconsistency in the legal application of punitive damages, which has been 
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demonstrated in the fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. Second, neglect of private rights of consumers 

has impeded the improvement of consumer redress. Therefore, to enhance consumer protection in 

China requires more focus on how to enforce the private rights of consumers. 

 

3.4.1 Dual aspects of punitive damage in Chinese consumer law 

Due to the peculiarities of consumer protection legislation in China, there are two aspects 

of market regulation and private remedy in the enforcement of Chinese consumer law. This duality is 

largely due to the influence of economic law theories on consumer protection. Chinese economic 

law theories emphasize the importance of the function of the state; therefore, the enforcement of 

consumer rights also reflects state intervention into the domestic market order and economic 

relationships.
287

 In particular, public remedy is a main feature of economic law, which has also been 

included in the system of consumer protection law.
288

 For instance, the Law on Protection of 

Consumer Rights and Interests provided not only civil liabilities of business operators in terms of 

illegal practice, but also administrative and criminal liabilities.
289

 If the business operators fail to 

fulfill the obligations provided in the law or violate the compulsory rules, harming the legitimate 

rights and interests of consumers, they ought to burden the legal liability and face administrative 

sanctions or criminal penalties.
290

 

The system of punitive damage is also a representation of such duality.
291

 However, the 

emphasis has been on market regulation for the sake of public interests or collective consumer rights. 
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The problem is this approach neglected the necessary justification for individuals to get financial 

remedies in civil lawsuits.
292

 According to advocates of fake-hunters, fake-hunters’ claims for 

punitive damage should be supported for the good sake of the public. However, the legal ground for 

fake-hunters to claim and receive this monetary reward is not sufficient.  

Specifically, some argued that the claim for punitive damage is based on a right of 

economic law and for the public interest, and this right is different from the right to claim 

compensation based on contract or tort under civil law.
293

 However, viewed from the legislative 

system, to consider that right to claim punitive damage under the PRC Consumer Protection Law, 

the PRC Food Safety Law and the PRC Tort Liability Law should all be classified as a right under 

economy law seems difficult. Furthermore, even the right to claim punitive damage can be separated 

from civil rights and considered as a right for the public interests, the standing to sue for public 

interests is limited to particular bodies under particular circumstances according to current law.
294

 In 

this sense, the fake-hunter is not entitled to the standing to bring a lawsuit based on such a right. 

Moreover, some think the punitive damage system in Chinese law is in essence a reward 

system under economic law, rather than the exemplary compensation system in common law.
295

 In 

this sense, the punitive damage is a reward to those who actively participate in market regulation to 

fill the gap left by government supervision.
296

 Nevertheless, there is no legislative proof to back up 

the argument that this is a reward system. Despite the scholarly debate concerning the frictions 

between punitive damage and conventional civil law theories, punitive damage system in China was 
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established as a form of exemplary compensation, especially concerning consumer protection.
297

 

While motivating the people to become enforcers of the law belongs to the legislative purpose and 

practical function,
298

 punitive damage is not a financial reward system in nature. 

Therefore, the legal basis to claim and receive punitive damage remains rooted in private 

rights instead of the public interest, and the aspect of punitive damage as a private remedy requires 

more attention. However, while punitive damage has become an important system to improve 

consumer protection, in particular as private enforcement of consumer law,
299

 the private rights of 

consumers were neglected. Furthermore, lack of attention over private rights of consumers has 

already generated problems in practice. One outstanding issue is the inconsistency in judicial 

enforcement, represented by the fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. One another fundamental issue at 

stake is concerning consumer redress through group litigation. 

 

3.4.2 Inconsistency in the application of punitive damages 

The overlook of private rights caused divergence in applying punitive damages in 

consumer lawsuits. First, some consider consumer law, in particular the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law, to be independent from the civil law theory system.
300

 Meanwhile, others think the 

interpretation of fraudulent acts under the PRC Consumer Protection Law should be consistent with 
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the civil law theory.
301

 Due to the divergence in the interpretation of consumer law, the application 

of punitive damage generated inconsistency among different court decisions.
302

 Provided the cases 

are based on legal relations between the consumer and the business operator, the inconsistency in 

judicial enforcement can be solved at the legislative or interpretative level.
303

 However, since not all 

theories have reached a consensus that the private rights of consumers constitute the legal basis for 

remedy, the conflicts generated in legal application.
304

 

In addition, overlooking the private rights of consumers also restrained the development of 

legal protection for consumers in transactions. For instance, while some argue that the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law should be based on consumer transaction and legal application in 

consumer disputes should take consumer contract in consideration.
305

 Nevertheless, people’s 

recognition on the notion of consumer in contract is still limited.
306

 Therefore, while people’s 

attention is largely attuned to fake-hunting, the focus on how to support consumers to enforce their 

private rights in civil proceedings remains insufficient. 

 

3.4.3 Neglect of private rights impeded the improvement of consumer redress 

Another problem due to the neglect of private rights is that public interest and private 

interests have been blurred in the enforcement of consumer protection. In other words, ignoring the 
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weakness of consumers as individuals also resulted in the neglect of their lack of power in the 

redress process, which led to imbalanced enforcement mechanisms focusing on public interests. In 

particular, the most outstanding problem is with the consumer collective redress system in China. 

In 2012, along with the amendment to the PRC Civil Procedure Law a new civil 

proceeding of public interest litigation was introduced; then in 2013 the PRC Law on Protection of 

Consumer Rights and Interests was amended and granted the standing to sue to consumer 

associations.
307

 When the interests of mass consumers are damaged or in danger of being damaged, 

qualified consumer associations are granted the standing to bring a lawsuit to the people’s court on 

behalf of the consumers.
308

 However, since this standing is a collective redress mechanism, this new 

proceeding is not applicable for aggregated compensatory claims.
309

 In addition, in previous cases 

consumer associations directly participated, the claims were primarily injunctive (Table 3.4.3).  

Public interest litigation marked a great development with regards to consumer protection 

through civil procedure in China,
310

 Notwithstanding, with regards to consumer collective redress, 

the core value of this procedure is to protect “public interests,” and not for redressing private 

interests of consumers as individuals.
311

 For individual consumers to seek remedy, they still have to 

rely on conventional approaches, which have been insufficient.
312

 Some had argued that “public 
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interest litigation” does not equal “collective litigation,”
313

 yet a compensatory collective redress 

proceeding led by consumer groups remains absent. While the positon addressing “public interests” 

of consumer group litigation has prevailed, people need to note the private interests of consumers 

and distinguish rom collective or public interests. 

 

Time Plaintiff Defendant Issue Claim 

March 2017 

Consumer Association of 

Guangdong Province
314

 

(Suggested by 

Prosecuting Office) 

Liu etc. Food fraud 
Punitive 

damage 

September 2016 
Consumer Association of 

Jiangsu Province 

Nanjing 

Water 

Group 

Unfair standard 

clause 
Injunction 

August 2016 

Consumer Association of 

Jilin Province 

(Suggested by 

Prosecuting Office) 

Han etc. Food fraud Injunction 

July 2016 
China Consumer 

Association 
LOVOL 

Product standard 

and recall 
Injunction 

July 2015 
Shanghai Consumer 

Council 

OPPO, 

SUMSUNG 

Information 

disclosure and 

customer service 

Injunction 

December 2014 
Consumer Association of 

Zhejiang Province 

Shanghai 

Railway 

Bureau 

Unfair standard 

clause 
Injunction 

Table 3.4.3. Group litigations brought by consumer associations in China since 2013
315

 

Source: Wenjia Sun 
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315

 The cases presented in the table are typical cases widely reported. Meanwhile, the total number of 

cases will be more since there will be no verdict or judgement if the plaintiff withdraw the case. 
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3.5 Summary 

This chapter mainly demonstrated why the focus on private interests is insufficient 

concerning punitive damages in consumer protection, and what consequences this lack has caused to 

consumer law enforcement in practice. First, the analysis demonstrated that debate centers around 

whether consumer law should be classified as economic law or civil law. In different perspectives, 

characterization of punitive is also divergent. (3.1). Moreover, the divergence is more profoundly 

reflected by the split understanding of consumer rights as either collective rights or private rights 

(3.2). The difference in defining consumer rights as either collective rights or private rights has 

affected commentators’ understanding towards consumer protection and punitive damage; yet this 

implicit divergence has hardly been addressed in previous rhetoric of consumer law. 

Second, this chapter also investigated the historical roots of this tension between economic 

law and civil law (3.3). The economic-civil law debate can be dated back to the time of economic 

reform. Moreover, another important fact that contributed to the continuing of the conflict has been 

the influence of the department theory of law. Finally, the PRC Consumer Protection Law is a 

product of that time. While that legislation marked a historical improvement and has been the 

foundation of consumer protection in China, it contains a lot of ambiguities, which subsequently 

added to inconsistencies in judicial practice. 

Third, the enforcement strategy of consumer protection in China showed a focus on the 

collective rights rather than private rights of consumers (3.4). More attention should be assigned to 

the dual aspects of market regulation and private remedy inherent in the punitive damage system. 

Moreover, the methods of private enforcement, including punitive damage and collective redress, are 

targeted more at market regulation than improving the redress of individual consumers. 

Consequently, the enforcement of consumers’ private rights remains largely overlooked. In 
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conclusion, to retrieve the focus on the private rights of consumers and make improvements at 

interpretation level and institution level proved increasingly necessary. 
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Chapter IV: The Enforcement of the Private Rights of Consumers: the Japanese Example 

Chapter III presented the tension between economic law and civil law inherent in the 

system of consumer law in China. Moreover, lacking the focus on private rights of the consumers 

has not only caused inconsistency in the application of punitive damages, but also impeded the 

improvement of consumer redress. 

The task of this chapter is to investigate how to enhance the enforcement of consumer 

protection focusing on the private rights of consumers. To provide suggestions for China, this 

chapter applies a comparative analysis and takes Japan as a model. After introducing the legal 

development of consumer protection (4.2) and the legal system supporting consumers to enforce 

their rights (4.3), the author contrasts China with Japan (4.4). The last section points out that for 

China, to merely stress the necessity of focusing on the private rights of consumers is not sufficient, 

but that legal improvement should be made at different levels for consumers to enforce their rights. 

 

4.1 To approach China’s problem in a comparative perspective 

There are two reasons for choosing Japan to compare with China. Generally speaking, the 

civil law systems of China and Japan both belong to the continental civil law family. Japanese civil 

law also has deep roots in German civil law. China largely borrowed from Germany for building the 

domestic civil law, and was also profoundly influenced by Japanese civil law.
316

 The conceptual 

consistency of their civil law can be the basis of compatibility. Therefore, in this study, Japan is an 

appropriate object of comparative analysis to investigate and learn from. Moreover, and even more 

importantly, China borrowed many legal mechanisms from Japan in several legal fields through 

                                                
316
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legal assistance projects, including civil procedural law, consumer protection law, and administrative 

law and civil law.
317

 

 

4.2 Legal development of consumer law in Japan 

This section is going to set the background of legal development on consumer protection 

in Japan. From a historical perspective, there are many similarities in terms of consumer problems 

that one can find in both societies. At the same time, the social background and theoretical 

foundations for consumer protection legislation are different. Through a comparative analysis, this 

section illustrates the main factors that affect legislation on consumer protection. This part of 

analysis will demonstrate both the early theories and the recent development with regards to 

consumer problems. 

 

4.2.1 Consumer problems in Japanese context  

In Japan, the spread of consumer problems dates back to the 1950s.
318

 Some research 

further divided the post-war history of consumer problems and legislation into several periods 

according to the economic situation.
319

 In each period, consumer problems showed different 

characteristics along with economic development. Accordingly, the legislation on consumer 

protection also developed with the growth of consumer society and logical development of consumer 

problems. For the purposes of comparison, this section divides the post-war periods of consumer 
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protection into three: the post-war reconstruction period, economic growth period, and post-bubble 

period. 

In the post-war reconstruction period (1945-1960s), consumer problems were closely 

associated with people’s lives. Repeated food safety incidents caused wide-spread damage to mass 

consumers at that time. The seriousness of food and drug problems raised increased social 

attention.
320

 Housewives formed associations and conducted series of campaigns against the 

irresponsibility of large companies.
321

 Their active social movement greatly promoted policy 

making and legislation to enforce the minimum safety requirements of food.
322

  

In the period of economic growth (1960-1980s), in addition to product quality and safety, 

problems appeared at various aspects of consumer transactions, including labelling, advertisement, 

and monopoly prices.
323

 With the maturity of the domestic consumer society, consumer problems 

started to be identified in a genuine sense.
324

 During the bubble economy period, consumer 

problems were mainly centered on all kinds of malpractice of marketing or fraudulent businesses.
325

 

After the Basic Consumer Protection Act was enacted in 1968, laws to protect consumer rights 

continued to be legislated on various aspects of consumer transactions, and large amounts of 
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regulations and so-called industry laws were passed to deal with commonly existing unscrupulous 

business practices.
326

 

After the collapse of the bubble (1990s), deregulation became the mainstream policy in 

order to activate domestic industries for economy recovery.
327

 At the same time, consumer fraud 

targeted aged people. Mass consumer torts and other new-type consumer problems increasingly 

called for state intervention in consumer protection.
328

 Consumer problems associated with an 

information society also 
became outstanding.329 

In spite of the deregulatory policy environment, efforts 

have been made to empower consumers to redress their damages through civil law mechanisms both 

in substantive and procedural aspects. For instance, the Consumer Contract Law was enacted with 

favorable provisions in order to adjust the disadvantageous status of consumers.
330

 Furthermore, 

collective redress mechanisms were introduced in civil proceedings for the collective enforcement of 

consumer rights.
331

 

Overall, consumer problems in Japan shared some general features with consumer 

problems in other capitalist economies, including inequalities in information and bargaining power, 

disadvantage in damage redress, and vulnerability as human beings.
332

 Meanwhile, there are specific 

characteristics in the consumer protection movement of Japan. For instance, at the initial stage of 

promoting consumer protection legislation, the housewife associations played a significant role. 
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With increased recognition of consumer interests, consumer protection changed from an 

administratively centered approach to a private law focused approach.
333

  

In addition, tube public-private dichotomy played an important role in the early rhetoric of 

Japan in analysis of consumer problems. In early theories, the governance of consumer problems 

was understood through a three-pillar structure, which represented the idea of responsibility 

distribution in dealing with consumer problems among consumers, business operators and the 

government or the state.
334

 Specifically, consumers are supposed to perform their duty of care when 

purchasing or using a certain product or receive a particular service; businesses should take the 

necessary responsibility in production and supply; and the government is responsible for granting 

licenses to particular business operators (administrative duty in a narrow sense) or make legislative 

improvements (administrative duty in a broad sense).
335

 

Meanwhile, since consumer problems have structural reasons rooted in the economic and 

social context, the rebalance of the responsibilities among the three pillars became necessary.
336

 

From this perspective of responsibility distribution, discussions on consumer problem governance 

further developed in two directions: consumer protection through public law and consumer 

protection through private law.
337

 The public-private dichotomy is basically a starting point rather 

than the end, as consumer problems represent crossing fields between classically divided public law 
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and private law, and the solution to those problems frequently calls for combining legal mechanisms. 

Consumer problems occurred in a special historical period, and consumer law was also a historical 

product along with the development of consumer society and targeted at the resolution of consumer 

problems.
338

  

 

4.2.2 General features of consumer law 

Along with the evolution of consumer problems, consumer law also gradually developed 

in terms of quantity and integrity. In Japanese consumer law studies, the features of consumer law 

have been summarized by Omura as: (1) problem-oriented; (2) being an interdisciplinary area; and 

(3) being “contemporary law.”
339

 Above all, consumer law can be an accumulation of all kinds of 

administrative or legislative rules, judicial decisions and academic theories in response to various 

consumer problems which have appeared since the 1960s.
340

 Subsequently, in order to approach 

consumer problems, various legal methods were necessary; therefore, consumer law is characterized 

as an interdisciplinary area of different legal fields.
341

 In addition, consumer law also contains the 

characteristic of “contemporary law.”
342

 Specifically, the way of thinking inherent in legal methods 

concerning consumer problems turned out to be different from the conventional “modern law” 

approach with regards to the state, the person, and the law (disputes).
343

 

Since the early period of consumer law development in Japan, consumer law showed the 

above-mentioned features. In early rhetoric, consumer damages were perceived as structural 
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problems. From a structural perspective, the problem that consumers suffer from damages is not an 

independent social or legal issue, but rather has its embeddedness in the modern social-economic 

context.
344

 Therefore, dealing with consumer problems requires collective efforts combining 

different approaches to protect consumers from damages and support them for redress.
345

   

In consequence, the policy making and legislation regarding consumer problems in Japan 

primarily takes a functional approach for the purpose of preventing or redressing consumer damages 

with multi-level legal methods.
346

 Therefore, “consumer protection law” in Japan may refer to all 

kinds of legal methods and techniques dealing with consumer problems. In fact, to keep the system 

of consumer protection law unclosed can largely bring convenience and feasibility to both legislation 

and legal studies.
347

 This functional approach also prevailed in early consumer law studies in Japan. 

In particular, Kitagawa coined the term of an “opening system” in consumer law by defining it as an 

open system that can respond to social reality with more feasibility by linking various legal technics 

and institutions to solve problems in a more effective way.
348

 Regarding the scope of consumer law, 

Kitagawa identified consumer protection law as an integral legal field.
349

 There are recent studies 

focusing on the distinct characteristics inherent in all consumer protection laws, represented by 

Omura’s views.
350

 Taking the structural perspective to perceive consumer problems and functional 

approach to improving consumer protection, recent studies further investigated the core values and 

characteristics of consumer law, as the following section will show.  
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4.2.3 Basic principles of consumer law 

The integrity of consumer law raised the question that whether people can theorize some 

basic principles of consumer law.
351

 On one hand, since consumer law is problem-oriented, one 

particular problem can be directed to a certain solution through a particular approach; on the other 

hand, if there are basic principles governing such particular approaches, the direction becomes 

visible when new problems appear.
352

 In Japanese consumer law rhetoric, Omura was the one who 

provided a thorough analysis on the basic principles of consumer law. According to Omura, the 

basic principles of consumer law include three main component elements: the consumer (and also 

the business operator), the state, and the law.
353

  

Above all, consumer law was developed in response to consumer problems, and therefore 

the concept of “consumer” is of key significance.
354

 In modern private law, the subjects of 

transactions have been considered as “persons” with freedom to enter into a contract (the principle of 

freedom of contract). Moreover, in modern public law, the objects of administration have been 

considered as “citizens,” and the task of administration is to maintain the security of citizens.
355

   

However, with the appearance of consumer society, the “consumer” and “business operator” can no 

longer be equally considered as “persons” and transaction rules in response to the peculiarities 

between them became necessary. Since “consumer” can no longer be perceived as “person” or 

“citizen” in a general sense, the abstraction of the concept of “consumer” became necessary, and the 

definition of consumer became the fundamental issue of consumer law.
356

 

The second key element in consumer law is the role of the state. Since the 1960s, theories 

on welfare state became predominant, which emphasized the role of the state in economic 
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intervention and domestic redistribution.
357

 Under welfare state theories, the focus of consumer 

policy was to “protect” the consumers as “the weak.”
358

 After the 1980s, state interventionism under 

welfare state theories raised criticism and advocates for a small state increased under the influence 

of neo-liberalism theories.
359

 Meanwhile, since market failure still exists, the role of the state (over 

the economy and society) should not be eliminated. Rather, the focus of the post-welfare state on 

consumer policy is supposed to be “consumer support.”
360

  

The third factor of basic principles of consumer law is “law,” and Omura has provided a 

thorough analysis on what can be included (droit and non-droit).
361

 From a problem-oriented 

perspective, the concept of the “droit and non-droit” can be useful in terms of consumer disputes 

resolution.
362

 Moreover, the framework of “soft law and hard law” is also useful in approach 

consumer problems.
363

 

In addition to the three factors, beyond the consumer law in a narrow sense, the resources 

of the basic principles of consumer law may encompass constitutional theories and other social 

norms.
364

 Based on the analysis on the component factors and resources, the content basic principles 

of consumer law should cover: (1) the reasons for the existence of consumer law, in other words, the 

necessity and legitimacy of consumer law; and (2) the forms of consumer law in existence, which 
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principally refer to the function and topology of consumer law.
365

 In a word, Omura’s analysis on 

the basic principles of consumer law provided a comprehensive discussion on the normative 

foundations of consumer law, and provided a systematic perspective to study consumer law. The 

analysis of Omura illustrated the theoretical framework of consumer law studies in Japan as well. 

 

4.3 Legal system supporting consumers to enforce their private rights 

In Japan, consumer problems generate around transactions with business operators, and the 

consumer contract has been one of the fundamental issues in consumer law.
366

 The main focus of 

the consumer contract legal system is to deal with the structural disparity in the quality and quantity 

of information and negotiating power between consumers and business operators.
367

 For this 

purpose, legal systems have been established to empower consumers in terms of the consumer 

contract and damage redress. With regards to the relations between consumer law and civil law, 

there are discussions on consumer contract legal system as well.
368

 From a private law perspective, 

consumer contract private laws are legal rules that support consumers to realize private autonomy 

and protect consumers from unfavorable results due to their unreasonable decision.
369

  

Meanwhile, this section is not limited to a private law perspective. This section is going to 

introduce the legal system in Japan that supports consumers to enforce their lawful rights, in 

particular private rights, for the purpose of presenting an example for China. With the focus on how 
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consumers are supported to enforce their rights, this section chooses the Consumer Contract Act of 

Japan as its main object, and allocates emphasis on both substantive rules and procedural rules (i.e. 

consumer group litigation) developed from this Act.
370

  

 

4.3.1 Legislation on the Consumer Contract Act  

There were two factors behind the legislation on the consumer contract in Japan. One was 

from inside, which is the necessity to protect consumer interests in transactions.
371

 The other was 

from outside, which was the international forces of deregulation.
372

 Therefore, the purpose of the 

Consumer Contract Act also covers two aspects. 

In 2000, the Consumer Contract Act was enacted, and the Act became effective on 1 April 

2001.
373

 Article 1 of the Consumer Contract Act of Japan stipulates that the purpose of this law is to 

protect the interests of consumers, and thereby contribute to the stabilization and improvement of the 

general welfare and lives of the citizens and to the sound development of the national economy, in 

consideration of the disparity in the quality and quantity of information and negotiating power 

between consumers and business operators.
374

 This article shows the legislative purpose, theoretical 

basis, and also methods of this Act. 
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First, the legislative purpose of Consumer Contract Law was to protect consumers’ 

interests centered on the freedom of choice in consumer transactions.
375

 To protect consumers’ 

interests requires respect of consumer sovereignty in consumer transactions.
376

 Moreover, according 

to the theory behind the law, the enforcement of consumer rights in the consumer transaction should 

focus on market mechanisms, rather than state intervention.
377

 The serious situation of consumer 

disputes reflected that the transactional environment for consumers was far from satisfactory, which 

added to the urgency for solutions at legislative level.
378

 

The theoretical basis of the Consumer Contract Law lies in the disparity between the 

quality and quantity of information and the negotiating power between consumers and business 

operators.
379

 A conventional civil law approach takes contracts to be between equal parties, 

following the principle of freedom of contract.
380

 The contract should be strictly performed, under 

the notion of pacta sunt servanda.
381

 However, the status has become “unequal” due to the gap 

between a consumer and the business operator in the access to information and bargaining power.
382

 

Legal institution also became necessary along with modification of the principle of private autonomy, 

in respect to the inequalities between the consumer and the business operator.
383
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Second, legislation on consumer contract also marks a transformation of consumer 

protection strategy towards self-reliance.
384

 Before the 1990s, the governance of consumer problems 

was mainly through administrative control onto industries.
385

 With the promotion of deregulation, 

ex ante regulation was reduced to encourage both businesses and consumers to participate in the 

market with more freedom.
386

 Against such background, the spirit of Consumer Contract Act was to 

provide support to consumers to enforce their rights themselves.
387

 In addition, in 2004, the former 

Basic Consumer Protection Act (1968) of Japan was amended and the title was changed into the 

Basic Consumer Act. Article 1 of the Basic Consumer Act also emphasized that the focus of 

consumer policy was changed from “protection” of consumers to eliminating the “disparities” 

between the consumer and the business operator.
388

 In summary, the legislation on consumer 

contract in Japan attempted to improve consumers’ disadvantageous situation in transaction, with a 

focus on the power-balance between the consumer and the business side in the contract. On one hand, 

the inequalities in consumer contract were recognized to justify empowerment to consumers. At the 

same time, the enforcement of consumers’ rights and interests required voluntary efforts from 

consumers.
389
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4.3.2 Consumer empowerment with the consumer contract 

In general, the Consumer Contract Act is aimed at providing relief for consumers in terms 

of unnecessary or unbeneficial contracts, with legal mechanisms that are more accessible compared 

with conventional civil rules.
390

 Only if the law can protect consumers’ rights and interests in 

transactions, the security and prosperity of national economy can be realized.
391

 The framework of 

the Consumer Contract Act of Japan consists of five parts. The first part contains general provisions 

on purpose and scope; the second part is on the process of contract formation; the third part is about 

invalidity of unfair terms; the fourth part is the function of consumer organizations, in particular 

collective redress; and the last part includes miscellaneous rules and penal rules.  

First, as demonstrated in the section above, the purpose of the Consumer Contract Act is 

mainly to identify the disparity in the quality and quantity of information and negotiating power 

between consumers and business operators, and therefore to rectify this disparity (Article 1). Except 

for labor contracts, this Act is applicable to all kinds of consumer contracts between the consumer 

and business operator (Article 2 and Article 48). The term “Consumer” means an individual who is 

not a party to a contract as a business enterprise or for the purposes of a business enterprise, and the 

term “business operator” means a corporation or association, or an individual who becomes a party 

to a contract as a business enterprise or for the purposes of a business enterprise (Article 2). 

Second, improvement has been made concerning the consumer’s right on rescission of 

contract in case of improperly solicitation upon entering a contact. This part is provided from Article 

4 to Article 7 in the Consumer Contract Act. When consumers enter a contract without a true will 

due to disparities in information and bargaining power, it is difficult to be exempted from 

performing the contract according to the Civil Law Code of Japan. Specifically, invalidity of 
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contract is limited to miscomprehension (Article 95 of the Civil Law Code of Japan), and rescission 

of contract is strictly limited to fraud (Article 96 of the Civil Law Code of Japan) and coercion 

(Article 96 of the Civil Law Code of Japan).
392

 

Applying civil law rules for invalidity of contract and rescission of contract, however, is 

generally difficult.
393

 The main reason is that both miscomprehension and fraud are based on the 

“theory on declaration of intention.”
 394

 For instance, rescission of contract for “fraud” requires: (1) 

the counterparty was intentionally conducting a fraudulent act; (2) the declarant fell into 

miscomprehension; (3) there is a causal relation between the declarant’s miscomprehension and the 

fraudulent act of the counterparty; (4) the counterparty’s fraudulent act was illegal; and (5) the 

counterparty had the “intention of making the declarant fall into miscomprehension” and the 

“intention of making the declarant present his or her will based on the miscomprehension.”
 395

  

In consumer disputes, the burden of proof on the consumer side proved heavy.
396

 To apply 

the rule of miscomprehension to invalidate a contract is not easy either, especially for consumers.
397

 

Before the enactment of the Consumer Contract Act, consumers may apply for the principles of good 

faith and expansion of miscomprehension in judicial practice. Moreover, Japan introduced the 
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cooling-off system to help consumers with the difficulties of proof.
398

 However, it remained highly 

insufficient in consideration of the gap between the consumer and the business operators.
399

 

Against this background, the Consumer Contract Act improved empowerment to the 

consumer, in particular this law incorporated articles that are more favorable to the consumer on 

rescission of contract.
400

 To be specific, a consumer may rescind the manifestation of his or her 

intention to offer or accept a consumer contract for the improper behavior of the business operator 

when soliciting the consumer to enter into such a consumer contract. The business operator’s 

misconducts that may cause a rescission of contract by the consumer primarily including: (1) 

misrepresentation concerning important matters; (2) providing conclusive evaluations of future 

prices, amounts of money that a consumer should receive in the future and other uncertain items 

subject to future change with respect to goods, rights, services and other matters that are to be the 

subject of a consumer contract; (3) causing the consumer to be distressed, based on which the 

consumer manifested the intention to offer or accept the relevant consumer contract; and (4) 

soliciting the consumer for an excessive amount of commodities or services (Article 4).
401

 

While the business operator’s intention of making the consumer be under a mistaken 

understanding is required in some cases, the burden of proof has been largely mitigated.
402

 For 

instance, the second clause of this article stipulates that a consumer may rescind the manifestation of 

his or her intention to offer or accept a consumer contract if a business operator represents only the 

advantages of an important matter or a matter related thereto but intentionally omits disadvantageous 

facts when soliciting the consumer to enter a contract. Regarding the “intention” of the business 

operator, to prove business operator’s understanding on the “existence of disadvantageous facts” to 
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the consumer will be sufficient.
403

 Further proof on the business operator’s subjective intention is 

not necessary, otherwise the purpose to ease consumers’ burden will be null.
404

 

The Consumer Contract Act also incorporates articles on invalidity of unfair terms. The 

function of this part is to invalidate the clauses that one-sidedly impair the rights of the consumer in 

standard consumer contracts.
405

 Article 8 stipulates the nullity of clauses which exempt a business 

operator from liability for damages; Article 9 is on the nullity of clauses that stipulate the amount of 

damages to be paid by consumers; Article 10 stipulates the nullity of clauses that impair the interests 

of consumers unilaterally, which is a general provision for the situation out of what has been 

provided in Article 8 and Article 9.
406

 

Furthermore, the Consumer Contract Act of Japan established consumer group litigation. 

An amendment to the Consumer Contract Act of 2006 introduced injunction proceedings by 

qualified consumer organizations on behalf of mass consumers against improper persuasion, which 

is associated with rescission of contract, and unfair contract terms which are associated with the 

invalidity of contract clauses under the Consumer Contract Act.
407

 Overall, the Consumer Contract 

Act of Japan established special rules to retrieve substantive justice in the consumer contract, both 

on the formation process and the contents of contracts, and to rectify the insufficiency of civil law 

rules and to empower consumers in transactions.
408

 The Consumer Contract Act was developed 

based on Japanese civil law, and to a large extent revised the rigidness of the intention theory in the 

field of consumer transactions. 
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4.3.3 Consumer empowerment with damage redress 

Consumer damages are often small in volume, wide in scale and difficult to be 

redressed.
409

 Consumers are in a disadvantageous position not only along with the contract, but also 

in the process of redress. The disparity in the bargaining power between the consumer and business 

operator also impedes consumers from recovering their damages.
410

 As a result, consumers just let 

the matter drop in many cases.
411

 Consumer group litigation was first introduced in 2006 and the 

standing to demand injunctions was granted to qualified consumer organizations. This right to 

demand an injunction is an entitlement directly provided by substantive law.
412

 Through injunctive 

consumer group litigation, it became possible to suspend illegal acts by business operators before the 

damage occurred or before the damage expanded.
413

 Therefore, this proceeding also was expected to 

rectify consumers’ disadvantageous position in the market and protect consumers’ collective 

interests.
414

 An amendment in 2008 expanded the application of injunctive proceedings along with 

the amendment of the Act against Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations and the 

Act on Specified Commercial Transactions.
415

 In 2013, the revised the Food Labelling Act also 
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incorporated the right of qualified consumer organizations to demand injunctions against 

mislabeling.
416

 

Notwithstanding, how to redress consumers’ damage that already occurred is another task, 

since injunctive consumer group litigation functions to suspend illegal acts in the future. In 2013, 

Japan introduced a special civil proceeding for monetary compensation of mass consumers help 

consumers with difficulties in recovering their loss through civil lawsuits individually.
417

 As a result 

of this action, specialized qualified consumer organizations now had the standing to bring a lawsuit 

on behalf of mass consumers to redress their damages associated with the contract (Article 1 of the 

Act on Special Measures Concerning Civil Court Proceedings for the Collective Redress for 

Property Damage Incurred by Consumers).  

The unique feature of this proceeding is it takes a “two-stage” procedure.
418

 The first stage 

is “Action for Declaratory Judgment on Common Obligations,” and the second stage is “Simple 

Determination Proceedings” (Article 2). In the first stage of proceedings, where property damage is 

incurred by a considerable number of consumers in connection with the consumer contract, 

specialized qualified consumer organizations can bring an action seeking a declaratory judgment 

whereby the company has an obligation to pay money to these consumers based on factual and legal 

causes common to these consumers (Article 3). At the first stage of action, consumers do not have to 

participate in the proceeding, nor do they need to burden the risk of losing the case.
419

 After 

confirming the obligation of the business operator in the first stage, consumers can choose to join the 
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proceedings of the second stage (opt-in).
420

 Since the primary obstacle for consumers is to redress 

lies in the business operator’s demands for monetary compensation, this two-stage proceeding 

contributes to ease such difficulties at the procedural level.
421

 There is no perfect system, but the 

model of Japan provides experiences for China to review its own consumer law system and 

enforcement strategy. As demonstrated in previous chapters, the legal system addressing private 

rights and interests in China is insufficient.
422

 In this sense, Japan is a model from China to 

reconsider how to improve consumer protection with a focus on consumer rights. 

 

4.4 Contrasting China with Japan on consumer protection legislation 

Following the introduction of a legal system that supports consumers to enforce their 

rights in Japan, this section is going to investigate the insufficiency of China’s legal system on 

consumer protection. In a comparative perspective, there are both similarities and differences 

between Japan and China on consumer protection legislation. On one hand, consumer problems 

presented similarities in two societies; on the other hand, the difference of legal foundations resulted 

in the divergence of consumer protection legislation and enforcement (4.4.1). Moreover, China has 

the problems of fragmentation in legislation and imbalance in enforcement (4.4.2 and 4.4.3). To 

rectify the current insufficiency, legal systems addressing private rights of consumers are necessary. 

Overall, China needs to make improvements with regards to consumer protection at the institution 

level. 

 

4.4.1 Consumer problems as universal phenomena 

                                                
420
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China shares similarities in the pattern of consumer problems with Japan in terms of the 

emergence of consumer damages, characteristics of consumer problems, and the vulnerability of 

consumers. Such similarities also proved that consumer problems are universal phenomena with 

industrialization in either developed country or developing country.
423

 Above all, the emergence of 

consumer damages in China proved similar with Japan. After China changed from a planned 

economy to a market economy, business operators were largely freed from the administrative control 

of the government.
424

 The liberalization of the economy generated great economic growth and 

contributed to increases in employment and greater prosperity. Meanwhile, as market regulations 

remain under-developed, consumers became the main victims of malpractice of the business 

operators.
425

  

Furthermore, the evolution of consumer problems proved to have similar patterns in both 

societies. The mass damage caused by food safety and product quality first raised extensive attention 

over the seriousness of consumer problems was in common in both Japan and China, which 

promoted the legislation on industry regulation and consumer protection. Subsequently, with 

economic growth and technological development, growing new types of consumer damages 

appeared and the government needed to respond at multiple levels. In addition, as consumers are 

always under higher risks of being harmed and in a disadvantageous status to bargain, inequalities 

between businesses and consumers exist regardless of the economic system being capitalistic or 

socialistic.
426

 Therefore, whilst researchers in China frequently put socialist characteristics of the 
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economic system as the foremost premise to policy or legal analysis, consumer problems did 

generate in this socialist market due to the structural vulnerability of consumers as well.
427

 

Notwithstanding, the causal reasons for widespread of consumer problems somehow differ 

in the two economies. In Japan, studies showed that the centralization of capital and monopoly of 

market resulted in huge disparities between consumers and businesses.
428

 In China, the situation was 

more complex. For centuries China was an agriculture-centered society and transformed into a 

market economy without enough time for commercial practices to develop. Therefore, unlike in 

Japan, large corporations were at first the target of criticism for consumer damage; in China it was 

not only the big industries, but also nearly all the other business operators conducting illegal or 

fraudulent practices.
429

 

 

4.4.2 Fragmentation in the legislation on consumer protection in China 

Compared with Japan, the public-private division was not distinct in tradition in China.
430

 

Rather, there was a decades-long debate between economic law and civil law under the influence of 

the department theory of law. Currently, the consumer protection legislation remains fragmented. 

The following analysis will demonstrate the reasons through a comparative perspective.  

First of all, the citizen law foundations were not well established in China when the 

Consumer Protection Law was enacted. At the time when consumer problems started to occur, Japan 

had already established a comprehensive legal system, taking the modern citizen law theory as its 
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basis.
431

 Japanese theorists took consumer law as an unclosed system: an opening system that 

including various legal approaches to fulfill the functional target of consumer protection.
432

 Based 

on the existed legal foundations, the primary task developing consumer law was to incorporate 

policy objectives such as consumer protection into special legislation, otherwise to modify 

conventional civil law approaches to respond to newly generated consumer problems.
433

 

On the contrary, at the turning point of economic and social transformation, there was not 

much of a foundation for China to build on.
434

 Rather, the seriousness of social problems urged the 

government to respond in a powerful way with high efficiency.
435

 The practical situation partially 

led to the endorsement of punitive damages. However, it was still highly controversial in other 

jurisdictions and with little legal debate in China at that time.
436

 In addition, the intellectual 

transformation of modifying economic liberalism with more positive state intervention for social 

welfare was not typical in China. Rather, since China confirmed socialism as the underlying 

foundation to the superstructure, many theorists argued that the state had the responsibility to 

intervene into the market to maintain economic order.
437

 Therefore, in the context of China, 

consumer protection law, especially the PRC Consumer Protection Law, has long been perceived as 

economic law by observers.
438
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Overall, China and Japan differ largely in their perspectives of consumer protection law. 

Due to the divergence in legal characterization, the development of consumer law as a system 

rendered different results in the two jurisdictions. Specifically, although China has introduced 

various legal instruments, those laws remain systematically fragmented. This fragmentation is 

largely due to the gap between economic law and civil law, which is foremost represented by the 

fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma.
439

 Moreover, Japan developed a private law approach centered on 

consumer contract to protect consumer rights and interests in transactions; in China the focus on how 

to support consumers to enforce their private rights still remains insufficient.
440

 

 

4.4.3 Experiences from Japan on enhancing the enforcement of consumer rights 

In addition to fragmentation at legislation, the enforcement of consumer rights in China 

proved imbalanced as well.
441

 The enforcement of consumer rights in Japan manifests some 

characteristics that may provide experiences for China. First, one main feature of consumer law in 

Japan is the focus on “supporting” consumers to enforce their rights. The legal system that supports 

consumers to enforce their rights is centered on consumer contract. Consumer Contract Act 

identified the disparity in the quality and quantity of information and negotiating power between 

consumers and business operators, and established special civil rules in order to rectify the 

substantive inequalities in the consumer contract.  

Second, group litigation led by consumer organizations is one particular improvement. 

With focus on the difficulties for individual consumers to enforce their rights, consumer 

organizations have been participating in consumer protection for long time. One recent development 

is that both injunctive and compensatory consumer collective redress have been established in Japan. 
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Injunctive proceedings in consumer group litigation focuses on the diffuse interests of mass 

consumers in the market who are being harmed or under the risk of being harmed by particular 

business operators; the compensatory proceedings aims to collectively redress the damage of 

scattered consumers’ private interests.
442

  

In addition, consumer law in Japan developed based on the conventional public-private 

law division, yet at the same time being problem-oriented and interdisciplinary
.443

 Market regulation 

is mainly conducted through public law, in particular administrative management and industry-based 

regulation.
444

 Private law has been the principal approach for the redress of private damages. In 

particular, the Consumer Contract Act of Japan supports consumers to enforce their rights and seek 

redress.
445

 Therefore, the enforcement of consumer rights in Japan basically follows a public-private 

legal approach and therefore has avoided the economic-civil law inconsistencies in China. 

In view of the development of the legal system on consumer protection in Japan, Chine 

needs to change the perspective from market regulation to rights of enforcement. To support 

consumers to enforce their rights is the fundamental feature of Japanese approach of consumer 

protection. Moreover, from the perspective of rights enforcement, group litigation led by consumer 

organizations encompasses not only injunctive proceedings but also compensatory mechanisms. In 

addition, the legal mechanism that Japan has developed based on their public-private law division 

with the focus on a private law approach can also help China to reconsider the problem of tension 

between economic law and civil law. 

                                                
442
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In conclusion, the private-rights focused Japanese example can be a model for China. The 

enforcement strategy of consumer protection in China has been subjected to a focus on public 

interests or the collective rights of consumers, which resulted in the problems with application of 

punitive damages.
446

 Overall, China needs to improve the current legal system and refocus on the 

private rights of consumers. The key task for China is to develop its legal system to support 

consumers to enforce their private rights. 

 

4.5 Direction for the enforcement of consumer rights in China  

The previous section demonstrated that China needs to improve their current enforcement 

strategy of consumer protection. The enforcement dilemma of fake-hunting lawsuits shows that the 

lack of focus on the private rights of consumers has caused problems in enforcement of consumer 

protection through civil proceedings.
447

 The model of Japan represents how Japan avoids the 

inconsistency and fragmentation in legislation and enforcement. This section is targeted at 

elaborating the main issues which are at stake in China and require improvement. First, to locate the 

emphasis on the private rights of consumers is necessary (4.5.1). Furthermore, Chinese policy 

makers and observers need to reconsider the purpose and function of punitive damages in consumer 

law (4.5.2). The last section concludes that legal improvement needs to be made to support 

consumers to enforce their private rights, at both the interpretative level and the institutional level 

(4.5.3). 

 

4.5.1 Focusing on the private rights of consumers 

Although there is a split understanding of consumer rights between collective rights and 

private rights, many agree with that consumer rights are human rights. Under the protection of 
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constitution, consumers enjoy fundamental rights for subsistence and development.
448

 Meanwhile, 

protection on individual consumers in China has long been insufficient for lacking the focus on 

private interests.
449

 The problem not only lies in the fake-hunter dilemma, but also in other fields of 

consumer problems, including consumer credit, consumer service contracts, and financial consumer 

fraud.
450

 Despite the extensiveness of consumer problems around transactions, attention on the 

private rights of individual consumers in contract and redress remain insufficient.
451

 Therefore, to 

improve consumer protection requires the focus to be on the private rights of consumers. 

In addition, not only the regulators but also the business operators have not put enough 

attention on private rights of consumers. For decades, the state has located consumers at the position 

to be protected, while the education to inform consumers of how to protect themselves or how to 

redress their damages remains largely insufficient.
452

 As a result, business operators have been 

taking advantage of the incompetence of consumers in redressing their damages. Therefore, China 

needs to allocate more focuses on the private rights of consumer and rectify the inequalities between 

business side and consumer side.
453

  

In the development of consumer contract legislation in Japan, civil law rules are 

insufficient in consideration of the disparity in quality and quantity of information and bargaining 

power between consumers and business operators.
454

 With a focus on the private rights of 

consumers, people start to think further about how to support the consumer in redress. In the case of 

Japan, consumer contract legal system is of great significance to set the foundations for further 
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development of consumer protection, and consumer group litigation system plays an important role 

in empowering consumers to enforce their rights. 

In the end, China needs to change the focus from market regulation for public interests to 

supporting the consumers to enforce their private rights. After all, not only “ideal market” but also 

“ideal contract” is indispensable for the market economy development in China.
455

 China has long 

been emphasizing market regulation; nevertheless, the macro-level economy is founded upon the 

accumulation of transactions at the micro-level. With economic growth and social transformation, 

consumer transactions have been playing an increasingly significant role in the domestic economy of 

China. As legal scholars in Japan have noted when the Consumer Contract Act of Japan was enacted, 

the security and prosperity of national economy can be achieved only if the legal system can protect 

the private rights and interests of consumers in transaction.
456

 

 

4.5.2 Rethink the purpose and function of punitive damages  

The purpose and function of punitive damages also requires reconsideration with regards 

to consumer protection. Consumer protection does not equal market regulation. To put it in different 

words, the fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma in fact revealed that most consumers are still not 

empowered enough to enforce their rights, so fake-hunters became outstanding. Therefore, instead of 

justifying the behavior of fake-hunters, the fundamental issue at stake is rather on how to protect the 

rights of the consumers in general. 

The current controversy regarding the purpose and function of the punitive damage system 

is largely due to neglecting the significance of consumers’ private rights.
457

 Punitive damage system 
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established a special liability for business operators under strong regulatory purpose.
458

 Meanwhile, 

in the field of consumer law, punitive damage has not proved sufficient as a regulatory instrument.
459

 

China needs to rethink the function of punitive damage on consumer protection punitive damage and 

adjust the mixture of regulatory and remedial enforcement in the application of punitive damages. 

In the end, to emphasize the significance of private rights of consumers concerning 

punitive damages will fill both the gap between legislation and enforcement and the gap between 

lawful rights and actual remedy for consumers. China should protect the consumer against 

misconducts of business operators and support the consumer to redress damages in care their rights 

are violated with effective legal systems. Meanwhile, the court should be cautious in ordering 

punitive damages, and fake-hunters should not be awarded punitive damages since their rights are 

not violated.
460

 Therefore, to rethink the purpose and function of punitive damage can also be 

helpful to solve current problems with fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma in China. 

 

4.5.3 Supporting consumers to enforce their private rights with legal improvements 

So far, the general analysis has presented the problem with legislation and enforcement on 

consumer protection in China. To deal with the current problem, China needs to not only allocate 

more focuses on private rights of the consumers, but also make rectifications in legal institution. 

Chapter III already demonstrated two approaches to supporting consumers to enforce their rights in 

response to the current problems.
461

 Subsequently, investigation is necessary on how to solve the 

problems with inconsistency in punitive damage application and imbalance between public rights 

and private rights in consumer protection. 
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First, to solve the inconsistency in interpretation is of foremost significance considering 

the unevenness of enforcement in judicial practice. In particular, the debate around the relations 

between fraudulent acts in consumer law and fraud in civil law has been the most controversial 

field.
462

 Up to the present, the debate has been interrupted by policy preferences with regards to 

punitive damage and fake-hunters.
463

 However, policy preferences should not prevail over legal 

application, and therefore one important task is to clarify the ambivalence in interpretation.
464

 

Second, policy makers and observers need to identify the duality of consumer rights. 

Consumer law mechanisms have displayed an imbalance in the protection of consumer rights.
465

 

Specifically, the current consumer protection mechanism focuses more on the “public interest” 

aspect of consumer rights, while the private rights of the individual consumer has been largely 

ignored.
466

 Taking the latest resources of public interest litigation, this study will also analyze the 

problems with consumer collective redress in China.
467

 

In addition, the consumer contract system plays an important role in the enforcement of 

consumer rights under Japanese consumer law. This study does not attempt to give a very detailed 

discussion on all the theories and mechanisms regarding the consumer contract. Notwithstanding, 

future studies may need to develop the related substantive and procedural rules under the scope of a 

consumer contract system. Overall, the consumer contract is the basis for consumer transactions, and 

the legal system on consumer contract is crucial to protect consumer rights and interests. China 

needs to establish a consumer contract legal system for the purpose of enhancing the enforcement of 

consumer rights. 
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4.6 Summary 

This chapter demonstrated how China should make legal improvement in order to support 

consumers to enforce their private rights. At the beginning, Japan was introduced for the purpose of 

comparative analysis. Japan is in general a civil law jurisdiction, and shares conceptual compatibility 

with China. Moreover, Japan has been treated as a model in legal studies in many fields in China, in 

particular, in the field of civil law and civil procedural law (4.1). In this sense, Japan is an 

appropriate object for comparative study. The following two sections illustrated the general picture 

of consumer protection development and the legal system centered on consumer transactions in 

Japan. During the development of consumer protection and consumer law, there was a firm citizen 

law basis for consumer law to develop from, and structural perspectives to approach the solution to 

consumer problems (4.2). Moreover, Japan developed consumer contract legal system and group 

litigation system led by qualified consumer organizations with a focus on the private rights of 

consumers (4.3).  

For the purpose of exploring what is necessary for China to improve, China was contrasted 

with Japan with regards to consumer protection legislation and enforcement (4.4). While consumer 

problems in the two societies share similarities (4.4.1), from analysis of the legislation and 

enforcement structure, it turned out that consumer protection in China contains problems including 

fragmentation in legislation and imbalance in enforcement (4.4.2 and 4.4.3). In the end, the author 

suggests the eligible direction for China to enhance consumer protection (4.5). First, to retrieve the 

focus of private rights of consumers in consumer protection is necessary (4.5.1). Moreover, the 

emphasis of enforcement strategy should be revised from primarily focusing on market regulation to 

rights enforcement, in particular with regards to punitive damages (4.5.2). Finally, at institutional 

level, China needs to develop legal systems to support consumers to enforce theirs rights at both 

interpretation and institutional levels (4.5.3).  
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Part II Proposals for China to Enhance Consumer Protection 

Part I has addressed the necessity of changing the focus from market regulation to the 

enforcement of consumer rights, in order to enhance consumer protection in China. Specifically, the 

previous chapters also pointed out the significance to focus on the private rights of consumers and 

make necessary improvement to support consumers to enforce their rights. Following the general 

analysis in Part I, this part is aimed to elaborate on the main approaches to protecting the private 

rights of consumers in transactions, and shed light on how to enhance consumer protection in China. 

China introduced punitive damages in 1993 with the purpose of consumer protection 

through market regulation. In practice, however, how effective punitive damages have been in 

consumer protection remains questionable. Chapter V is going to demonstrate the gap between the 

regulatory purpose of punitive damage system and its actual effects in judicial enforcement. With the 

materials of fake-hunting lawsuits, Chapter V will present that punitive damages in China should be 

applied as civil remedy for consumer redress rather than an instrument for market regulation. 

Chapter VI is going to clarify the conditions of punitive damages application under 

Chinese consumer law at the interpretative level. As Part I already manifested, private rights to claim 

constitute the necessary legal grounds for civil remedy. The inconsistency in enforcement due to 

fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma is corresponded with lacking of focus on private rights of consumers. 

Contrary to the conventional wisdom emphasizing pubic interests or the collective rights of 

consumers, this chapter is going to argue that the court should not award punitive damages to 

fake-hunters.   

Whilst Chapter VI is aimed at solving the enforcement inconsistency at the interpretative 

level, Chapter VII will investigate the problems with applying punitive damages for consumer 
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protection at the institution level. Recent judicial decisions that approved punitive damage in 

consumer public interest litigation raised doubts at various aspects, and also reflected insufficiencies 

of collective redress system in China. To enhance the enforcement of consumers’ private rights, the 

author suggests that China should entitle qualified consumer organizations with the standing to sue 

for monetary compensation in collective redress proceedings. 
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Chapter V: Apply Punitive Damages as Civil Remedy in Consumer Lawsuits 

This chapter is concerning how to reconsider the purpose and function of the punitive 

damage system in Chinese consumer protection. The primary purpose for China to incorporate 

punitive damages into the PRC Consumer Protection Law in 1993 was to regulate the malpractices 

of business operators.
468

 However, the punitive damage system proved insufficient as a regulatory 

instrument for consumer protection in China. In this chapter, the present author suggests that China 

should revise the focus to the private rights of consumers and apply punitive damages for civil 

remedy.
469

  

This chapter consists of four sections. The first section presents the peculiarities with 

punitive damage in China (5.1). Through further investigation, the following section will display that 

punitive damage system is insufficient as a regulatory instrument for consumer protection (5.2). 

Moreover, the ambivalences for the court in ordering punitive damages in fake-hunting lawsuits 

have caused unevenness and uncertainties (5.3). In the end, instead of insisting on the regulatory 

dimension of punitive damages, the remedial aspect of punitive damages needs more emphasis (5.4).  

 

5.1 China introduced punitive damages for consumer protection 

To begin with, this section is going to introduce some background information about 

punitive damages. As a matter of fact, punitive damages were incorporated in the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law of 1993 (effective on January 1, 1994). The main purpose of introducing punitive 
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damages was to meet the urgent social needs of consumer protection.
470

 Since the punitive damage 

system is originally a common law mechanism, punitive damage system constitutes a unique part in 

Chinese law.
471

 In the following sections, the author will present a short introduction to the 

development of punitive damages, and the peculiarities of punitive damages in China.  

 

5.1.1 The concept and origin of punitive damages 

Above all, punitive damages are additional compensation. Punitive damages, or exemplary 

damages, mean that the plaintiff can obtain additional compensation in addition to actual losses 

when the defendant commits harm to the plaintiff in a willful, wanton, reckless, malicious, 

oppressive, or brutal manner.
472

 Punitive damage system is originated from common law, and in fact, 

the concept of punitive damages in the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand has its 

roots in 18
th

 century English law.
473

 Basically, punitive damages are intended to deter the defendant 

and others from conducting similar practices which formed the basis of the lawsuit.
474

 Previous 

study pointed out five special functions of punitive damages, including education, retribution, 

deterrence, compensation, and law enforcement.
475

 Other researcher summarized that punitive 

damages have at least seven purposes: (1) punishing the defendant; (2) deterring the defendant from 

repeating the offense; (3) deterring others from committing an offense; (4) preserving the peace; (5) 
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inducing private law enforcement; (6) compensating victims for otherwise uncompensable losses; 

and (7) paying the plaintiffs attorneys’ fees.
476

  

Meanwhile, punitive damages have raised controversies and criticisms.
477

 For instance, 

punitive damages may generate the risk of double punishment for the same crime, unjust enrichment 

to the plaintiff, uncertainty due to vagueness of standards, or problems with constitutionality.
478

 

Punitive damages generally do not apply to breach of contract, but are more applicable to tort.
479

 

However, in Canada and the United States, punitive damages have been applied for breach of 

contract.
480

 Punitive damages have been the subject of constant debate since this concept was first 

developed.
481

 Despite the controversies, the punitive damage system expanded to more and more 

jurisdictions, and many civil law countries started to be interested in it as well.  

5.1.2 Resistance and mitigation in civil law jurisdictions 

Unlike the common law system, civil law jurisprudence usually disapproves punitive 

damages.
482

 One primary reason is that punitive damages have been considered inconsistent with 

the distinction between public law and private law.
483

 For instance, German courts generally refuse 

to enforce the United States style punitive damages for public policy (ordre public) matter;
484

 

similarly, Japanese courts do not approve of punitive damages, and rejected their enforcement for 
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violating (domestic) public policy.
485

  Recently, the attitudes of the two legal systems towards the 

punitive damages are moving from the two extremes to the middle.
486

 Courts in the United States 

have been putting restraints on the application of punitive damages, while in civil law jurisdictions 

some opinions on the recognition and enforcement of foreign punitive damage judgement have 

loosened.  

The softened attitude from some civil law jurisdictions is not a surprise in two aspects. The 

first reason is the need for global harmonization with regards to enforcement of foreign judicial 

decisions.
487

 The second is from the perspective of domestic policy concerns. For instance, scholars 

in Japan have already suggested introducing multiple-compensation in particular field such as 

consumer protection.
488

 In the end, while the system of punitive damages has not been widely 

accepted by civil law jurisdictions up to the present, the punitive damage system still influences 

many countries. In particular, China is also one of the countries that adopted punitive damages. 

 

5.1.3 Punitive damages for consumer protection in China 

The punitive damage system in China has its peculiarities. To illustrate the picture of 

punitive damage in China, this part will introduce the development of punitive damages in China, 

including their estimated function and the provisions on punitive damages in current legislation.  

First of all, punitive damages were introduced to China with the enactment of the PRC Consumer 
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Protection Law in 1993. There was a particular background of consumer damages due to widespread 

business malpractices behind the enactment of the PRC Consumer Protection Law.
489

 The primary 

purpose of introducing punitive damages in China was consumer protection.
490

 Moreover, 

incorporating punitive damages in consumer law was inspired by one conventional idea of “ten times 

punishment for one fake.”
491

 This folk saying was a commercial slogan which means that the seller 

promises to compensate ten times the price if he deceives the buyer.
492

 Therefore, the introduction 

of punitive damages in China was not merely a legal transplantation.
493

 

Meanwhile, there were opponent opinions against introducing punitive damages in China. 

For instance, Yan Xiao argued that punitive damages are not compatible to the legal system of China, 

and would infringe on the enforcement power of administrative organs and judicial institutions.
494

 

Differently, Fuhai Jian considered that since punitive damages cannot fit with either civil law or 

criminal law, they should be incorporated as special system under economic law.
495

 Despite that 

initial justification on the legitimacy of punitive damages in China was not perfectly sufficient, 

punitive damages have been generally considered as a status quo after the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law became effective, and its necessity and significance for consumer protection became 
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increasingly accepted afterwards.
496

 Currently, the prevailing theory perceives punitive damage 

liability as a lawful liability, and the consumer is entitled the right to claim for punitive damages by 

the law.
497

 In general, many agree with that the application of punitive damage is consistent with 

civil law.
498

  

Regarding the function of punitive damages, scholars have different opinions, yet they 

basically follow conventional ideas, including compensation, deterrence, punishment, and 

encouragement.
499

 To summarize, the functions of punitive damages are from the side of the 

infringed party and the other side of the infringer.
500

 Therefore, in Chinese consumer law, the 

functions of punitive damages are mainly at two aspects: to compensate the infringed party (the 

consumer) and to punish or deter the infringer (the business operator). In addition, punitive damages 

can function as a motivation for private enforcement of economic regulation.
501

 For instance, Shan 

He argued that punitive damages can encourage each consumer to become a “fighter” against fakes, 

which is the primary function of punitive damage.
502

 If consumers can voluntarily participate in the 

monitoring and regulation over the market, the government can save financial resource and then 

consumers deserve the multiple-compensation as a reward.
503

 At the legislative level, China has 
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established the system of punitive damages in different laws, including the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law, the PRC Food Safety Law, and the PRC Tort Liability Law, as Figure 5.1.3 presents 

below.
504

 

 

Figure 5.1.3. Punitive damage in Chinese law concerning consumer protection                     

(Source: Wenjia Sun) 

In summary, the development of punitive damages in China has its own peculiarities. 

Punitive damage system is controversial in both common law an civil law jurisdictions. Meanwhile, 

China did not borrow this system from common law directly. Instead, there was an apparent policy 

objective behind the introduction of punitive damages, in particular, to punish the malpractice of 
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business operators for the purpose of consumer protection. However, the questions raised by the 

fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma require reconsideration of conventional wisdom on the function of 

punitive damages.
505

 To put it concretely, should fake-hunting lawsuits continue to be supported, 

and is punitive damage really effective in market regulation are key questions.  

 

5.2 Insufficiency of punitive damage as regulatory instrument 

This section is going to show the gaps between the policy purpose of punitive damage and 

its real performance in terms of acting agents (5.2.1), deterrent function (5.2.2), and educational 

effects (5.2.3). It is going to be demonstrated that the current punitive damage rules in consumer law 

is insufficient for market regulation and in particular combating fakes. 

 

5.2.1 Fake-hunters do not always combat fakes 

First of all, the acting agents, in most cases the fake-hunters, have not behaved as the 

policy maker expected. As demonstrated in Chapter II, punitive damages have been frequently used 

for profit chasing rather than damage redressing, yet this phenomenon is not merely a coincidence. 

Rather, studies have shown that such lawsuits were following a similar style: the fake-hunters will 

purchase products with problems in large amount and immediately claim against supermarkets. For 

instance, a sample investigation displays that one restaurant company and seventeen supermarkets 

have confronted with fake-hunting claims for 6,022 times in total during two years from 2014 to 

2016.
506
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As a matter of fact, fake-hunters seldom go to small shops in rural places where 

counterfeits are most frequently merchandized.
507

 In the rural areas of China, the market supervision 

and regulation are much weaker than that in the cities; moreover, people living in such areas are 

usually much less equipped with the necessary knowledge and information to protect their rights and 

interests as consumers.
508

 Consequently, counterfeit consumer products or fakes are usually rifer in 

such places. However, the fake-hunters more often target large companies and chain supermarkets 

for the profit associated with punitive damages.
509

 Therefore, fake-hunters are not always hunting 

for fakes. Even though fake-hunters’ punitive damage lawsuits may somehow contribute to market 

purification, their performance in combating fakes is very limited. In conclusion, the current 

performance of fake-hunting lawsuits has largely deviated from the original purpose of combating 

fakes. 

 

5.2.2 Low performance in terms of deterrence 

Since punitive damages were introduced for the purpose of regulating the malpractices of 

business operators, the main function of this system was supposed to strengthen the compliance of 

business operators through deterrence.
510

 However, the punitive damage system under current law 

does not fulfill its designed function of deterrence.  
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Some observers argue that the amount of punitive damage is too low to deter business 

operators.
511

 In current legislation, the calculation of punitive damage is fixed by the law, rather 

than according to the seriousness of the company’s malpractice or its financial condition.
512

 Since 

the calculation is based on the purchase price, except of high-value commodities such as cars or 

personal computers, the total compensation for daily-use items is not much.
513

 For instance, if a 

consumer finds one package of snacks he bought has passed the expiration date, he may claim for 

ten-time punitive damages in accordance with the PRC Food Safety Law, and if the total amount is 

less than 1000 yuan, it will be 1000 yuan.
514

 For other commodities or services not in the food area, 

the punitive damage can be 500 yuan if the total amount is too small.
515

 As a matter of fact, 

500-1000 yuan is not a big amount to punish or deter the business operators.
516

  

Meanwhile, the reason for the weak deterrence of punitive damages is not merely the 

amount. Study shows that the malpractices of business operators are not frequently made public.
517

 

As mentioned in the section above, one principal motivation of fake-hunters is the financial rewards 

from punitive damages. In many cases, the business operator, for example, a supermarket, will settle 

the claim with a certain amount of money, in order to avoid going to the court or being reported on 
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by the local media.
518

 As a result, the malpractice of the business operator may not be effectively 

deterred after the settlement with the fake-hunter, nor may other consumers know about what is 

happening.
519

 Thereto, while deterrence can be one important function of punitive damages, the 

function depends on how punitive damages work in context. In the Chinese context, punitive 

damages have the characteristics of being low in amount and vague in applicable condition,
520

 with 

the fact that many disputes were settled down privately without informing the public. As a result, 

despite the rapid increase of fake-hunting lawsuits motivated by the punitive damages, the deterrence 

effects are not obvious.
521

 

 

5.2.3 The paradox of supporting buying fakes for profit 

There is an implicit paradox with regards to the educational effects of punitive damages, 

yet few studies have mentioned it. In fact, to encourage people to buy counterfeiting products or 

fakes for multiple-compensation is profoundly inconsistent with the idea of intellectual property 

protection.
522

 First, if the law allows buying fakes for profit, the purpose of combating fakes 

becomes blurred, and this will also be inconsistent with the principle of good faith in transaction.
523

 

One fundamental purpose in cracking down on fakes is to make people understand that to produce or 
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trade counterfeits is illegal.
524

 However, if people can legally buy fakes and easily make a fortune 

from them, who would really wish fakes to disappear? Therefore, while punitive damages can be 

financial initiative for private enforcement of the law, the purpose should not be confused with 

means. 

Furthermore, the approach of intellectual property protection deserves more attention in 

combating fakes. While consumers are the final victims of fakes, the rights-holders are the direct 

victims of counterfeiting in intellectual property cases.
525

 For instance, when someone produces, 

traffics, and trades counterfeiting goods and violates the rights of trademark holders, the right holder 

has the standing to sue against the counterfeiting operator and claim for civil compensation in terms 

of tort.
526

 To improve counterfeit governance, China needs to make more efforts to develop the 

system on intellectual property protection.
527

 Regulators and observers should notice the gaps 

between the purpose of punitive damages under consumer law and its real performance.  

 

5.3 Unevenness and uncertainty in the application of punitive damages  

Although punitive damage system is insufficient as a tool for market regulation, advocates 

of fake-hunting lawsuits may still insist that for the purpose of market purification, the court should 

respond in a more supportive manner to fake-hunters. Since the application of punitive damages 

requires going through the proceeding of civil lawsuits, the role of the court needs to be taken into 
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consideration as well. As a matter of fact, the special plaintiff of the fake-hunter can cause problems 

to the court, and thus results in unevenness and uncertainty in enforcement of the law.  

In this section, the present author attempts raise more attention towards the question that to 

what extent can the court possibly fulfill the expectations of fake-hunter advocates. At first, this 

section investigates the problems with deciding consumer identities by the court in fake-hunting 

lawsuits (5.3.1) and the controversy of perceiving fake-hunters as vulnerable (5.3.2). The last section 

points out the necessity to rethink about the issue of court discretion, and suggests to changing the 

focus of punitive damages from market regulation to civil remedy (5.3.3). 

 

5.3.1 Difficulty in deciding upon consumer identity 

The problem with the application of punitive damages in fake-hunting lawsuits is 

represented by the difficulties for the court to decide whether the fake-hunter is a consumer or not. 

Consumer rights belong to the consumers, that is, consumer rights are corresponded with the 

subjective identity of consumer.
528

 Present consumer law theory emphasizes that the identity of 

being a consumer constitutes both the necessary and sufficient conditions for enjoying these 

rights.
529

 To be more specific, only if someone purchases, uses commodities or receive services as a 

consumer, rather than for business purposes, the court may support his or her claims based on rights 

confirmed by consumer law. On the other hand, when consumers purchase products or receive 

services, the law will protect their rights. As long as someone is behaving as a consumer, he or she 

enjoys the lawful rights without exception.
530

 Regarding the definition of the consumer, the present 

law stresses the purpose should be “for daily consumption.” The Article 2 of the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law stipulates that “consumers need to purchase, use commodities or receive services for 
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their daily consumption. Their rights and interests are protected by this Law.” Accordingly, “for 

daily consumption” constitutes both the necessary and sufficient conditions for being protected 

under consumer protection law.
531

  

Meanwhile, since the law does not provide a clear scope of “daily consumption,” the court 

has been confronted with difficulties in deciding whether to order punitive damages in fake-hunting 

lawsuits. Scholarly opinions vary on defining “daily consumption” by (1) subjective purpose; (2) 

objective acts; (3) function of the purchased products or received service; (4) not for commercial 

purposes.
532

 Nevertheless, despite the ambiguity of the consumer definition, the 2013 amendment of 

the PRC Consumer Protection Law maintained the previous definition and left the interpretation to 

court discretion for the sake of flexibility.
533

 Consequently, up to the present there remain no clear 

criteria for the court to judge the plaintiff, being a fake-hunter, as the consumer or not. 

 

5.3.2 Controversy of perceiving fake-hunters as vulnerable 

Another question troubling the judges is whether fake-hunters deserve protection under 

consumer law. Consumer rights are lawful rights granted to empower the consumers considering 

their disadvantageous position and vulnerability.
534

 This characteristic is connected with consumer 

identity. Since consumers are generally perceived as vulnerable and disadvantageous compared with 
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the business side, they need protection in order to adjust the inequality.
535

 Moreover, consumer 

rights are lawful rights, rather than confirmed by agreement in the contract, and therefore the 

operator’s deprivation of a consumer’s rights by any act will be invalid.
536

 For instance, even if the 

business operator attempts to eliminate the consumer’s lawful rights through standard terms in their 

contract, the business operator cannot escape from his or her own legal liabilities that he or she is 

supposed to take for consumers.  

Subsequently, if fake-hunters can be identified as consumers, whether the court should 

approve their claims in accordance to the PRC Consumer Protection Law will be a question. In most 

cases fake-hunters file punitive damage lawsuits at a high frequency, and are in fact well 

knowledgeable about their target commodities. Therefore, to take fake-hunters as vulnerable or in a 

disadvantageous position becomes highly controversial.
537

 Currently, there is no direct evidence that 

proved the subjective preference of the judges might affect the judicial decision in fake-hunting 

lawsuits; however, the subjective preferences of the judges to a large extent may add to the 

uncertainty and unevenness of enforcement.
538

  

 

5.3.3 Rethinking the problem with court discretion 
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Considering the problems fake-hunters have brought to the court, to what extent should the 

judges support fake-hunting lawsuits for the good sake of “economic order”?
539

 In the context of 

China, the judicial court is called “the people’s court,” being an indispensable part of state protection 

on consumer rights and interests.
540

 To be more specific, the court should take actions for the 

convenience of consumers in civil proceedings. When a consumer brings a lawsuit before the court 

in accordance with the PRC Civil Procedure Law, the court should accept the case and proceed with 

quick response.
541

  

As a matter of fact, the court in China has been under the expectation of more than just 

deciding the case. Rather, the court is supposed to perform other social functions such as 

maintaining the harmony and serve the people as well.
542

 Against this background, some observers 

have argued that to support the policy of consumer protection, the court should approve fake-hunters’ 

claims with discretion.
543

 However, without clear criteria for interpretation, to rely on the discretion 

of the judges will further add to the divergence among court decisions.
544

 Considering the practical 

difficulties, to locate too much emphasis on the court to realize the policy objective of market 

regulation, in particular through supporting fake-hunters, is highly demanding for the people’s court. 

Nevertheless, policy makers and commentators often neglected the difficulties of the court in making 

judicial decisions.
545
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Advocates believe it more economically efficient and effective to have fake-hunters as 

private regulators. However, this opinion is highly questionable. With punitive damages as financial 

motivation, consumers can be the fighters against the malpractice of business operators.
546

 Although 

the financial motivation of punitive damages may contribute to consumer empowerment in a positive 

way,
547

 it does not mean that the court should always support fake-hunters’ claims. Anyway, 

efficiency is not the only consideration of punitive damage, and an expansive attitude towards 

punitive damage can be misleading.
548

 Moreover, advocates consider that to support fake-hunters 

will not bring harm but rather benefit the market; rather, to restrict them will only leave the benefits 

to business operators.
549

 While seemingly reasonable, this argument in fact has implicitly changed 

the focus of debate to the dimension of group interests. Whether fake-hunters can be supported or 

not should be judged from whether their claims for punitive damages can be approved according to 

the law.
550

 After all, it is not always zero-damage if the moral risk of fake-hunting is not put under 

control.
551

 

In conclusion, the present author takes a different perspective from the viewpoint of the 

fake-hunter advocates. The court should not easily adjust their decisions to the regulatory purpose, 
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either should they frequently expand the interpretation of the law to adapt to policy preference.
552

 

Furthermore, to support fake-hunting lawsuits does not always bring benefits. In consideration of 

problems that fake-hunting lawsuits have brought to the court and the insufficiency of punitive 

damage in combating fakes, the present author suggests that China to revise the focus of punitive 

damages on market regulation. In addition, regarding whether the court should support the claims of 

fake-hunters, according to previous discussion, clarification at the interpretative level will be 

necessary.
553

 

 

5.4 Punitive damages in consumer law should focus on private rights of consumers 

China introduced the punitive damage system for a regulatory purpose, and advocates of 

fake-hunting also showed more concerns on market regulation.
554

 Based on the analysis above, the 

punitive damage system under consumer law is not as sufficient as estimated to be a regulatory 

instrument. Thereto, the purpose of punitive damages should be revised to enhance consumer 

protection, and a focus on private rights of consumers is necessary.  

 

5.4.1 Punitive damages should be recognized as civil remedy 

The previous sections in this chapter manifested the insufficiency of punitive damages in 

market regulation with regards to consumer protection. The insufficiency can be observed from the 

problems that fake-hunting lawsuits brought to the court, and the gaps between the estimated 

function and the real performance of punitive damages.
555

 On the other hand, it should not be denied 
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that punitive damages do provide empowerment for consumers. The point is to clarify the purpose of 

applying punitive damages.  

With focus on the private rights of the consumer, punitive damages can be useful as a 

compensatory remedy to cover consumers’ litigation expense and time cost in redress. Previous 

research has already pointed out that the function of motivation of punitive damages should be 

further promoted for consumer protection.
556

 Specifically, considering the disparities in power and 

information between the consumer and business operator in transaction, it is usually time-consuming 

and costly for consumers to redress their damage.
557

 Therefore, compared with being private 

enforcement for market regulation, punitive damage under Chinese consumer law is more suitable to 

encourage consumers to redress damages by easing their reluctance and difficulties in litigation. The 

compensatory and motivating functions of punitive damages are more relevant in the field of 

consumer protection and also in line with the actual situation of China. 

 

5.4.2 Large punitive damage awards are not feasible for Chinese courts 

Regarding the insufficiency of punitive damages for deterrence, some observers argue that 

large punitive damage awards are necessary to strengthen the function of deterrence.
558

 The current 

maximum for punitive compensation is too low, compared to the United States, and has led to its 

ineffectiveness.
559

 However, such an opinion neglects the problem of compatibility between 
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punitive damages and the judicial system in China. The judiciary in China fundamentally differs 

from that of the United States.
560

 For instance, in the United States, ordering punitive damage is 

decided by a jury, and judges have a much larger space to decide whether the amount of punitive 

damage is appropriate.
561

 Conversely, judges in the people’s courts of China do not create law 

through judgements; they decide cases according to the statutes and find the applicable rules.
562

 

The problem is that legislators did not provide comprehensive legal reasoning when the 

punitive damage system was endorsed, either did the articles of punitive damages provided detailed 

instructions.
563

 Consequently, the vagueness of applicable conditions for punitive damages led to 

the divergence among judicial decisions from different courts.
564

 In order to solve the unevenness 

and uncertainty in enforcement, the most crucial issue is to clarify the legal basis for more consistent 

legal application, rather than further expanding either the amount of punitive damages or the court’s 

discretion. 

 

5.4.3 Seek deterrence through public enforcement 

Finally, to pursue the original purpose of combating fakes requires public enforcement.
565

 

In many occasions, the problems turned to be at the industrial level but without identification. For 

instance, fake-hunters often target at the problems with labels; this is not only because of 

fake-hunter’s convenience but also due to business operators’ negligence in quality control. The 
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Supreme People’s Court has demonstrated opponent attitude towards regular claimers.
566

 However, 

the reason that they can make profit repeatedly is because the defendants did not make any change. 

Therefore, public enforcement at the industrial level will be more feasible compared with 

fake-hunting lawsuits raised by profit-driven individuals. 

Meanwhile, effective public enforcement requires that the market should be under good 

monitoring.
567

 In this case, the government should guide the fake-hunters to be monitors over the 

market, and therefore fake-hunting lawsuits will naturally disappear.
568

 The state may need to 

improve the bounty system in order to direct current fake-hunters to voluntarily transform into 

“bounty hunters.”
569

 This approach can be effective if the bounty from the government is 

satisfactory enough for the potential bounty hunters; however, the remaining issue is how much 

would be enough. Analysis on the issue of efficiency requires detailed legal-economic analysis, 

which this study will not go further through in this paper. 

 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter posited that China should revise the focus of punitive damages from market 

regulation to consumer remedy. China introduced punitive damages under the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law for a regulatory purpose against a special social background (5.1). The initial 

justifications on the legitimacy of punitive damages and compatibility with Chinese legal system 

were not sufficient. Notwithstanding, most have accepted that in the field of consumer protection, 
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punitive damages have performed positive effects (5.1.3). The problem is: how to consider the 

function of punitive damages in China and its future development against the background of 

fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. This chapter conducted analysis in two steps to approach this 

question. 

The first step revealed that the real performance of punitive damage in regulating the 

market is insufficient (5.2). The agents performing this regulatory function turned out mainly 

fake-hunters; however, they do not always hunt for fakes (5.2.1). Moreover, in the context of China, 

the deterrence function of punitive damages proved not obvious (5.2.2). In addition, from a 

viewpoint of counterfeit governance, to support those buying fakes for profit brings a paradox, as the 

ultimate goal should be educating the people about the illegality of producing and trading fakes 

(5.2.3). 

The second step of analysis focused on the role of the people’s court of China in judicial 

enforcement (5.3). In deciding fake-hunting lawsuits, the courts have been confronted with the 

difficulties in determining the consumer identity of fake-hunters and controversy in considering 

fake-hunters as a vulnerable group to protect (5.3.1 and 5.3.2). Without clarification on applicable 

conditions, unevenness and uncertainty can hardly be solved in enforcement. Concerning the issue of 

court discretion with regards to fake-hunting lawsuits, the court should not easily adjust the judicial 

decisions to the regulatory purpose; either should the court frequently expand legal interpretation to 

adapt to policy preference (5.3.3). 

In the end, punitive damages under consumer law in China should emphasize more the 

aspect of civil remedy (5.4). On one hand, the positive effects of punitive damages in motivating 

consumers in redress should be noted and maintained in the future (5.4.1). Meanwhile, large punitive 

damage awards are not compatible with judicial system in China and may generate further 

unevenness and uncertainties in enforcement (5.4.2). Ultimately, the government should improve 
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public enforcement to achieve deterrence against business operators’ malpractices; and subsequently 

fake-hunters may change their roles into social monitors (5.4.3). 

Overall, while punitive damages have become a status quo system in China, improvement 

remains necessary with the focus on the private rights of consumers. The path-dependency of 

Chinese consumer law development has resulted in a mixture of regulatory and remedial 

enforcement of consumer protection.
570

 This chapter attempted to prove that, for China, the logical 

direction is to promote punitive damages as remedial enforcement of consumer rights. 
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Chapter VI: Clarify the Liability of Punitive Damages Based on Fraudulent Acts 

As Part I manifested, lacking the focus on the private rights of consumers has led to the 

gap between legislation and its enforcement.
571

 One direct consequence is the ambivalence with 

regards to the legal application of punitive damages for “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law.
572

 The first clause of Article 55 does not explicitly provide the conditions for 

ordering punitive damages, in particular with regards to the scope of “fraudulent acts.” The former 

Article 49 on punitive damages for fraudulent acts did not provide the conditions either. Therefore, 

opinions regarding the nature of punitive damages and the interpretation on “fraudulent acts” have 

been divergent, both in judicial practice and academic writings.  

This chapter aims to clarify the nature of punitive damage liability based on “fraudulent 

acts” at the interpretative level. To begin with, three cases will display where the ambiguities lie in 

(6.1). Then the following section will analyze scholarly debate in Chinese rhetoric around the nature 

of punitive damage liability (6.2). Contrary to advocates of fake-hunting lawsuits, this chapter argues 

that fake-hunters should not be awarded punitive damages from a perspective of private rights. In 

line with discussion on “fraudulent acts,” another crucial issue is whether fraudulent advertising and 

mislabeling should be included in terms of punitive damages application (6.3). In the end, the 

present author is going to provide proposals for legal improvement (6.4). 

 

6.1 Application of punitive damages for “fraudulent acts” 

Above all, this section is going to show what is controversial in punitive damages 

application for “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer Protection Law. Currently, Clause 1, 
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Article 55 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law stipulates that a business operator that conducts 

fraudulent acts in providing a commodity or a service should increase the compensation for losses of 

the consumer at the request of the consumer. The amount of the increased compensation should be 

three times the price of the commodity or the fee for the service; if the amount of increased 

compensation is less than 500 yuan, the amount should be 500 yuan.
573

 This article is an amendment 

to Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law of 1993, and increased the maximum of punitive 

damages for “fraudulent acts” from one time the price of commodity purchased or service received 

to three times.
574

 However, regarding the scope of “fraudulent acts,” there has been no consensus so 

far. Against this background, the three cases listed below will illustrate the situation in judicial 

practice. 

 

6.1.1 Chunsheng Liu vs. Chengdu Ailian Supermaket Co., Ltd. (2015)
575

 

The judgement of this case demonstrated that conviction of fraud should follow civil law 

in consumer lawsuits. Fake-hunters are not buying product for “daily consumption” and therefore are 

not consumers to be protected under the PRC Consumer Protection Law. In this case, the appellant 

(defendant in the original trial) was Zhejiang Zhang Hua Healthcare and Beauty Industry Co., Ltd. 

(Y1), and the appellee (plaintiff in the original trial) was Chunsheng Liu (X). The defendants in the 

original trial were Y1 and Riyueguang Branch, Chongqing Ailian Supermarket Co., Ltd. (Y2) 
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On 27 October 2014, X bought one box of hair dye produced by Y1 at the supermarket of 

Y2, and the price was 26.8 yuan. The product involved in this case marked on the packaging that 

“Outstanding in this field,
576

 specially added Vitamin C, with the function of …..” X thought the 

labeling, instruction, and advertising were inconsistent with either national standards or the real 

conditions of the product, and therefore violated relevant legal provisions. According to X, Y2 failed 

to fulfill the obligation to review its products, and deliberately misled and induced consumers. 

Therefore, X demanded return of the purchase price and 500 yuan as punitive damages against Y1 

and Y2. X also claimed compensation for transportation, loss of working time and mental damages. 

During the proceeding, X was found a fake-hunter who had been frequently bought Y1’s products 

and then filed lawsuits for punitive damages. Y1 provided related documents to prove the labeling 

and advertising to be authentic and not fraudulent. 

The main issues in this case were: (1) whether Y2’s misconduct constituted fraud; and (2) 

whether X, being a fake-hunter, should be deemed consumer. In the first trial, the court decided to 

approve X’s claim and Y2 had to return the price of the purchased product and pay 500 yuan for 

punitive damage. Meanwhile, the court rejected X’s claims including compensation for 

transportation, charge for loss of working time and mental damage. The district court considered that 

the contract between X and Y2 was formatted with validity. The district court continued that since 

there was no evidence to show Y1’s product had the function displayed on the package, and the label 

of “outstanding in this field” was misleading, and therefore the advertising was fraudulent. 

Furthermore, Y2, being the distributor, did not perform its obligation to check the products it was 

selling, sold products with false contents in labeling, and misled the consumer to declare an intention 

without a true will, which constituted fraud. 
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However, the appellate court amended original judgement and rejected all the claims of X. 

According to the appellate court, after the investigation, Y2’s products involved in this case met the 

legal standard, and did not contain misleading information. Therefore, Y2 did not constitute 

fraudulent advertising. Moreover, according to Article 55 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law, 

“fraudulent acts” of business operators are the preconditions for claiming punitive damages. 

According the Supreme People’s Court Judicial Interpretation, “victims have to be induced to 

declare an intention without a true will.” However, being a fake-hunter, there was no mistake in X’s 

declaration of intention. Therefore, the business operator in this case did not constitute fraud to X, 

and Article 55 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law proved not applicable in this case. In addition, 

Article 2 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law provided that a consumer should be a person who 

buys products or receives services for daily consumption. The court ruled that X was a fake-hunter, 

and his purchase in this case was not for daily consumption but for punitive damage. Therefore X 

should not be deemed a consumer under the scope of the PRC Consumer Protection Law. 

In this case, the appellate court amended the original findings with a contrary decision in 

this case. In the first trial the court thought the supermarket “did not perform the obligation to check” 

and therefore misled the consumer. However, the appellate court considered the existence of a 

miscomprehension or declaration of intention without a true will on the consumer side as necessary 

to claim for punitive damages. In addition, the appellate court denied the consumer identity of the 

plaintiff for the purpose of transaction was not for daily consumption. 

 

6.1.2 Wanbao Sun vs. Jinan Tianqiao Darunfa Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2014)
577
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The judgement of this case manifested that false advertising can constitute fraud, and the 

business operator should burden the liability of punitive damage for conducting this fraud. The 

plaintiff was Wanbao Sun (X) and the defendant was Jinan Tianqiao Darunfa Supermarket Co., Ltd. 

(Y). 

On 21 June 2014, X bought three sets of computers at the supermarket owned by Y, for 

4,498 yuan, 4,499 yuan and 4,898 yuan. The sizes of the screens in the advertisement were 20 cun, 

14.6 cun and 14 cun.
578

 X found there were no instructions with the computers and the sizes of the 

screens were different on the website, and considered the Y’s conducts to be fraud. Then, X reported 

to the local branch of the State Administration of Industries and Commerce (SAIC) about Y. SAIC 

confirmed the actual screen sizes of the involved consumers to be 20 inches, 14.6 inches and 14 

inches, and made an administrative penalty to Y for false advertisement. Afterwards, X brought a 

lawsuit before the district court for returning the price and punitive damages for three times the price 

of the products. Y argued that as the computers were on display (free to be checked), and “cun” was 

commonly used for “inch” in computer-related sales and that did not mislead consumers. Therefore 

Y did not have the intention to defraud consumers. Moreover, Y argued that X’s lawsuit was 

for-profit and should not be supported, referring to judicial verdicts made by other people’s courts 

which rejected fake-hunters’ claims.  

The main issues were: (1) whether Y’s misconduct constituted fraud; and (2) whether 

punitive damage should be ordered to X. The district court decided that Y should return the price of 

the involved products and pay three times the price for punitive damage. Meanwhile, X should 

return the involved computers to Y.  

                                                
578

 “Cun” [寸] is a traditional unit of length in China, and one unit of length equals to one-third decimeter 

(estimated 3.33cm). In Chinese, “inch” (estimated 2.54cm) is “yingcun” [英寸]. In this case, the issue 

was around the confusion due to omission of one Chinese character in label. 
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The court thought Y’s conducts constituted fraud as Y used false information in the 

advertisement, which misled the consumer to declare the intention without a true will. Moreover, 

SAIC’s penalty confirmed that Y’s advertisement contained false information and constituted fraud. 

In addition, according to Article 8 (the consumer’s right to acquire true information), Article 20 (the 

business operator’s obligation to provide full and true information), Article 40 (the consumer’s right 

to claim for compensation when damaged due to the misconduct of the business operator), and 

Article 55 (punitive damage) of the PRC Consumer Law, Y should return the price of the involved 

products and pay three times punitive damages.  

In this case, the intention of the business operator to deceive consumers was not clearly 

proved, yet the court approved the plaintiff’s claim for punitive damages. The liability of fraud was 

attributed to the supermarket for fraudulent advertising. Notwithstanding, the court ordered the 

plaintiff to return the commodity without a claim from the parties, nor did the court rule on the 

termination of contract.  

 

6.1.3 Hai Wang vs. Hainan Yang Sheng Tang Co., Ltd. (2012)
579

 

The judgement of this case demonstrates that when the business operator uses improper 

expression for advertising and violates relevant national regulations, rescission of contract and return 

of the product can be possible for the consumer. Meanwhile, without sufficient proof, improper 

advertisement does not constitute fraud, and therefore claims for punitive damage cannot be 

supported. The plaintiff was Hai Wang (X). The defendants were Hainan Yang Sheng Tang Co., Ltd. 

(Y1) and Wan Ning Chain Business Co., Ltd. (Y2) 

                                                
579

 Case resource: 北京市西城区人民法院（2012）西民初字第 06855 号民事判决书[No.06855 Civil 

Decision of Xicheng District People’s Court of Beijing City (2012)], accessed July 19, 2018. 

http://wenshu.court.gov.cn.  

http://wenshu.court.gov.cn/
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On 7 February 2012, X found “Yang Sheng Tang Natural Vitamin C” (involved product 

“A” in the following context) produced by Y1 at the supermarket of Y2. X considered the expression 

on the package of A was misleading about the function of A. X also found the license of Y1 to 

product A was already expired through investigating online. Moreover, there was an extra bottle of 

other product as a bonus inside the package of “A,” but the instruction on the package was 

inconsistent with the contents, as the labeling did not mention about the premium inside. Therefore, 

X claimed for punitive damages, loss of working time, attorney fees, and litigation cost, against Y1 

and Y2 for fraudulent advertising. Y1 and Y2 defended themselves with documents to prove they 

did not perform fraudulent misconduct. In particular, Y1 proved that their license was already 

renewed but there was delay on the related government website. Y2 proved that they had full 

documents regarding the sales of the product involved and had already fulfilled their due diligence. 

The issues in this case were whether Y1 and Y2 committed fraud and ought to pay 

punitive damages. For the district court, Y1 and Y2 did not commit fraud and rejected X’s claims for 

punitive damages and other losses. First of all, the extra product was visible inside the transparent 

package of A. While instructions on the package did not mention about the extra bottle of product, 

the labeling did not impede X’s interests as a consumer. Despite that Y1 could not fully prove the 

advertising license was effective when the product involved was produced, that was insufficient to 

prove Y1’s advertisement was fraudulent. The expression in the instructions belittled products of 

other producers, and violated related regulations. Therefore, X’s claim for returning the product 

could be approved. 

In this case the main issue was whether the producer constituted fraud for providing 

improper information on the package. This case was decided in 2012, and there was only one clause 

on punitive damages for fraudulent acts of a business operator.
580

 In this case the claim was 

                                                
580

 Article 49 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law before 2013 amendment: “A business operator that 

conducts fraud in providing a commodity or a service shall increase the compensation for losses of the 
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classified to be based on tort. Furthermore, this case raised the question about whether the consumer 

can sue the producer directly and claim punitive damages for fraudulent advertising. 

In summarizing the three cases listed above, there are lot of ambiguities in dealing with 

punitive damages and fraudulent acts. First, the interpretation of the “fraudulent acts” needs more 

clarification. For instance, the Chunsheng Liu vs. Chengdu Ailian Supermaket Co., Ltd. (2015) case 

showed two contradictory approaches between the first trial and the final decision. The lower court 

considered the supermarket “did not perform its obligation to check the products it was selling, sold 

products with false contents in labeling and misled the consumer, which constituted fraud.”
581

 In 

this reasoning, either the intent of the consumer side or the criteria concerning the intent of the 

business side was not explicit. On the contrary, the appellate court overturned the decision of the 

first trial because there was no miscomprehension on the plaintiff’s side.
582

 The judgement was 

made in accordance with the Supreme People’s Court Interpretation on fraud, while the district court 

did not refer to it in the first trial.
583

  

Furthermore, the relation between punitive damage liability and validity of contract is not 

obvious. For instance, in the Wanbao Sun vs. Jinan Tianqiao Darunfa Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2014) 

case the court ordered the plaintiff to return the computer to the defendant. However, the parties did 

not make a claim of termination of contract. Previous studies also mentioned the divergence among 

judicial decisions on the termination of contract.
584

 Specifically, sometimes the court does not judge 

about the effectiveness of the contract, and then it raises the question whether the parties have to 

                                                                                                                                          
consumer, at the request of the consumer. The amount of the increased compensation shall equal to the 

price of the commodity purchased or the fee for the service.” 
581

 See the Chunsheng Liu vs. Chengdu Ailian Supermaket Co., Ltd. (2015) case in supra Section 6.1.1. 
582

 Ibid. 
583

 In addition to legal application, the recognition on misleading information at fact level also differed 

between district court and appeal court. 
584

 Qiang Ma (马强), 消费者权益保护法惩罚性赔偿条款适用中引发问题之探讨——以修订后的我

国《消费者权益保护法》实施一年来之判决为中心 [Issues on Application of Punitive Damage Rule in 

the Law on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests], Political Science and Law 政治与法律 3 

(2016): 140-148. 
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continue performing their contractual duties after the punitive damage is paid.
585

 In other cases, the 

court orders the plaintiff to return the commodity to the defendant, such as the business operator, 

without applying the provisions in the PRC Contract Law. In that case, one may wonder what the 

basis for the return of commodity is. Overall, the relation between punitive damages and validity of 

contract is unclear in many cases.
586

 

In addition to the above mentioned two issues, one other controversial point is the legal 

basis for punitive damages in Article 55. Whilst Chunsheng Liu vs. Chengdu Ailian Supermaket Co., 

Ltd. (2015) case and Wanbao Sun vs. Jinan Tianqiao Darunfa Supermarket Co., Ltd. (2014) case 

were both decided on contractual basis, Hai Wang vs. Hainan Yang Sheng Tang Co., Ltd. (2012) 

case was classified as a tort dispute. On one hand, from the structure of Article 55, to consider 

Clause 1 as punitive damage for breach of contract and Clause 2 for tort (see the discussion in the 

following section) seems possible. On the other hand, there are many opponents against this 

classification. The following sections 6.2 and 6.3 will analyze the scholars’ opinions on how to 

interpret “fraudulent acts” and related issues in details. 

 

6.2 The nature of punitive damage liability for “fraudulent acts” 

In order to clarify how to interpret “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law, this section elaborates the current scholarly debate.
587

 The interpretation of “fraudulent acts” is 

not an independent task; instead, how to interpret “fraudulent acts” in the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law is closely associated with how to define the nature of punitive damage liability. Since the PRC 

                                                
585

 Ibid. 
586

 Ibid. 
587

 The conclusion will be elaborated in infra Section 6.4.1. 
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Consumer Protection Law was enacted in 1993, there has been debate around the nature of punitive 

damage liability.
588

  

As demonstrated in Chapter III, there are two main perspectives in characterizing the 

nature of punitive damages: an economic law perspective and a civil law perspective. Furthermore, 

there are two different opinions inside the civil law group. Up to the present, there have been mainly 

three approaches to defining the liability of punitive damages in line with the interpretation of 

“fraudulent acts:” (1) liability under economic law; (2) civil law liability for breach of contract; and 

(3) civil law liability for tort. The following parts are going to elaborate the three approaches.  

 

6.2.1 Punitive damages as an economic law liability 

Contrary to those who consider the punitive damage liability as a civil law liability, some 

consider punitive damage in the PRC Consumer Protection Law as a special liability under economic 

law.
589

 For instance, Fuhai Jin considers that punitive damages are not compatible with either public 

law or civil law, and therefore only suit the theory of economic law.
590

 Yurong Sun thinks the 

application of punitive damage should not be limited to the interpretive framework of civil law, as 

consumer protection law is market regulation law under economic law.
591

 For the plaintiff to claim 

for punitive damages in consumer lawsuits, the requirements include: the business operator had 

subjective fault (intentional or by negligence); fraudulent acts (being act or omission); consumer 

                                                
588

 See supra discussion in Section 3.1. Section 3.1 generally contracted the two perspectives of 

economic law and civil law, yet this section will provide a more detailed analysis. 
589

 Yurong Sun (孙玉荣), 民法上的欺诈与《消费者权益保护法》第 49 条之适用[Fraud of Civil Law 

and the Application of Article 49 of the Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests], Journal of 

Law Application 法律适用 4 (2005): 88-89. Fuhai Jin (金福海), 论惩罚性赔偿责任的性质 [On the 

Nature of Punitive Damage Liability], Legal Forum 法学论坛 3 (2004): 59-63. 
590

 Fuhai Jin (金福海), 论惩罚性赔偿责任的性质 [On the Nature of Punitive Damage Liability], Legal 

Forum 法学论坛 3 (2004): 59-63. 
591

 Yurong Sun (孙玉荣), 民法上的欺诈与《消费者权益保护法》第 49 条之适用[Fraud of Civil Law 

and the Application of Article 49 of the Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests], Journal of 

Law Application 法律适用 4 (2005): 88-89. 
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suffered from damages, and causal relations between consumer’s damages and fraudulent acts of the 

business operator.
592

 

 

6.2.2 Punitive damages as a civil liability for breach of contract 

The prevailing theory takes the punitive damage liability as a civil liability for breach of 

contract, and scholars taking this position include Lixin Yang, Liming Wang and Shan He.
593

 Lixin 

Yang argues that punitive damages for fraudulent acts under Article 55 of the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law (former Article 49 as well) should be a civil liability for breach of contract.
594

 Yang 

thinks that the liability of punitive damage can occur for either tort or breach of contract; 

nevertheless, the punitive damage rule under the PRC Consumer Protection Law occurs in the field 

of contract rather than tort, and therefore is a liability for breach of contract.
595

 In addition, Yang 

argues that since fraud in commodity and service transactions constitutes the breach of contract, and 

punitive damage for fraudulent acts under Article 55 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law is a 

liability for breach of contract.
596

 

                                                
592

 Ibid. It turned out that Sun’s theory seems to be defining punitive damage liability through a 

framework very similar to tort. 
593

 Lixin Yang (杨立新), “王海现象”的民法思考—论消费者权益保护中的惩罚性赔偿金 [Civil 

Ponderation over Wanghai Phenomenon—on the Punitive Damage in Consumer Protection], Hebei Law 

Science 河北法学 5 (1997): 1-9. Also Lixin Yang (杨立新), 我国消费者保护惩罚性赔偿的新发展 

[The New Development of Punitive Damages for Consumer Protection in China], The Jurist 法学家 2 

(2014): 78-90. Liming Wang (王利明), 惩罚性赔偿研究 [A Study of Punitive Damage], Social Science 

in China 中国社会科学 4 (2000): 112-122. Shan He (河山), 论“缺一赔十”的惩罚性赔偿思想 [On 

the Punitive Damage Sprit of “Ten for One Loss”], Journal of Law Application法律适用 8 (1993): 12-13. 

消费者权益保护法诠释 [Law on Consumer Right and Interests] (Falv chubanshe, 2014), 34-37. See 

also Shan He (河山), 论违约的惩罚性赔偿 [On the Punitive Damage for Breach of Contract], Study on 

China Administration for Industry & Commerce 中国工商管理研究 3 (1996): 12-14. 
594

 Lixin Yang (杨立新), “王海现象”的民法思考—论消费者权益保护中的惩罚性赔偿金 [Civil 

Ponderation over Wanghai Phenomenon—on the Punitive Damage in Consumer Protection], Hebei Law 

Science 河北法学 5 (1997): 1-9. 
595

 Ibid. 
596

 Lixin Yang (杨立新), “王海现象”的民法思考—论消费者权益保护中的惩罚性赔偿金 [Civil 

Ponderation over Wanghai Phenomenon—on the Punitive Damage in Consumer Protection], Hebei Law 

Science 河北法学 5 (1997): 1-9. 
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In regard to the conditions to claim punitive damages for fraudulent acts, Yang provided 

three requirements: (1) the parties are business operators and the consumers (2) the legal relations 

between the business operator and the consumer should occur in the field of consumption, which is 

represented by contractual relations; (3) the business operator conducts fraudulent acts when 

supplying commodities or services.
597

 

Liming Wang also holds the opinion that punitive damages for fraudulent acts should be 

classified into liability for breach of contract.
598

 Similarly, Wang considers punitive damages under 

the PRC Consumer Protection Law (Article 49 on fraudulent acts before amendment in 2013) to be a 

liability for breach of contract rather than tort.
599

 One reason is because the PRC Contract Law 

provided punitive damage in terms of fraud. Business operator’s misconducts of supplying fake 

commodities or services with flaws violate the contractual agreement and therefore constitute breach 

of contract.
600

 If the business operator’s supplying fake commodities or inferior services do not 

cause property or physical damages to the consumer, the business operator’s misconducts should not 

be deemed tort.
601

 

Shan He, one of the earliest advocates of introducing the punitive damage system into 

consumer law, thinks punitive damage for fraudulent acts is based on breach of contract as well.
602

 

Shan He argues that since the liability of punitive damage under the PRC Consumer Protection Law 
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[Civil Ponderation over Wanghai Phenomenon—on the Punitive Damage in Consumer Protection], Hebei 

Law Science 河北法学 5 (1997): 1-9. 
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602 Shan He (河山), 论违约的惩罚性赔偿 [On the Punitive Damage for Breach of Contract], Study on 

China Administration for Industry & Commerce 中国工商管理研究 3 (1996): 12-14. See also Shan He 

(河山), 论“缺一赔十”的惩罚性赔偿思想 [On the Punitive Damage Sprit of “Ten for One Loss”], 

Journal of Law Application 法律适用 8 (1993): 12-13. 
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is based on contractual relations, the punitive damage liability here for fraudulent acts is a liability 

for breach of contract.
603

 

 

6.2.3 Punitive damages as a civil liability of tort 

On the contrary, many others take the punitive damage liability as a liability of tort.
604

 

Theories in this position can be further divided into two groups. The difference is whether the 

punitive damage liability for “fraudulent acts” is a tort liability in nature, or just can be a tort liability. 

Furthermore, theories vary among observers in terms of justification. Weiguo Wang claims that the 

liability of punitive damages for fraudulent acts is in essence a liability of tort.
605

 Wang argues that 

consumer rights in China are “social rights” in essence and fraudulent acts in consumer law 

constitute one special kind of tort.
606

 Punitive damage system thus is a special means to deal with 

such special conducts of tort.
607

 Similarly, Yide Ma also agrees with that punitive damages for 

fraudulent acts are based on a liability of tort.
608

 However, Ma did not justify his argument from the 

perspective of social rights, but considers punitive damage for fraudulent acts to be a lawful liability 

instead of a contractual liability.
609

 Therefore, punitive damage liability for fraudulent acts can only 

be based on tort.
610

 

Li and Sato take a more flexible perspective and point out that the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law does not emphasize on “contract” according to the expression of “daily consumption” 
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604 

Weiguo Wang (王卫国), 中国消费者保护法上的欺诈行为与惩罚性赔偿 [Fraudulent Practice and 

Punitive Damage in Consumer Protection Law of China], Law Science 法学 3 (1998): 22-28.
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 Ibid. 
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in Article 2.
611

 They consider that Article 55 contains the possibility for the court to interpret 

punitive damages for fraudulent acts as a liability of tort.
612

 In addition, Li and Sato also argue that 

if interpreted broadly, tort can occur along with the formation of contract.
613

 This idea is in line with 

some other ideas in Chinese rhetoric concerning liability of culpa in contrahendo. In China, culpa in 

contrahendo is a special civil liability that occurs along with the formation of contracts, referring to 

the situation where the contract party failed to perform his or her lawful obligations based on good 

faith principles.
614

 The conventional theory takes the liability of culpa in contrahendo as a civil 

liability independent from the liability of tort or breach of contract.
615

 

Meanwhile, the liability of culpa in contrahendo can be a liability of tort in general 

sense.
616

 Guangxin Zhu argues that punitive damage liability for fraudulent acts should be a liability 
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 Shigang Li (李世刚), and Takahiro Sato (佐藤孝弘), 中国消費者権益保護分野における懲罰的損

害賠償制度の新たな動向～『消費者保護法』第 55条の適用に関して～[New Development of 

Punitive Damage in Consumer Protection Field of China: Concerning the Application of Article 55 of the 

PRC Law on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests], Kokusai Shoji Homu [国際商事法務] 3 

(2017): 337-346. Contrarily, Huixing Liang (梁慧星) considers Article 2 limited the scope to “consumer 

contract” by the expression of “purchasing products or receiving services.” See Huixing Liang (梁慧星) 
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of Southeast University (Philosophy and Social Science) 东南大学学报(哲学社会科学版) 5 (2016): 
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of culpa in contrahendo.
617

 For Shiyuan Han, punitive damage liability is a “lawful liability” in case 

the business operator conducted fraudulent acts before the contract is formed.
618

 Han thinks punitive 

damages to be based on a lawful liability in terms of legal effects. That is, punitive damage liability 

is an additional liability directly assigned by law.
619

 Therefore, either liability of culpa in 

contrahendo argued by Zhu, or “lawful liability” held by Han is in essence a liability of tort from the 

perspective of “lawful liability.” 

The diversity in the understanding of punitive damages has not only resulted from the 

tension between economic law and civil law, but also due to theoretical diversity along with the 

development of punitive damages. As opinions on the nature of punitive damages for fraudulent acts 

under the PRC Consumer Protection Law remain varied, the interpretation of “fraudulent acts” has 

not reached consensus either. 

 

6.3 Problems with awarding punitive damages for fraudulent acts 

This section is focusing on the problems with interpretation of “fraudulent acts” under the 

PRC Consumer Protection Law. In line with the analysis on how the court should order punitive 

damages for “fraudulent acts,” the second crucial issue is whether fake-hunters can receive punitive 

damages in this situation. In addition, whether fraudulent advertising and mislabeling should be 

covered by “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer Protection Law is another importance 

point.
620

 The following analysis starts with introducing the current debate around how to define 

“fraudulent acts” in China (6.3.1). Subsequently, the next part will demonstrate the problem with 
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whether fake-hunters can receive punitive damages for “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law (6.3.2). The last part will analyze the applicable conditions for punitive damages 

with regards to fraudulent advertising (6.3.3).  

 

6.3.1 Interpretation of “fraudulent acts” from conflicting perspectives 

Above all, the most crucial issue is how to interpret “fraudulent acts,” and what law can be 

a valid resource for the court in legal application. Currently, the General Principles of Civil Law of 

the People’s Republic of China
621

 and the Contract Law of the People’s Republic of China both 

stipulate the effects of fraud; while “fraudulent acts” are provided in the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law. However, the requirements to constitute fraud or “fraudulent act” are not explicitly stated. 

Regarding the interpretation, opinions can be generally divided into two groups which are in 

conflict with each other.  

First, some argue that the court should interpret “fraudulent acts” strictly in accordance 

with civil law rules and judicial interpretations of Supreme People’s Court.
622

 As detailed definition 

is not provided under the PRC Consumer Protection Law, the interpretation on “fraudulent acts” 

should follow Article 68 of the Judicial Opinion on Implementation of General Principles of Civil 

Law released by Supreme People’s Court: “If a party intentionally informs the other party of a false 

situation or deliberately conceals the true situation and induces the other party to make a mistake in 
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the declaration of intention, it may be deemed fraudulent.”
623

 In this case, fake-hunters obviously do 

not meet the requirements to be awarded punitive damages since the mistake in the declaration of 

intent does not exist.
624

 

On the contrary, some hold the opinion that the interpretation of “fraudulent acts” does not 

have to be restricted in line with the judicial interpretation of Supreme People’s Court.
625

 Regarding 

the definition of “fraudulent acts”, many studies refer to the administrative regulation of the former 

State Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC) concerning “fraudulent acts.”
626

 The 

Measures of Penalties against Infringement upon Consumers’ Rights and Interests (effective on 

March 15, 2015 issued by SAIC) has listed out the conducts of business operators that constitute 

“fraudulent acts.”
627

 Many agree with that in judicial practice the court can refer to this list in 

deciding punitive damages for “fraudulent acts.”
628
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Nevertheless, some are against the approach of defining “fraudulent acts” in court 

reasoning according to such administrative regulations.
629

 Above all, this approach avoids judgment 

upon subjective factors, such as intent of the parties, in the dispute.
630

 Furthermore, the SAIC 

Measures were administrative regulations, which are to guide administrative authorities to regulate 

business operators. In other words, while the court may refer to Measures, such Measures are not 

official legal resource for judicial decision.
631

 In addition, the Measures of SAIC are inferior to 

Judicial Interpretations of Supreme People’s Court in terms of legal effect; therefore to broaden the 

interpretation of fraud according to the Measures is inappropriate.
632

 

To summarize, the main problem under debate is what law can be a valid resource to 

interpret “fraudulent acts.” On one hand, some argue that only civil rules, including the Supreme 

Court Judicial Interpretations are applicable in judging upon fraudulent acts. On the other hand, 

some consider that the administrative regulations released by the SAIC can also be used in judicial 

practice. This conflict is not only due to a divergent understanding to the applicability of different 

legal resources, but also reflects the tension in understanding consumer protection in terms of 

collective rights and private rights. 

 

6.3.2 Punitive damage awards for fake-hunters 

Currently, there are mainly three approaches to considering whether fake-hunters should be 

awarded punitive damages based on “fraudulent acts”: (1) fake-hunters are not consumers; (2) the 

business operator’s misconducts do not constitute “fraudulent acts”; (3) the premises are not fully 

fulfilled. The first approach is to judge whether fake-hunters are consumers or not. For instance, for 
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some scholars, fake-hunters are in nature not consumers.
633

 While the Direct case No. 23 released 

by the Supreme People’s Court demonstrated that whether the plaintiff already knew the flaws of the 

commodities would not affect his or her standing to claim for punitive damages, they argue that this 

directive does not apply to the situation of “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer Protection 

Law.
634

 Meanwhile, for other observers, except fake-hunting companies, all natural persons can be 

deemed consumers for the purpose of consumer protection.
635

 

Second, depending on how to define the “fraudulent acts,” the business operator’s 

misconducts may not constitute fraud and therefore they would not be liable for punitive damages. 

For instance, whether the plaintiff has to prove the existence of a malicious intention on the side of 

business operator can make a difference.
636

 Moreover, whether the business operator’s conducts 

constitute fraud will also depend on whether the court interpret “fraudulent acts” strictly according to 

civil rules including Supreme People’s Court’s judicial interpretations, or follow the “black list” of 

administrative regulations in a broader way.
637

 

The third approach is to judge upon the premises for awarding punitive damages for 

fraudulent acts. For instance, fake-hunters are not deduced by fraudulent acts of the business 

operator, nor is there any actual loss for fake-hunters. Since there is no causal relation between the 

loss of fake-hunters and business operator’s fraudulent acts, fake-hunters do not to satisfy the 

premises to claim for compensation.
638

 However, the problem of divergence exists at each point. For 

instance, some consider that the plaintiff should prove the existence of mistake in his or her 
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declaration of intention to be caused by the business operator’s fraudulent acts.
639

 On the contrary, 

some argue that whether the plaintiff is deduced or not does not matter as long as the business 

operator supplies commodities which are fakes or services that do not fulfill the conditions in their 

preexisted contractual agreement.
640

 In the end, it remains highly complicated to judge whether 

fake-hunters should be awarded punitive damages according to the current discussion.  

 

6.3.3 Fraudulent advertising and “fraudulent acts” in punitive damage lawsuits 

In line with the debate on the scope of “fraudulent acts,” one more controversial issue is 

whether a consumer may claim for punitive damages for fraudulent advertising. In Chinese 

legislation, legal provisions concerning “fraudulent advertising” are diverse. Currently in China, 

fraudulent advertising is mainly regulated under the PRC Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the PRC 

Food Safety Law, and the PRC Advertising Law.
641

 In the PRC Advertising Law, false advertising 

means advertisements that use false or misleading content to deceive or mislead consumers.
642

 The 

PRC Advertising Law also provided civil liability with regards to consumer protection.
643

 In 

addition to the PRC Advertising Law, there are other laws containing the rules on fraudulent or 
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misleading advertisement. For instance, Articles 20 and 45 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law; 

Articles 9 and 24 of the PRC Anti-Unfair Competition Law; Article 59 of the PRC Product Liability 

Law, and Article 222 of the PRC Criminal Law Code.
644

  

In terms of fraudulent or misleading advertisement, the applicability of punitive damage 

based on “fraudulent acts” under Article 55 is not clear.
645

 Notwithstanding, with regards to 

fraudulent advertising, the distinction between “consumer in contract” and “consumer in market” is 

necessary.
646

 From the perspective of the private rights of consumers, the application of punitive 

damages for “fraudulent advertising” may follow the same rules with regards to application of 

punitive damages for “fraudulent acts.” Therefore, whether fraudulent advertising can be included in 

“fraudulent acts” can be transferred to the question of under what conditions fraudulent advertising 

can be considered as “fraudulent acts”. The legal relations among the parties are based on consumer 

transactions (for instance, producer-distributer-consumer), as Figure 6.3.3 below demonstrates.  
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Figure 6.3.3 Legal relations concerning fraudulent acts               (Source: Wenjia Sun) 

This part takes the model of commodity transaction for example, and therefore refers to 

the PRC Product Liability Law.
647

 As can be seen from Figure 6.3.3, legal relations exist among 

three main parties: the consumer, the distributer (for instance, the supermarket), and the producer. In 

principle, the producer bears product liability for his product to consumers according to the PRC 

Product Liability Law.
648

 In the case that the consumer suffers physical or monetary loss due to the 

defects in the product, the producer ought to burden strict liability for tort.
649

 The distributor—the 

supermarket in the above-mentioned cases—should bear warranty against defects based on the 

contract with the consumer.
650

 The producer should bear contractual obligations to the distributor.
651

 

As the sale-contract is between the distributor (for instance, the supermarket) and the consumer, the 
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distributor ought to burden the punitive damage liability if it conducts fraud in selling its products to 

the consumer.
652

 

Based on the legal relations in transaction, a consumer can claim punitive damages against 

the producer for fraudulent advertising. Moreover, the producer can become the supplier if the 

consumer enters into a contract with the producer directly. In this case, the producer not only has to 

bear the product liability for defects, but also the punitive damage liability for fraud in accordance 

with Clause 1 of Article 55 under the PRC Consumer Protection. Meanwhile, the producer may 

burden punitive damages for tort according to Clause 2 of Article 55 under the PRC Consumer 

Protection or Article 148 of the PRC Food Safety Law.
653

  

The above analysis is not attempting to define the relations between “fraudulent 

advertising” and “fraudulent acts” as two groups of concepts. Rather, the analysis aims at 

demonstrating the specific conditions under which the punitive damages for “fraudulent acts” are 

applicable when the consumer sues against either the distributor or the producer for “fraudulent 

advertising.” With a focus on private rights of consumers, the court needs to decide the applicability 

of punitive damages for fraudulent advertising based on specific legal relations in consumer 

transactions. Nevertheless, question remains whether to regulate false advertising through punitive 

damages for “fraudulent acts” is the most appropriate approach. 

 

6.4 Protect consumers against fraudulent acts with focus on private rights 

The three sections above have demonstrated the situation and problems with the 

interpretation of “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer Protection Law. To clarify how to 
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award punitive damages for fraudulent acts under Article 55 of the current PRC Consumer 

Protection Law, two steps of analysis are necessary: the first step is to define the nature of punitive 

damage liability (6.4.1), and the second step is to clarify whether the court should order punitive 

damages to fake-hunters for “fraudulent acts” under the PRC Consumer Protection Law (6.4.2). In 

addition, to rely on fake-hunter is insufficient to solve the problems of fraudulent advertising, and to 

encourage consumer associations to bring injunctive lawsuits against business operators can be an 

alternative to punitive damage approach (6.4.3).  

 

6.4.1 Punitive damage liability for “fraudulent acts” is a civil liability of tort 

Despite the divergence in perspectives as demonstrated in section 6.2, punitive damages 

under Article 55 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law for “fraudulent acts” are based on a civil 

liability of tort.
654

 First, punitive damage liability is a liability of civil law. Some consider punitive 

damage as an economic law liability, arguing that the punitive damage system is not compatible with 

conventional civil law theories, and consumer law is in nature economic law.
655

 However, as 

Chapter III already demonstrated, the liability of punitive damage is one special form of loss 

compensation.
656

 The court needs to order punitive damages in accordance to relative legal 

provisions, including the PRC Consumer Protection Law, the PRC Food Safety Law and the PRC 

Tort Liability Law.  

Second, contrary to the prevailing opinion that considers punitive damage as liability for 

breach of contract, the present author agrees with the viewpoint that the liability of punitive damage 
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is in nature a civil liability of tort.
657

 On one hand, many consider punitive damage liability under 

the first clause of Article 55 under the PRC Consumer Protection Law to be a “lawful liability” for 

breach of contract. This liability does not generate from contractual agreement but directly provided 

by the law. Therefore, as a “lawful liability,” the liability of punitive damage should be considered 

as a liability for tort since it is not for illegal enrichment or Negotiorum gestio.
658

  

In addition, even for breach of contract, the focus of punitive damage is to punish the 

malicious intention of the business operators. In this case the fraudulent acts of business operators 

are violating the consumer’s freedom to enter a contract with his or her true will, and therefore a tort 

in essence.
659

 In a word, the punitive damage liability is a civil liability rather than economic law 

liability in accordance with the legislative consistency and preexisting judicial cases. Moreover, this 

civil liability of exemplary compensation is based on tort in nature rather than for breach of contract. 

 

6.4.2 Fake-hunters should not be awarded punitive damages 

With regards on how to award punitive damages based on fraudulent acts under the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law, clarification is necessary to solve the inconsistencies. In judicial practice, 

court decisions showed divergence in terms of punitive damage lawsuits, especially in fake-hunting 

cases. While fake-hunters caused the application dilemma, punitive damages have been under the 

expectation to empower consumers to achieve redress.
660

 Therefore, the crucial issue is whether 
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fake-hunters should receive punitive damages. However, as previous sections demonstrated, despite 

the current efforts on clarifying the conditions for awarding punitive damages, the issue remains 

highly complicated. To decide whether the court should award punitive damages to fake-hunters, 

more profound justification is necessary. 

As Chapter II mentioned, concerning the gap between the legislative purpose and the 

judicial enforcement in practice, what has been neglected is the focus on private rights of consumers. 

From the perspective of private rights, fake-hunters’ rights are not violated in fake-hunting cases. 

Moreover, while punitive damage system was introduced for a regulatory purpose, it is a civil 

remedy system in nature.
661

 Therefore, there is no legal basis for fake-hunters to receive such civil 

remedies since their rights are not violated by the business operator.  

Furthermore, the definition of “the consumer” should not directly affect the judgement of 

punitive damages. With regards to the definition of “daily consumption,” some argue that according 

to the Directive Case No.23 of the Supreme People’s Court, the subjective condition of the plaintiff 

(for instance, fake-hunters usually already know the flaws or problems of the commodity but still 

purchase) does not affect the fake-hunters’ standing to sue, except those conduct fake-hunting 

lawsuits as an enterprise.
662

 Since the legislative purpose of the punitive damage rule in consumer 

law is to enhance consumer protection, the scope of “daily consumption” should be understood in a 

broad way.
663

 Nevertheless, even fake-hunters can be perceived as consumers in a broad sense, there 

is a lack of legal basis for them to receive punitive damages as a civil remedy. 

Overall, there are mainly three key factors regarding the interpretation of “fraudulent act” 

under the PRC Consumer Protection Law in terms of punitive damages. Punitive damage under the 
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Article 55 is a special form of compensation based on a lawful civil liability of tort. Moreover, from 

a perspective of private rights, fake-hunters should not be awarded punitive damages, since their 

rights are not violated in the transaction with the business operator they sue against. In the end, even 

fake-hunters could be consumers in a broad sense the court does not necessarily have to order 

punitive damages to them according to the actual situations. 

 

6.4.3 Encourage injunctive group litigation against fraudulent advertising 

The final question in this chapter is whether punitive damage mechanism is sufficient to 

protect consumers against fraudulent practices of business operators. With a focus on civil remedy, 

the present author suggests that injunctive group litigation can be more useful than fake-hunting 

lawsuits to regulate the false advertising and mislabeling. While the punitive damage system may 

support consumers in enforcing their rights with a financial motivation, the remedy is effective only 

if consumers bring the dispute before the court by themselves. As fraudulent advertising can be an 

infringement to consumers’ rights in general,
664

 injunction lawsuits can be used in suspending the 

damage or prevent the current situation from getting worse. In other jurisdictions, injunctive group 

litigations have been widely adopted in the field of advertising. For instance, Japan introduced 

injunctive consumer group litigation in 2006 in the Consumer Contract Act of Japan.
665

 In 2008 the 

application of injunctive proceedings was expanded along with the amendment of the Act against 

Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations and the Act on Specified Commercial 
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Transactions of Japan.
666

 Later, the revised Food Labelling Act also incorporated the right of 

qualified consumer organizations to demand injunctions against mislabeling in 2013.
667

  

China introduced public interest litigation in 2013, and qualified environment and 

consumer organizations were granted the standing to sue.
668

 In the consumer protection field, 

qualified consumer associations can bring injunctive lawsuits against business operators when mass 

consumer interests are being harmed or under the risk of being harmed by the malpractice of 

business operators.
669

 Contrary to consumer associations, fake-hunters are characterized by 

randomness and are profit-driven.
670

 Fake-hunters tend to repeatedly sue against the same 

supermarket or same commodities of the same producer,
671

 and this phenomenon proved that 

fake-hunters failed to stop the fraudulent acts of business operators. In conclusion, instead of 

fake-hunters, China needs to encourage consumer associations to bring injunctive lawsuits against 

fraudulent advertising.  

 

6.5 Summary 

This chapter investigated how to award punitive damages for “fraudulent acts.” First, case 

studies presented current ambiguities in legal provisions (6.1). From the overview of the three 

selected cases, there are lots of ambiguities with punitive damage and fraudulent act. To solve the 

ambiguities, clarification is necessary regarding how to interpret the “fraudulent acts” under the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law. Second, this chapter also elaborated scholarly debate around the nature of 
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punitive damage liability for “fraudulent act” (6.2). The review of the current scholarly debate 

demonstrated the divergence between economic law perspective and civil law perspective. Moreover, 

even within the civil law field, positions are different, in particular, between contract theory and tort 

theory with regards to the nature of punitive damages under Clause 1, Article 55 in the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law. 

Thirdly, in line with the analysis of the nature of punitive damage liability, this chapter 

elaborated the problems with awarding punitive damages for “fraudulent act” (6.3). The main 

purpose of this section was to demonstrate the insufficiency of current approaches. Finally, with a 

focus on the private rights of consumers, the present author provides proposals for legal 

improvement at three main aspects (6.4). Above all, punitive damage is a civil liability of tort (6.4.1). 

Moreover, contradictory with conventional wisdom, fake-hunters should not be awarded punitive 

damage from a perspective of private rights (6.4.2). In the end, legal improvements concerning 

fraudulent advertising are necessary as well. China should encourage injunctive group litigation to 

suspend the business operators’ malpractice of false advertising (6.4.3). 
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Chapter VII: Address the Private Rights of Consumers in Collective Redress Mechanism 

Chapter VI mainly suggested what kind of legal improvements should be made at the 

interpretative level with a focus on the private rights of consumers. Subsequently, this chapter is 

going to make proposals at the institution level. For this purpose, this chapter deals with the 

development of consumer collective redress mechanisms. Consumer associations have been very 

important agencies to enforce consumer protection in China. However, collective consumer redress 

system in China has reflected an imbalance between protecting public interests and private interests 

of consumers. 

This chapter will start from the latest court decisions that approved punitive damage in 

public interest litigation brought by the people’s procuratorate and consumer associations (7.1). The 

following section is going to analyze the problems with the current approach (7.2). The third section 

aims to demonstrate the necessity of focusing on the weaknesses of individual consumers in civil 

redress (7.3). In conclusion, compensatory collective redress should be established in order to 

support consumers to enforce their private rights (7.4). 

 

7.1 Incorporation of punitive damage in public-interest litigation  

In China, public interest litigation was introduced in the environmental and consumer law 

fields in 2013.
672

 Recently, there are judicial decisions that approved punitive damages in public 

interest litigation. To set the stage, this section introduces the legal background and latest cases. 

Although many commentators applauded for the court decisions that awarded punitive damages in 

consumer public interest litigation, many questions still remain unsolved. 
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 Article 55 of 2012 amendment of the PRC Civil Procedure Law (effective on 1 January 2013). 
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7.1.1 Chinese court approved punitive damage in public-interest litigation 

The 2012 amendment of the PRC Procedure Law (effective on 1 January 2013), 

introduced public interest litigation. According to Article 55 of the PRC Civil Procedure Law, (the 

first paragraph), in the case of environmental pollution, infringement of the legitimate rights and 

interests of numerous consumers and other acts that harm public interests, organizations that entitled 

the standing by the law may bring a lawsuit of public interests before the people’s court. The 2017 

amendment added a second paragraph to Article 55 which affirmed that the People’s Procuratorate 

may support public interest litigation or bring a public interest lawsuit before the court after going 

through pretrial proceedings.
673

 In consumer law, moreover, Article 47 of the PRC Consumer 

Protection Law provided that he China Consumer Association and consumer associations established 

in provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the central government may 

bring a public interest lawsuit before the people’s court when the lawful rights and interests of 

numerous consumers are being infringed or in the danger of being infringed (2013 amendment). 

According to this article, the total number of consumer associations qualified for public interest 

litigation in China is 32, including the China Consumer Association and 31 provincial level 

consumer associations.
674

 

In the past five years since public interest litigation was introduced to the consumer law 

field, qualified consumer associations have brought some injunctive lawsuits. However, in 2017, the 

Consumer Association of Guangdong Province claimed for punitive damages in public interests 
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edition)] (Beijing: Falv chubanshe, 2013), 219-222. 
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litigation and the court approved the claims. Before the Consumer Association of Guangdong 

Province succeed in the public interests litigation, the local municipal People’s Procuratorate had 

acted as plaintiff of the public interest litigation and claimed for punitive damages against the 

defendant, who had been sentenced to a criminal penalty for counterfeiting table salt. The following 

sections will demonstrate the cases that approved punitive damage in public interests litigation in 

China. 

 

7.1.2 The People’s Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province vs. Liu (2017)
 675

 

The judgment of this case manifested that business operator who infringed the interests of 

mass consumers can be ordered to pay punitive damages in public interests litigation brought by the 

people’s Procuratorate. The plaintiff in this case was the Municipal People’s Procuratorate of 

Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province (X), and the defendant was Liu (Y).  

The plaintiff in this case had mainly two claims. First, the court should order the defendant 

to pay a compensation of 1,200,000 yuan which equaled ten times the price of counterfeit salt that Y 

had produced and sold (to be paid by the court to the State Treasury). Second, the defendant should 

make an apologetic statement to the public. Against the claims of the plaintiff, the defendant made 

defense of three points. First, there were necessary parties that need to be added into proceeding 

(distributors: A and B). Second, there was no evidence to show that the defendant Y’s production of 

fake and inferior salt caused substantial infringement to consumers. Third, the calculation of the 

amount of compensation in the claims of this case required a clear quantity and price of counterfeit 

salt that actually had been sold. However, there was no relevant evidence to prove the amount of 

compensation to be correct. 

                                                
675
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During the trial, the court found the following facts. Since June 2016, Y had been 

producing counterfeit salt and wholesaling it to A, B, and others. On October 18, 2016, during the 

production of false salt, Y was captured by civilian police, and a total of 6.42 tons of fake salt 

products, semi-finished products, packaging materials, and production tools were seized. After 

quality inspection, the counterfeit salt produced by Y failed to meet the quality standards of 

GB5461-2000. Guangzhou City has been implementing a policy to prevent disease due to lack of 

iodine since the 1980s. One main approach is to promote iodized salt. If people eat non-iodized salt, 

the body will have an inadequate intake of iodine, causing iodine deficiency disorders. Sometimes 

iodine deficiency may cause severe diseases. When Y was interrogated by the police, he confessed 

that he produced fake salt of “XX” brand and sold at least 100 tons for 1,200 yuan per ton.  

On August 7, 2017, the Guangzhou Baiyun District People’s Court issued a criminal 

judgment and sentenced Y to three years’ imprisonment and a fine of 80,000 yuan. The criminal 

judgment had taken legal effect. On April 1, 2017, the People’s Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, 

Guangdong Province issued the Prosecution Proposal to the Consumer Association of Guangdong 

Province, and proposed the Consumer Association of Guangdong Province to initiate public interest 

litigation against Y for Y’s above-mentioned violation of the lawful rights and interests of 

consumers. On April 21, 2017, the Consumer Association of Guangdong Province replied and 

declined to bring a lawsuit against Y. On 13 April, 2017, the People’s Procuratorate made a public 

notice to ask authorities or relevant organizations that have the right to initiate lawsuits to file civil 

public interests litigation. After this court accepted the case on October 26, 2017, it also made a 

public notice about the case acceptance. However, until the court session, no competent authority or 

social organization applied to participate in the case. 

The main issues in this case included: (1) whether additional parties should be added; (2) 

how to determine the quantity and total amount of fake salt sold by Y; (3) whether Y should bear a 
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civil tort liability; (4) how to determine the amount of compensation; (5) whether Y should bear a 

civil liability of public apology.  

After trial, the court ordered that the defendant Y should pay punitive damages of 1.12 

million yuan to the court within 10 days from the effective date of this judgment, and the court 

would transfer the amount to the state treasury. Moreover, the defendant Y should issue an 

apologetic statement with contents approved by this court on television media at the provincial level 

or above, and in a national newspaper within 10 days from the effective date of this judgment. In 

addition, the case acceptance fee was 14,560 yuan, which should be burdened by defendant Y. 

 The reasoning of the court is as bellow. According to Clause 2, Article 55 of the PRC 

Civil Procedure Law, the People’s Procuratorate was the appropriate plaintiff to bring a public 

interests lawsuit in this case. During the announcement period, this court did not receive any 

application for lawsuits from other organs or social organizations that could file a lawsuit according 

to law. Therefore, the plaintiff had lawful standing and this court supported it. 

First issue was whether additional parties should be added to the proceeding. Clause 1, 

Article 2 of the Supreme People’s Court Provisions on Several Issues Concerning the Application of 

Law in the Trial of Food and Drug Disputes Cases has stipulated that due to the existence of quality 

problems in foods and medicines causing consumer damage, consumers may separately sue or 

simultaneously prosecute sellers and producers. The second paragraph also has stipulated that if 

consumers only prosecute sellers or producers, the people’s courts may add relevant parties to 

participate in the proceedings if necessary. In Y’s criminal proceedings, Y stated that his production 

of fake salt was sold to outsiders such as A and B. However, plaintiff X’s claim in this case was for 

punitive damages, for ten-times the price of the total amount of fake salt, rather than general 

compensatory damages.  
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The second point was how to determine the quantity and total amount of fake salt sold by 

Y. According to Article 9 of the Supreme People’s Court’s Several Provisions on Civil Litigation 

Evidence, the facts confirmed by the people’s court with legally effective judgments do not require 

proof by the parties, unless the parties have evidence to the contrary. In Y’s criminal proceedings, Y 

confessed that the production and sales of fake salt was at least 100 tons, and it was 1,200 yuan per 

ton. The legally effective criminal judgment also affirmed Y’s production and a total of more than 

100 tons of fake salt were sold. Attorneys argued that the total quantity and amount was less but did 

not provide sufficient evidence. Therefore Y’s sales of fake salt should be calculated as 100 tons and 

the total price of sales should be calculated as 120,000 yuan. 

The third point was whether Y should bear a civil liability of tort. This court considered 

that, counterfeiting salt not only constituted a crime but also tort on civil law. Moreover, although 

expert testimony and other evidence clarified that consumers would experience iodine deficiency 

symptoms after long-term consumption of non-iodized salt for six months, it takes [took] long time 

before the consumer may show symptoms of iodine deficiency. According to this court, this 

potential harm was also objectively present as a result of a tort. Although there was no consumer 

claiming rights against Y, the objectively existing damage should not be ignored. The origin of this 

damage was in the production and sales of fake salt by Y. The court continued that, food 

infringement was a special kind of tort. According to Article 148 of the PRC Food Safety Law and 

related judicial interpretations, consumers who buy [bought] foods that do [did] not meet safety 

standards can claim for return of price and ten-time punitive damage even if the foods were not 

consumed and they caused no actual damage. Even if no consumers brought lawsuits against Y, Y 

cannot be exempted from the tort liability. Therefore, Y should bear civil liability in this case. 

The fourth point was how to determine the amount of compensation. According to Article 

14 of the Supreme People’s Court’s Provisions on Several Issues Concerning the Application of Law 
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in the Trial of Food and Drug Disputes Cases, the court thought that Y should simultaneously bear 

civil liability, administrative liability and criminal liability for his criminal acts. Regarding 

calculation of punitive damages, according to the relevant provisions of the PRC Law on 

Administrative Punishments and other laws, administrative regulations and judicial interpretations, 

when administrative fines and criminal penalties are [were] concurring, the principle of light 

penalties for discounting in heavy penalties is [was] generally adopted in order to reflect the modesty 

of punishment and avoid excessive punishment. Punitive damages, administrative fines, and criminal 

fines are [were] all punitive claims; but punitive damages are [were] private law claims, while 

administrative fines and criminal fines are [were] public law claims. In this case, Y produced more 

than 100 tons of fake salt and sold it. There was no evidence to prove that some of it was returned or 

recalled. The total value of the goods should be calculated based on 100 tons, which cost 120,000 

yuan. According to the law, Y should bear punitive damages ten times the total price for 1, 200, 000 

yuan. 

Regarding where the punitive damages should go, the court believed that the vast number 

of good-natured consumers would not save their receipts of a pack of salt for potential litigation 

purposes. Since no consumer had filed a civil private lawsuit by the time of the trial, it would not 

happen in the future. In this case the court agreed with the public interest litigation plaintiff’s request, 

that to transfer of civil punitive damages directly to the state treasury would be more in line with the 

actual situation. In this way, the nature of the civil punitive damages involved in the case was 

transformed and was in fact similar to the administrative fines and penalties, and should be 

determined in the same way as when the administrative fines and criminal fines were competed. 

Therefore, the criminal fines of 80,000 yuan that Y was sentenced to should be deducted from the 

civil punitive damages of 1.2 million yuan, and therefore Y ought to pay 1.12 million yuan for civil 

punitive damages. 
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The fifth point was whether Y should bear a civil liability to make an apologetic public 

statement. Y produced and sold fake salt and infringed the legitimate rights and interests of many 

unspecified consumers. According to the Supreme People’s Court’s On Several Issues Concerning 

the Application of Law in the Trial of Consumer Civil Public Interests Lawsuit, Y should make 

apologies to the public.  

This case is not the first case in which the People’s Procuratorate brought a public interest 

lawsuit and claimed for punitive damages.
676

 Notwithstanding, this case became a precedent for the 

following cases in Guangdong Province. As the next case will display, punitive damages were all 

approved in the afterwards public interests litigation brought by the Consumer Association of 

Guangdong Province with the support of the Municipal People’s Procuratorate of Guangzhou City. 

 

7.1.3 Consumer Association of Guangdong Province vs. Shi and Hong (2017)
677

 

The judgment of case showed that business operator who infringed the interests of mass 

consumers can be ordered to pay punitive damages in public interest litigation brought by people’s 

Procuratorate. The plaintiff in this case was the Consumer Association of Guangdong Province (X), 

and the defendants were Shi and Hong (Y1 and Y2). Moreover, the Municipal People’s 

Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province (Z) participated the proceeding as the party 

supporting for prosecution.
678
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Claims of the plaintiff were: (1) the court should order the two defendants to bear a 

compensation of 13,300 yuan, which should be escrowed by the court, and should be paid by the 

court to the state treasury after statute of limitations ran out; (2) the defendants should make a public 

apology in the news media at or above the provincial level; (3) the two defendants should be jointly 

liable for the above request; (4) the two defendants should burden all the litigation costs of the case. 

In this case, the defendants agreed with the facts investigated and claims of the plaintiff. 

The Guangzhou Municipal People’s Procuratorate of Guangdong Province issued a 

prosecution support statement saying that the two defendants breached a series of legal acts by 

selling counterfeit salt. Their misconducts infringed the legal rights and interests of numerous 

unspecified consumers, seriously endangered the safety of consumers, and harmed the public 

interests. In order to safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of consumers and protect the public 

interests, the Guangzhou Municipal People’s Procuratorate of Guangdong Province specifically 

supports the plaintiff side’s Guangdong Provincial Consumer Commission to initiate consumer civil 

public interest litigation according to Article 55 of the PRC Civil Procedure Law. 

The court confirmed basic facts of this case as below. On 25 June 2015, Y1 bought 35 

boxes of common table salt (refined iodized salt) of brand “xx,” and then the salt was sold at the 

shop operated by Y1. On June 26, the public security authorities captured two defendants and seized 

a batch of the salt mentioned above. After quality test of samples, the salt was found to be 

counterfeit. Moreover, iodine was not found in the salt sample during the quality inspection, and the 

sample salt did not meet the requirements of GB26878-2011 National Standard for Food Safety. 

Guangzhou City has been implementing a policy to prevent disease due to lack of iodine since the 

1980s. One main approach is to promote iodized salt. If people eat non-iodized salt, the body will 

have an inadequate intake of iodine, causing iodine deficiency disorders. Sometimes iodine 

deficiency may cause severe diseases. Y1 and Y2 were interrogated by the police of the Yuexiu 
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Branch of the Guangzhou Public Security Bureau. They confessed that Y1 purchased 35 boxes of 

salt from Y2 and then sold to an unspecified number of consumers. 

On May 30, 2016, the Baiyun District People’s Court of Guangzhou City issued a criminal 

judgment and determined that the aforementioned acts of Y1 and Y2 all constituted the sale of foods 

that did not meet the safety standards. Y1 was sentenced to one year imprison, suspended for two 

years, and fined 10,000 yuan; Y2 was sentenced to one year imprison, suspended for two years, and 

fined 10,000 yuan. The judgment had taken legal effect. On April 7, 2017, the People’s 

Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province issued the Prosecution Proposal to the 

plaintiff, and proposed the plaintiff to initiate public interest litigation on the defendant’s 

above-mentioned violation of the lawful rights and interests of consumers. After accepting the case 

on October 26, 2017, this court also made an announcement about the case acceptance. However, 

until the court session, no competent authority or social organization applied to participate in the 

proceeding. 

After trial, the court ordered that the defendants Y1 and Y2 together should issue a 

courtesy apologetic statement to the public within 10 days from the date when this judgment enters 

into force. In addition, the case acceptance fee of 132.5 yuan ought to be burdened by the 

defendants.  

The reasoning of the court is as below. First, according to Article 55 of the PRC Civil 

Procedure Law, and Article 47 of the PRC Consumer Protection Law, the Consumer Association of 

Guangdong Province was an appropriate plaintiff to bring public interests litigation against Y1 and 

Y2. Second, this court supported the plaintiff’s opinion that the two defendants should bear civil tort 

liability. (Reasoning is the same as that in the case of the People’s Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, 

Guangdong Province vs. Liu (2017) demonstrated above) The two defendants sold at least 35 boxes 

of fake salt. There was no evidence to prove that some were returned or recalled. The total price of 
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38 yuan per box was calculated to be 1,330 yuan, and they should be punished according to law by 

paying 10 times the total price. Therefore the amount for punitive damage was 13,300 yuan. The 

13,300 yuan that the two defendants must pay for civil punitive damages could be deducted from the 

fine of 20,000 yuan they were sentenced to. Then the two defendants no longer had to pay civil 

punitive damages. (Reasoning is the same as that in the case of the People’s Procuratorate of 

Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province vs. Liu (2017) demonstrated above)  

In this case, despite X suggested the court to keep the punitive damages until the statute of 

limitations ran out, the court believed that to transfer the civil punitive damages directly to the state 

treasury would be more in line with the actual situation. In addition, public apology should be 

approved according to Article 13 of the Interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court on Several 

Issues Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Consumer Civil Public Interests Lawsuits. 

In the end, according to Article 8 of the PRC Tort Liability Law, the court affirmed the joint liability 

of the defendants, as the act of selling fake salt was jointly implemented by the two defendants 

together. 

Subsequently, with support from the People’s Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, the 

Consumer Association of Guangdong Province brought other three lawsuits against salt 

counterfeiting criminals to the intermediate court, and claimed for punitive damages in all of these 

cases.
679

 The intermediate court approved the claims in these cases, and observers commentated that 

these cases marked an important movement for consumer protection.
680
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7.2 Problems with punitive damage in public interest litigation  

According to the PRC Civil Procedure Law and the PRC Consumer Protection Law, 

consumer associations are granted the standing to bring public interests litigation before the people’s 

court. While the court approved the claims for punitive damages in the recent public interests 

lawsuits, there remain controversies at various aspects. This section will show the problems with the 

scope of claims and res judicata reflected in the judgement. Moreover, the previous cases also 

proved a dilemma in refunding the consumers with the amount of punitive damages. This dilemma 

in turn shows that the purpose of ordering punitive damage in consumer public interest litigation is 

ambivalent in court decisions.  

 

7.2.1 Standing to sue and scope of claim  

In principle, to bring a lawsuit before the people’s court, the plaintiff has to demonstrate to 

the court sufficient connection with the case, in other words, a “direct interest.”
681

 In the cases 

above, either the people’s procuratorate or the consumer association was not the direct victim of the 

infringement acts of the salt counterfeiting criminals; however, those parties were granted automatic 

standing by the law for public interest litigation. Therefore, the people’s procuratorate and the 

consumer association had the standing in each of their cases displayed in the previous sections. 

However, the scope of the claims was questionable, in particular with regards to punitive 

damages. Claims for punitive damages are not explicitly provided for in present legislation with 

regards to public interest litigation. The articles in the PRC Civil Procedure Law and the PRC 

Consumer Protection Law granted standing to the people’s procuratorate and qualified consumer 
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organizations to sue for public interests, and provided the conditions for them to proceed.
682

 

According to the Supreme People’s Court’s judicial interpretation, the plaintiff in the public interests 

litigation may claim for “stopping the infringement, removing the obstruction, eliminating the 

danger, and apologizing for the misconduct, etc.” against the defendant.
683

 Moreover, if the business 

operator attempts to exclude or limit the consumer’s rights, reduce or eliminate the business 

operator’s liability and aggravate the consumer’s liability with methods such as standard terms, 

notifications, statements and notices, the appropriate plaintiff can bring public interests lawsuits 

before the people’s court and the people’s court can support the claim of invalidating those 

restrictive methods.
684

  

Therefore, regarding the scope of claims in public interest litigation, punitive damages 

cannot be directly estimated from the current legal provisions. On the other hand, some argue that 

expansive interpretation of the term “etc.” in the article could justify the claim for punitive damage 

in public interest litigation.
685

 Notwithstanding, the court decisions directly approved the claim 

without judging upon the scope of claims of the plaintiff, which blurred the doubts on the scope of 

the claim.
686

 

 

7.2.2 Res judicata 

Furthermore, the effect of res judicata was highly blurred in the above-demonstrated cases. 

“Res judicata” is the Latin term for “a matter [already] judged,” which basically means the court will 
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not reconsider the same matter again.
687

 The res judicata for public interest proceedings is provided 

by the judicial interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court. After the judicial decision of consumer 

civil public interest litigation becomes effective, if other authorities or social organizations qualified 

as plaintiffs bring a consumer civil public interest litigation for the same infringement, the people’s 

court will not accept it.
688

 

Meanwhile, after the court have affirmed some facts in a consumer public interest 

litigation already and the judicial decision entered into force, if a consumer who was harmed by the 

same infringement act of the business operator brings a lawsuit, both parties do not have to prove the 

facts again, except that parties have different opinions about the facts and can provide evidence to 

deny the previously affirmed facts.
689

 In addition, after the court affirmed the illegal acts in 

consumer civil public interest litigation and the judicial decision entered into force, if a consumer 

who was harmed by the same infringement acts brings a lawsuit against the business operator, the 

consumer may apply the judicial findings of the public interest litigation in his or her proceeding 

directly. In this case, the court can support the plaintiff except that the defendant can provide 

contradictory evidence to reverse the previous conclusion.
690

 

Over all, the consumer can apply the factual judgment of former public interest consumer 

litigation in his or her proceedings afterwards for individual redress. However, the court in the cases 

listed above believed that the vast number of “good-natured” consumers would not keep the receipt 

for the purchase of a pack of salt for potential litigation purpose, and no consumer might bring such 

a lawsuit in the future. The opinion of the court left doubts about the possibility for consumers to 
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claim for damages after the decision of the public interests litigation enter into effect. For instance, if 

a consumer who bought several packages or more of the counterfeit salt accidentally saw the 

judgement and wanted to seek redress, would it be possible for the defendant to defense with that he 

already paid punitive damages in public interest litigation and no longer had to bear any liability for 

other infringed parties? Otherwise, would it be possible that the defendant still has to pay 

compensation for actual loss of the consumer, yet punitive damages could be exempted? The present 

judgements did not show any instructive indications about these possible issues.
691

 

 

7.2.3 Dilemma of refunding 

The third problem is the dilemma of refunding. From the judgements, the court considered 

it unnecessary to exhaust the statute of limitations for individual consumer claims, and the civil 

punitive damages had to be transferred to the state treasury. Meanwhile, there have already been 

worries about how to respond to consumers’ potential claims in the future.
692

 For some observers, 

where the punitive damages should go depends on the position of the consumer association in the 

proceeding: if the consumer association is standing for the state, the confiscated amount should be 

transferred to the state treasury and is for public use; if the consumer association is on the behalf of 

consumers, the consumers should have the right to receive their part after the plaintiff (the consumer 

association) wins the lawsuit.
693

  

However, there is a dilemma with regards to refunding to the consumers: if the confiscated 

amount as punitive damage is considered refundable, then the claim becomes private, and the 
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consumer association will lose the standing to sue for “public interest.” Since the people’s 

Procuratorate belong to public authority while consumer associations are not, to distinguish the 

situation between the People’s Procuratorate of Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province vs. Liu case 

and the Consumer Association of Guangdong Province vs. Shi and Hong case is necessary. So far, 

whilst the consumer association has not been entrusted by individual consumers with claims for 

compensation, it did bring public interest litigation based on the mass tort in the name of public 

interest; this contrast has led to the current ambivalence. 

In addition, this dilemma is also due to the ambivalence of the purpose of applying 

punitive damages in consumer public interest litigation. The initiative of bringing public interest 

against food safety criminals can be dated back in 2017.
694

 In the case of the Municipal People’s 

Procuratorate of Lichuan City, Hubei Province vs. Wu, Zhao and Huang (2017), the people’s 

Procuratorate of Lichuan City considered that the public interests remained in the situation of being 

infringed since there were no private claims for redress, and therefore public interest litigation was 

necessary to suspend and recover the public loss.
695

  

Notwithstanding, whether the purpose of introducing punitive damages in public interest 

litigation is compensation, punishment, or prevention is not clear. In other words, if the purpose is to 

compensate consumers, then to transfer the damages amount to the state treasury would be 

ineffective. Meanwhile, if the purpose is to punish, the boundaries between public sanction and 

private sanctions become largely blurred, as the court considered that punitive damages to be 

equivalent with criminal penalties and administrative sanctions. If the proceeding is aimed at 

disgorging, or exhausting the illicit profits from the business operator, the amount to be confiscated 
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should be limited to the business operator’s illegal gains instead of ten-time compensation.
696

 

Overall, the current result of combining punitive damages with consumer public interest proceedings 

demonstrates a hybrid of the three issues above, and largely blurred the public and private aspects of 

consumer rights.
697

 

 

7.3 Public interest vs. private interest: the gap in consumer protection 

The analysis above has displayed a gap in the protection of public interests and private 

interests. What are the results of this gap in consumer protection, and how to improve the situation? 

This section first is going to demonstrate the insufficiency of current litigation mechanism for 

consumer redress in China (7.3.1). Then it is going to point out the necessity of developing 

compensatory collective redress mechanisms to fill the gap (7.3.2). In addition, since some also 

argue that disgorgement can be a supplement to collective redress for consumer protection, one piece 

of analysis is to be conducted to examine the feasibility of disgorgement in China (7.3.3).  

 

7.3.1 Litigation mechanisms are insufficient for consumer redress 

In China, consumer group litigation demonstrates a tilting focus on public interests, which 

is partially due to the influence of economic law.
698

 In judicial practice, the previous cases were 

mainly for injunction.
699

 The advocates for incorporating punitive damage in group litigation are 

also from the perspective of protecting public interests.
700

 Meanwhile, the current approach leaves a 

gap between the protection of public and private interests of the consumer. According to current law, 
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consumer associations may provide advices and mediating services, but participate in litigation only 

in terms of public interest.
701

 As the consumer association acts mainly for public interests, 

consumers have to seek redress by themselves if they have to go to the court.  

For individual consumers to redress their damage through civil lawsuit there are mainly 

three approaches. First is the individual lawsuit.
702

 Second is a joint or common lawsuit: consumers 

in small numbers with a common claim may join the same proceeding.
703

 Compared with business 

operators, consumers are usually in a disadvantageous situation in terms of information and 

bargaining power.
704

 In particular for disputes on damages of small volume, individual or common 

lawsuits are not sufficient for consumers to apply.
705

 Third is a representative lawsuit: for 

consumers in large numbers, they may select representatives from the group, and other members 

burden the results of the proceeding.
706

 While the representative proceeding seems to perform the 

function of collective redress, it is neither strongly promoted nor frequently applied for the risk of 

group incidents.
707

 

Policy makers considered that punitive damages would be adequate for consumers to cover 

their litigation costs in individual lawsuits.
708

 However, punitive damages are not always sufficient 
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to motivate consumers. The fake-hunting phenomenon shows an implicit problem of scattered 

damages: since mass consumer damages are often small in volume, and infringement act of the 

business operator is not always obvious, punitive damage approach is not sufficient.
709

 For instance, 

despite the rapid increasing of fake-hunting lawsuits in the previous years, most of them are brought 

by regular fake-hunters rather than ordinary consumers, which actually proved the insufficiency of 

the punitive damage system. Nevertheless, the gap between public interest litigation and individual 

consumer lawsuits has not been bridged so far. 

 

7.3.2 Compensatory group litigation is necessary 

In China, the scope of group litigation is limited to public interests, with the standing to 

sue limited to the people’s procuratorates and 32 provincial level consumer associations, which is far 

from enough.
710

 The current approach cannot substitute the function of compensatory group 

litigation.
711

 To fill the gap between public and private interests in consumer protection in terms of 

collective redress is necessary. According to conventional theories, public interest ligation is a 

special proceeding and should not be used to solve private disputes.
712

 Private damages should in 

principle be resolved in private proceedings, and the difficulties can be eliminated through 

alternative approaches, including joint lawsuits, representative proceedings, litigation fee 

arrangements, and litigation assistance.
713

 However, in practice such mechanisms are not sufficient 
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in consideration of consumers’ costs and weakness of position in going to the court by themselves.
714

 

Moreover, if divided into separate stages, to incorporate compensatory proceeding into group 

litigation led by consumer organizations can also be compatible with Chinese civil procedure.
715

 

Unlike China, various jurisdictions have developed collective redress mechanisms for 

consumer protection. In the United States, class action was developed from its own social context of 

the 1960s.
716

 During the past decades, class action in the United States has influenced various 

jurisdictions in institutional design for mass-litigation.
717

 Nevertheless, the US-style class action has 

also been criticized for low recovery to class members, while the attorneys often benefit most from 

large-volume settlement.
718

 In the European Union, along with the promotion of free movement in 

the common market, consumer protection has always been a crucial issue.
719

 At the regional level, 

the EU Commission Recommendation on 11 June 2013 on Common Principles for Injunctive and 

Compensatory Collective Redress Mechanisms in the Member States was issued in 2013.
720

 The 

Member States need to develop domestic legal institutions following EU directives, and researchers 

generally agree with that group litigation can be a remedy to enforce consumer interests.
721

 

According to the Recommendation of 2013 mentioned-above, Member States should have collective 
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redress mechanisms available to achieve EU policy objectives, including better enforcement of 

European Union law, protection of consumers, improvement of access to justice, better efficiency of 

justice systems, avoidance of abusive litigation, and an effective right to compensation.
722

 The 

Recommendation of 2013 provided for its implementation by July 2015 and for a reassessment of 

the collective redress landscape across the EU by 2017.
723

 Up to the present, a new deal for 

consumers has been proposed, which aims to modernize and replace Directive 2009/22/EC of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on Injunctions for the Protection of 

Consumers’ Interest (“the Injunctions Directive”).
724

 This proposed directive has been presented 

together with the proposal on targeted amendments to four EU consumer law Directives as part of 

the “New Deal for Consumers,” which is expected to improve the effectiveness of the injunction 

procedure and help eliminate the consequences of the infringements of Union law which affect the 

collective interests of consumers.
725

 

In East Asia, China’s neighboring countries including Japan and South Korea both 

introduced compensatory group litigations. South Korea introduced class action in the security law 

area for financial consumers in 2005.
726

 Japan at first introduced injunctive consumer group 

litigation into the Consumer Contract Act.
727

 Afterwards, to improve the situation of consumer 

redress, a two-stage procedure was established though special legislation in 2013 and became 
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effective in October, 2016.
728

 To summarize, group litigation does not have to be limited to public 

interests. Rather, for the purpose of consumer protection, introducing compensatory group litigation 

can help to enhance the enforcement of consumer rights. Compensatory group litigation led by 

consumer associations can solve the theoretical inconsistency in current public interest proceedings, 

and enhance the efficiency of consumer redress.
729

 

 

7.3.3 Disgorgement as a functional alternative to punitive damages? 

In addition, some also argue that a disgorgement mechanism can be a supplement to public 

interest litigation for the purpose of preventing business operators from illegally profiting.
730

 

Disgorgement, based on the idea of not allowing profiting by committing a wrong, exists in various 

jurisdictions; meanwhile, there remain diversities in the terminology, and doubts and problems with 

the function of disgorgement mechanisms.
731

 Therefore, whether disgorgement can be effective in 

terms of consumer protection in China depends on the context.  

In China, the court and procuratorate consider punitive damage in public interest litigation 

as the supplementary means “to prevent the infringer’s civil liability from falling void”; in this sense, 

disgorgement damages based on the illegal gains can be an alternative to punitive damages in terms 

of recovering the damage caused to public interest. The consumer organizations or the people’s 

procuratorates may bring a lawsuit against the wrongdoer for disgorging the profits gained by 

unlawful acts. However, the problem is with effectiveness. If the confiscated amount goes to the 

state treasury, the effectiveness of deterrence can be largely reduced by paying the disgorged amount 
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to the state treasury, by restricting the motivation of the infringed to enforce their redress.
732

 Present 

judgements of public interest proceedings in China all ordered the defendants to pay punitive 

damages to the state treasury. Therefore, disgorgement can be ineffective in the context of China, 

either. 

Furthermore, disgorgement is also controversial in terms of its relations with 

compensatory claims of the infringer.
733

 In the situation of China, if disgorgement were introduced 

into consumer public interest litigation, it would not change the current dilemma in refunding as 

punitive damages. In addition, the purpose of disgorgement is more preventive rather than punitive, 

and therefore there is a limitation by the profits earned from unlawful infringements,
734

 which adds 

to the complexity regarding calculations. In conclusion, disgorgement is not necessarily beneficial 

for consumer protection in China. Rather, the crucial issue is to develop compensatory group 

litigation to enhance consumer redress. 

 

7.4 Address private rights of consumers with collective redress mechanism 

Currently, the enforcement of consumer protection demonstrated imbalance between the 

“public interest” and “private interests,” especially in terms of the group litigation mechanism in 

China. Against this background to rectify the imbalance and focus on the weaknesses of individual 

consumers in redress becomes necessary. Therefore, China needs to make legal improvements to 

enhance consumer protection. First, the enforcement of consumer protection should balance the 

emphasis between public interests and private interests 7.4.1). Second, the law should entitle 

qualified consumer associations to bring compensatory collective redress, with a focus on private 
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rights of consumers (7.4.2). In addition, recovery system should be established for the benefit of 

consumer remedy (7.4.3). 

 

7.4.1 Change the emphasis from public interest to private interest 

From the recent movement in consumer redress, the lack of focus on the private rights of 

consumers led to the imbalanced focus on consumer rights. Not only the “public interest” but also 

“private interest” in consumer protection requires attention. As previous analysis manifested, redress 

to consumers’ private interests is in need of more efforts. The present problems in applying punitive 

damages in consumer public interest litigation is largely due to the blurring of private rights and 

interests and public interests of consumers.
735

 Therefore, this analysis attempts to propose a 

dual-side approach as a response.  

First, consumer associations should be granted the standing to represent consumers in 

compensatory group litigation. From the overview of consumer collective redress in other 

jurisdictions, the “two-stage” model of Japan is also feasible for China.
736

 In particular, the 

compensatory proceeding can be established as the second stage, and consumer associations may 

collect the claims for consumers.
737

 Second, recovery system can be helpful to protect consumers’ 

rights to redress.
738

 Since neither disgorgement nor punitive damage under public interest litigation 

provides insufficient remedy to the infringed consumers, it is at stake to address the private rights of 

consumers and protect their access to get remedy for damages. 
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7.4.2 Empower consumer organizations in compensatory group litigation 

Consumer organizations should be granted the standing to bring compensatory group 

litigation. Currently, the private rights of individual consumers have not been incorporated into 

group litigation by consumer associations. However, to establish the compensatory collective redress 

mechanism proved both practically necessary for consumer protection and theoretically possible. In 

practice, to achieve effectiveness of compensatory group litigation requires more participation of 

consumer organizations.
739

 From a functional perspective, since consumer associations have better 

expertise, the group litigation led by the consumer associations may effectively reduce the risks of 

mass affair compared with representative proceedings.
740

 Moreover, due to the extensiveness of 

consumer association networks, consumer associations have more access to the information of 

consumer damage which can contribute to consumer redress.
741

 After all, consumer associations in 

China are funded by pubic finance, which adds to the reliability of litigation proceedings.
742

 Overall, 

consumer associations in China are both functionally and financially capable of supporting 

consumers in civil lawsuits. In addition, to allow lower consumer associations to support consumers 

more actively with lawsuits may contribute to enhancing the level of consumer protection as well.
743

  

 

7.4.3 Recovery system is necessary for consumer remedy 
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If punitive damage is continue to be applied in public interest litigation, clarification of the 

legal reasoning and mechanism for refunding the consumers is necessary. In response to the 

dilemma in refunding, to establish foundations is one possible solution. It has already been addressed 

that non-profit foundations should be established to manage the amount of punitive damages 

confiscated from public interest proceedings.
744

  

However, there are several issues need to be considered. First, if public interest proceedings 

will continue to combine punitive damages, it is necessary to clarify in terms of res judicata. The 

consumers’ private claim should not be automatically replaced by the performing of consumer 

associations.
745

 Second, from the perspective of effectiveness, instead of being confiscated together 

with public penalties and transferring the money to the state treasury, punitive damages can be 

deposited or entrusted to a non-profit foundation for potential redress purpose.
746

 For instance, in 

the United States, under the Consumer Financial Civil Penalty Fund Rule, the Bureau of Consumer 

Financial Protection must deposit the civil penalty it obtains to the fund against any person in any 

judicial or administrative action under Federal consumer financial laws.
747

 Under this Act, funds in 

the Civil Penalty Fund can be used for payments to the victims.
748

 Considering the current 

insufficiency of individual consumer redress, the Civil Penalty Funds in the United States may shed 

instructions on the management of punitive damages in China. 

 

7.5 Summary 
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Due to lacking focus on the private rights of consumers, consumer protection in China 

turned to focus more on public interests, while the weaknesses of consumers in redress as individuals 

have been frequently ignored.
749

 This chapter is aimed at addressing the necessity to balance the 

emphasis between public interests and private interests of consumer protection in China, centered on 

collective redress mechanisms.  

The first section started from the latest court decisions that approved punitive damage in 

public interest litigation brought by the people’s procuratorates and consumer organizations (7.1). 

Through a review of legislation on public interests and the recent development in judicial decisions, 

China has allocated more emphasis on “public interests” in consumer protection. However, there are 

problems with the current approach with regards to the application of punitive damages (7.2). While 

the people’s procuratorates and consumer organizations are granted the standing in public interest 

litigation, claims for punitive damages are not explicitly provided for by current legal provisions 

(7.2.1). Moreover, the res judicata of the court decision also raised doubts, in consideration of 

consumers’ rights to claim in the future (7.2.2). In addition, regarding how to manage the amount of 

punitive damages, there has been no appropriate method and whether the confiscated amount should 

be refunded to consumers became a dilemma (7.2.3). The third section demonstrated the gap 

between public and private interests in consumer protection and the necessity of addressing the 

weaknesses of individual consumers in redress (7.3). Current litigation mechanisms are insufficient 

for consumer redress (7.3.1), and compensatory group litigation is necessary to enhance the 

enforcement of consumer rights (7.3.2). In the context of China disgorgement system may not satisfy 

the needs of consumer protection (7.3.3). 

In conclusion, China needs to develop compensatory collective redress mechanism to 

enhance consumer protection, with a focus on private interests of consumers (7.4). First of all, the 
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focus should not only be allocated to the aspect of “public interests,” but also private interests of 

consumers who are individual persons in redress (7.4.1). Subsequently, to address the private rights 

and interests of consumers, the law should allow qualified consumer associations to bring 

compensatory group litigation (7.4.2). In addition, in case China may continue to combine punitive 

damages with public interests litigation, a recovery system can be helpful for the benefits of 

consumer remedy (7.4.3). 
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Chapter VIII: Conclusion 

The modernization of the legal system has been a crucial issue in China. However, it is too 

big a topic to discuss with fragmentation of legal fields and variety of research approaches. With a 

focus on the enforcement dilemma caused by fake-hunting lawsuits in China, this study aimed to 

investigate the problems, practical and theoretical, with legal development of consumer protection. 

Based on a literature review and case analysis, this study correlated the civil-economic law gap with 

the enforcement problem in Chinese context. From a comparative analysis, it concluded that China 

needs to focus on the private rights of consumers and establish relevant legal system that supports 

consumers to enforce their private rights.  

 

8.1 Problems with consumer protection strategy in China 

The “Wanghai phenomenon,” or fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma, is unique in China and 

has been a hot issue in consumer rhetoric for decades.
750

 The occurrence of this phenomenon 

initiated with the introduction of punitive damage in the Consumer Protection Law.
751

 The gap in 

legal methodology for developing consumer protection has resulted in a widespread of conflicts.
752

  

First, the fake-hunting lawsuits caused conflicts around application of punitive damages 

for consumer protection in China.
 753

 While advocates of fake-hunters have made efforts to justify 

the legitimacy and benefits of fake-hunting lawsuits, their arguments are not always successful in 

persuading the opponents. Up to the present, there remains no consensus with regards to this 

dilemma. The fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma in China is not merely limited to the problem of how 

to interpret the law, such as “consumer” and “fraudulent acts.” Rather, the fake-hunting lawsuits 
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dilemma raised the questions of what is the profound reason behind the divergence and where 

consumer protection should go forward. 

Second, the enforcement dilemma is underlined by tension between economic law and 

civil law. The gap between legislation and enforcement manifested that there is a lacking focus on 

the private rights of consumers from many advocates of fake-hunters.
754

 As a result, regulators have 

largely focused on the market dimension of consumer protection, rather than on the disadvantages of 

individual consumers in transaction and redress.
755

 The fundamental reason for the divergence is an 

implicit split understanding of consumer rights as “collective rights” or “private rights.” Moreover, 

behind this split understanding of consumer rights is the decades-long tension between an economic 

law approach and a civil law approach of consumer protection.
756

 This tension has its historical 

roots in the path-dependency of legal development of contemporary China.
757

 

Third, focus on private rights of consumers is necessary for China to solve the 

inconsistency in legal application and enhance consumer protection. The neighboring country, Japan, 

provided a model for China to rethink about the possibility of legal institution design for consumer 

protection.
758

 Clarification between public and private law can reduce the inconsistencies at 

interpretation level, and collaboration among acting agencies will contribute to collective 

enforcement.
759

 China needs to allocate more focuses on the private rights of consumers. 

Subsequently, policy makers and observer need to reconsider the purpose of punitive damage system 

in consumer law and the actual effectiveness of this system in consumer protection. With a focus on 

the enforcement of consumers’ private rights, the current legal system requires improvement at both 

the interpretative level and the institution level. 
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8.2 Resolve inconsistency and imbalance in present enforcement mechanisms 

In response to the inconsistencies and imbalance in present enforcement mechanisms of 

China, this study provided proposals at three aspects for China to resolve the current problems. First, 

the court should apply punitive damages in the direction of remedial enforcement. Different from 

common law traditions, China is in general a civil law jurisdiction, though hybrid in terms of legal 

mechanisms in some fields. Punitive damages were first introduced in 1993 with the purpose of 

consumer protection through market regulation.
760

 Despite resistance in the early period, punitive 

damages have been commonly considered as status quo system in the field of consumer 

protection.
761

 Meanwhile, punitive damage system in China proved not as effective as expected to 

be a regulatory instrument.
762

 Rather, it will be more logical and useful to apply punitive damages 

mainly as a civil remedy and therefore motivate consumers to enforce their private rights.
763

 In 

addition, considering the compatibility between punitive damage and the judicial system in China, it 

is not necessarily feasible for China to introduce large punitive damage awards. Instead, public 

enforcement is more workable to achieve deterrence over the business operators.
764

 

Second, to clarify the interpretation of “fraudulent act,” a focus on private rights of 

consumers is needed. To solve the inconsistencies in legal application requires clarification of 

interpretation.
765

 Current theories in Chinese rhetoric demonstrate great diversities regarding 

whether the court should award punitive damages for “fraudulent act” to fake-hunters.
766

 As one of 

the main findings of this study, the liability of punitive damages based on “fraudulent acts” under 
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Article 55 of the Consumer Protection Law is in nature a civil liability of tort.
767

 Moreover, from a 

perspective of private rights of consumers, fake-hunters should not be awarded punitive damages as 

their rights are not violated.
768

 In addition, with regards to the regulation of fraudulent advertising, 

including misleading information, fake-hunters are too random and profit driven to be effective.
769

 

In this situation, injunctions by consumer organizations can be a more promising alternative to 

punitive damage lawsuits.
770

 

Thirdly, China needs to develop compensatory collective redress mechanism in order to 

improve the enforcement of consumer rights. Recent judicial decisions approved punitive damages 

in consumer public interest litigation. While commentators applauded for this movement, problems 

remain at various aspects regarding the scope of claims, res judicata and how to refund the 

consumer.
771

 What has been neglected is that the access to redress of individual consumers need to 

be secured.
772

 Against this background, consumer associations should be cautious to claim for 

punitive damages in order not to infringe the private claims of consumers.
773

 Moreover, to protect 

“public interests” is not the only possible function of consumer associations.
774

 Rather, associations 

should be encouraged to enhance enforcement of consumers’ rights through compensatory collective 

redress.
775

 In addition, to establish recovery system can be helpful to consumers compared with 

disgorgement.
776

 Overall, the private rights of consumers should be addressed in a more sufficient 

manner.
777
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8.3 Remarks: Enhance consumer protection with focus on private rights of consumers   

Conventional ideas of consumer protection in China have been emphasizing the public 

interest or collective rights. However, the private rights of consumers need more attention to enhance 

consumer protection. Punishment to the business operators, in particular through punitive damage, is 

not the ultimate purpose but only one of the means of consumer protection. Therefore, China needs 

to change the focus from regulating the market order to supporting consumers to enforce their rights. 

Above all, to focus on the private rights of consumers is necessary for protecting consumer 

interests in transaction. This study demonstrated that the consumer protection in China has been 

focused on market regulation. At the same time, private law approach for consumer protection 

remains less emphasized. As a result, inconsistencies and imbalances occurred in enforcement as 

manifested in the fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma. To rectify this situation, “consumer in transaction” 

or “consumer in contract” needs to be noted through the establishment of relative legal institution 

with a private-rights focus. 

Furthermore, the court needs to adjust the application of punitive damages to be a civil 

remedy. In this case, punitive damages function as compensation to the litigation cost and empower 

consumers in individual redress. While punitive damage was introduced in China against a particular 

social background with a regulatory purpose, it proved insufficient for market purification.
778

 In the 

context of China, the positive effects of punitive damages in empowering consumer should be 

maintained.
779

 Based on clarification of applicable conditions, this system can motivate and support 

consumers in redress, performing a compensatory function as a civil remedy. 

Subsequently, consumer group litigation requires further promotion on both injunction and 

compensation. Injunctive consumer group litigation can help rectify consumers’ disadvantages in the 

market. Meanwhile, compensatory group litigation can support consumers in collective redress, and 
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empower individual consumers against difficulties and costs in lawsuits. After all, punitive damage 

system is not a panacea, but a bandage that tentatively bridges the gap left by the insufficiency of 

both public and private enforcement of consumer law. To enhance consumer protection, legal 

institutions for consumer protection should be improved in a way that easily accessible to every 

consumer and effective in the enforcement of their lawful rights. With the development of public 

regulation and private redress, the space for fake-hunters would be more and more limited. 

Nevertheless, how to protect consumer rights and interests in transactions will continue to be a 

significant issue in the future. 

 

8.4 Remaining issues 

There are some remaining issues which are not encompassed by this paper, yet require 

further exploration in the following research. The key issues include, but are not limited to: (1) 

consumer contract theory in general; (2) consumer education; (3) interplay between public and 

private enforcement; (4) counterfeit governance; and (5) disciplinary development in the consumer 

law field.  

The first issue concerning the enforcement of consumer private rights is the consumer 

contract theory in general. Consumer contract system is the foundation for developing theories to 

protect consumers in transaction.
780

 This paper aimed at illustrating a general picture of enforcement 

strategy on consumer protection in China. While this study was not able to extend the analysis into 

details of theories around the consumer contract, this issue deserves comprehensive analysis to 

enhance the protection of consumers in transactions. 

The second issue is consumer education. With the focus of supporting consumers to 

enforce their rights, to inform the consumers about their lawful rights and applicable legal 
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mechanism is of indispensable importance. Although consumers in China enjoy the “right for 

education,” there is not special law on consumer education in China.
781

 China also needs to learn 

from other jurisdictions and make improvements at institution level in order to enhance consumer 

education.
782

  

Thirdly there is the interplay between public and private enforcement. Many previous 

studies have conducted this approach.
783

 The collaboration between administrative and judicial 

enforcement of law has been an important topic, not only in the field of consumer protection but also 

in other legal fields.
784

 In China, studies applying such an approach remain few and more efforts can 

be allocated to this topic. 

Fourth is the issue of counterfeit governance. Historically, consumer protection in China 

has been focused on how to protect consumers from the harms of all kinds of “fakes.”
785

 With 

economic development, the scope of “fakes” also expanded from mainly defective products to all 

kinds of “fraudulent acts.” However, the clarified standards for legal application of punitive damages 

remain lagged-behind, and therefore the fake-hunting lawsuits dilemma occurred. This study mainly 

focused on how to rectify the problems with enforcement strategy of consumer protection, including 

how to clarify the applicable conditions at interpretation level.
786

 Meanwhile, more comprehensive 

analysis is necessary to elaborate the legal and social problems with counterfeit governance in order 

to solve the problems of fakes. 
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Finally there is a need for disciplinary development in the consumer law field. As 

investigated in the paper, the consumer law rhetoric in China has been under the influence of the 

department theory of law, but this influence has proven undesirable.
787

 In the future, studies in the 

consumer law field may be freed from constrains of department theory of law and focus on more 

crucial issues regarding consumer rights and interests. 

This study only provided a small piece of analysis on consumer protection in China. Due 

to the limitations of time and knowledge, this study might still be insufficient in different aspects. 

Nevertheless, the present author hopes this analysis might provide useful information for those who 

have interests in Chinese law or consumer protection in China.
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